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Editorial Note:

The translation of this (Herman :
..

rar Diary

was J3.de in London, .'jigland, under the guidance of

Commander S. St. Sanders, USNR. "..en his London Office

was closed and the translation project was dis continued,

~nch unfinished material was sent to Naval History Di-

vision, (OP-29).

Because the dissemination of the data con-

tained in these doc-jcients is important, bhe translations

and stencils have not been checked for accuracy of in-

terpretation, phraseology, and speU >£ officers* names

or geographical names, distribution under these cciitions

seems justif causa cf the excellent reputation of the

London personnel and:' because translators are not available

in Naval History Division. Research tc corract possible
• >-

«

inconsistencies did not warrant the time involved.

DEI - NT OF
Office of i he Chief c: rations

History Division
ishington 25, D.C.
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CONFIDENTIAL

October, 1942
^ . .rii ii* * .. J -

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

According to recent observations, moderate
activity of surface forces. Submarine activity
increasing • Ten submarines were intercepted in
all, one of them some 50 miles south of the
southwestern tip of the Crimea* At noon 3
destroyers at sea, position unknown. Air
Commander reported convoy traffic as before.

Own Situation:
4 —» m —- f

A. 1. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 5, 11 and 13
carried out a remote sweep off and inside
Sevastopol harbor. No mines swept*

2. The 2nd FZ -Group swept the area from the
approach buoy in the Yeisk Channel along the
direct route to Mariupol. No mines swept.

3. A mine sweeping . Ju carried out a check-sweep
of the coastal route in Kerch Strait and south
of the Kerch Peninsula as well as off Mariupol.
No mines swept.

4. 1 October, four mines from a German minefield
wore found on the shore at Genichesk.

"B* 1. Enemy air reconnaissance and fighter activity
diminishing* No reports of bomb damage.

2. At 2340 on' 30 September Ssukko, 4 miles south-
east of Anapa, was shelled from the sea.
Medium guns fired 10 to 12 rounds* Presumably
one of their regular attempts at interference.
The coast was being probed to find a site for
landing of partisans by submarines or small
warships.

3. According to Air Commander T s reports and D/l-

bearings, only slight transport activity
observed off the east and southeast coast of
the Black Soa, but largo numbers of coastal
and patrol vessels,

D. Minosweeping' continued off Mariupol, Yeisk and
Sovas i;o,:ol.

E. With the exception of 2 vessels, Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Nikolaiev will with immediate effect bo
subordinated for operations to Naval Training
Command, for transportation duties along the west
coast of the Crimea. Subordinated for

CONFI DENTIAL -1-
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administration- to the Port Commander, Sevastopol.
-) vessels will i Ln with Port Commander,
>:olaiev for ferry service with the out-station.

Unfortunately the torpedo exercise by the 1st
E-Boat 71otilla, scheduled to begin today, had
to be postponed owing to- the' weather

•

Difficulties with vessels and crows of the
nube Steamship Company have led to a request

from the Company, the Reich Commissioner for
.ritirae Shippj ae Staff for

requisition of the above vessels by the Navy
in accordance with the Reic raiisition Law.
I am of the opinion that, particularly- in view
of the shortage of personnel, the Navy should
not be burdened with duties outside its own

which are the exclusive business of
civilian offices and army commands. To explain

is, I therefore sent a teletype to the
subordinate commands:

.diogram to Admiral, Black Sea, Bucharest,
copy to Chief, Naval ning Command, Constantza,
Chief Sea Transportation Section, Black Sea,
Secret.

Please give your opinion on the following points
immediately:

1. Vessels of the Danube Steamship Company,
including those dispatched to the Crimea and
the Sea of Azov, will remain under the

,
Company's managements y are responsible
for insurance, personnel, salaries, choice
of suitable personnel, and T s supplies.
In ports which have no Danube Steamship
Company representative, the Sea Transportation
Office or the Fort Commander acting on the
Company's behalf will assume responsibility
for anything required by the crew or ship.

2. The Army or Armod Forces High Command will be
responsible for those Danube Steamship Company
ships destined for the 3 f Azov, the River
Don, Ltc. Apart from the duties mentioned
ln : . 1 t. will assume only opera-
tional control at sea. Naval requirements
regarding efficiency of personnel and material

be met by the Danube Steamship Company.

3. Requests to Danube Steamship Company on
requisition and employment of their vessels
over certain routes must go out from Rome
Staff (Overseas Branch) not from the Navy,
except in the case of those vessels
chartered by the for purely naval tasks.

CC " M
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Request answer ready for the discussions in
Mariupol on 3 October, signifying agreement or
giving other comments by the Danube Steamship
Company and Home Staff (Overseas Branch).

Admiral, Black Sea.

In order' that traffic may proceed from Kerch to
Tomriuk as requested by the Army, I shall, as
soon as Tomriuk harbor is ready for occupation,
issue the necessary orders for a channel to be
swept between Kerch and Tcmriuk and for a similar
connecting channel between Mariupol and Temriuk.
Because this is a very urgent task it must be
given priority over the projected minesweeping
operation off Genichosk. The channel must be
buoyed, I am also laying down the order of
priority to be observed for the commitments of
the FZ-groups.

Today Chief, Sea Transportation Section, Black
Sea and Staff Officer Operations, Naval Training
Command were at H.Q., also Captain Mimbelli and
Commander, Italian Submarine Flotilla, Lt, Cdr.
Longanesi, for a conference. All the acute
problems of sea transportation and the provision
of escorts came under discussion. I have
restated my attitude towards the scope of the
Navy's duties and the line of demarcation from
the other services and the civilian offices.
At the same time agreement was reached on the
most practic al employment of the different types
of tonnage, and I pointed out that all Army
commands and civilian offices dealing with
supplies and transport must always be advised
and directed accordingly. With Staff Officer
Operations, Naval Training Command, I fixed the
basic sailing routes in the Black Sea; the more
dotailed planning - now an urgent matter calling
for immediate attention - will bo entrusted to
Naval Training Command,

With Captain Mimbelli and Lt. Cdr. Longanesi I
discussed questions of U-boat operations and the
further transfer of U-boat bases to the east.
Since Yalta is too vulnerable from the air, I
have had the boats temporarily transferred only
as far as Skadovsk, '.• If we are to reinforce the
defenses of the South Crimea, we must aim at
moving them as soon as possible to a base less
open ir attack, yet close to the operational
area, ov bhe present this will be Sevastopol.
The necessary orders to this effect will be
issued. Later it will be Kerch. I am sondin

;

Lt, Cdr, Longanesi to Kerch tomorrow to ob 4--

information on conditions and, together with the
Port Commander, to find suitable berths for the
U-boats

.

CONFIDENTIAL
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In the selection of a base, a crane or slipway
is essential so after operations, the
-boats - lifted out of the for any

necessary repairs. At the moment these
cond:' Kerch. soon as

•ch is ready for occupation, I intend to
tri- 7-boats there.

Subse it joint rati is G-erman U-boats
_"• the Sea coast a t Russian traffic

3 discusse ih the commander of Q24 who
. . , ise the

possibilities of conveying the boats core
quickly to their c ional area, perhaps by
towing th . , thus extending fch ir radius of

::. ".ith this same object, Lt, Cdr.
Lo: .11 during coming operations try to

a the crew from to 6 men (in each case
extra :nen will bo drawn from U-boats

undergoing repairs )

.
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2 October, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

A few observations of the new radio procedure
were made but we still failed to discover the
underlying principle. Uninterrupted submarine
activity; the 3 destroyers reported yesterday
are still at sea, position unknown. Air
Commander's reports gave evidence- of continuous
convoy traffic along the Caucasus coast.

Own Situation:

A. 1. Motor minesweepers (RA) with convoy traffic.
No other operations owing to the weather.

Torpedo practice for E~boats was
1 October owing to the weather,
and S 49 entered Constantza on 1

canceled on
E-boats S 26
October,

5, On 1 October steamers D 8
check Pervomski Channel.

and D 11 put out to

4. Mine sweeping planes were operating off Yeisk.
No mines swept.

5, Motor fishing vessels Nos, 5, 11 and 13 carried
out a remote sweep off and inside Sevastopol
harbor. No mines swept.

B. 1.

2.

3

German planes shadowing 2 Russian destroyers
in grid square 0144 course west to north.
Their purpose is not clear yet.

At 1415 on 1 October the steamer "Salzburg"
was torpedoed and sunk by a submarine in
approximately 45° 54.5 ' N, 30° 19.5' E. Sea
Transportation Section reported prisoners of
war aboard. No further details.

Enemy air reconnaissance and fighter activity
again on the increase, concentrating on Taman,

1 October at 1019 Yalta
" " 1945 Yalta
" " 2250 Thoodosia -

"
. " 2255 Ivan Baba -

" " 2022 Yalta
" » 2335 Ivan Baba -

2 October at 0220 Taman
" " 0355 Ivan Baba -
" " 0405 Thoodosia -

No damage reported.

air raid warning
it ;i it

It it it

II it it

It tt it

II it n

bombs
it

dropped
it

CONFIDENTIAL
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4. At 1430 aerial .z were dropped from a very
lew altitude in several places directly off
Yalta, The report is being investigated*
Check by mlneswec plane planned.

I . rlar.s for next mine sweeping operation .

1. The Port Commander, Kerch is to employ 5
patrol boats to sweep moored mines and to
buoy th ch-Tereriuk channel, including
the approach and harbor.

2, An PZ-group and ninesw'cc plane are to
out a check- : this channel

ainst ELI! .

5, Naval emmander, Ukraine will sweep the
channel between Mariupol and ink* jck-

PZ-group an lane*

:-. Battle H.Q., Admiral, la to be trans-
rred on 2 October from Ivan Baba to Simferopol.

The enemy destr lighted on a
north 1 c ours , I shall nn all the
commands concerned that a raid against the
Crimean coast is p'ossi le* I disagree with

. ider, Crimea th ic Russians are
plann: . thru: notion of Constantsa,
as no other force.: r been sighted.

r

Three Italian E-boats are proceeding in a
reconnaissance li ^odosia and Ivan
Bab lies z'rer the c :, oscorted by a boat
fr ; I~a. s the Fuel sharta , tnd
although I do not :t any particular success
from the employment of th Is against the
Russian destroyers^ I did not countermand the
orders to proceed which Captain Mimbclli issued
on receipt of the alarm li 1. It is just
possible- that- if the boats do meet the destroyers,

= Russians com:, to think the coast better
defended t] an 1 really is and thus desist from
their nuisance raids* At it was reported
that Yalta was being shelled from the sea.

:-.ll the local commu-
nicat:'. as )f :er, Yalta wero cut at
the start he shelling, Presumably this

e-tage had some cc bion with the shellir. ,

Owing to inadequate mincsweoping forces the
cted extension southward of the two mine-

fields off C has had to be repeatedly post-
poned (t) ^ne area must first be swept). The
"torpedoing of the "Salzburg" forces me to
reconsider this question, since under the
circumstances it : preferable to put up

ENT] \I -6-
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with a delay in the movement of supplies than
incur losses which, in the Black Sea area, would
be irreplaceable for the duration. The Naval
Training Command was directed to examine the
question of minelaying, if need be preceded by
minesweeper escort, should there still be
insufficient forces to permit the systematic
sweeping of the projected mine area. I am, in

principle, of the opinion that flanking mine-
fields offer no protection against submarines,
they merely impede .their freedom to some extent.
The' Gulf of Finland is sufficient example of how
an unusually strong minefield can fail to prevent
Russian submarines from attacking Baltic shipping
which is far more efficiently escorted*

My orders for the tactical subordination of the
Naval Operational Transportation Detachment for
the whole period of the operation to the Naval
Shore Commanders wore rescinded by Group South
without my knowledge. I have now canceled my
original order and passed on Group South's
recommendations to the Naval Shore Commanders
that they should demand more motor vehicles if
present regulations bring about a shortage of
transport. For the information of Group South
I enclosed this teletype to Chief of Staff,
Group South:

Urgent teletype to Chief of Staff, Group South.
Gkdos. - Chief of Staff, Group South Ops. 7519.

"1. I am also rescinding my orders, so that your
direct cancellation - made without my know-
ledge - now receives fresh confirmation from
me.

2. Since according to your teletype, Naval Shor^
Commander is unable to organize his supplies
with the Naval Motor Transport Detachment
assigned to him, even with the presence of
the Commander of the Detachment, and since no
qualified officer Is available for this
purpose cither at Battle H.Q., Admiral, Black
Sea or in Bucharest, I request you to send an
export to Battle H.Q., Admiral, Black Sea as
quickly as possible. For the present he
will take full command of all the trans-
portation duties undertaken by these
Transportation Detachments and then train
and advise me and those officers chosen as
future specialists. Neither Commander (E)
Klcpp nor Lieut, (s.g.) (E)' Grindmann aro
experts since they have only been trained as
engineers and know nothing about the
organization of land units

t

of this type.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 1141."

CONFIDENTIAL -7-
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CONFIDENTIAL

5 October, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

As far as can be discovered, activity of light
and unidentified naval forces is. slight by day
but increases at night. Six submarines have
been intercepted. After a long period at sea
more submarines are returning from the west.

. Three destroyers at sea, position unknown*
Long-range reconnaissance planes sighted 2

destroyers at 1225, course west, high speed,
'-' some 125 milea south of the southern tip of the

Crimea. Shadowers identified change of course
to north at 1445, course then maintained until
approximately 1700. Shadowers were obliged to
break off at dusk. Early morning reconnaissance
sighted the destroyers in the eastern Black Sea,
heading for Batum. According to reports by the
offices concerned, Yalta was shelled from the
sea at 2225 this evening. Between 50 and 60
shells were fired. Radio location failed to

• pick up the destroyers. . .

Own Situation ;

A. 1« During the night of 1 October, motor mine-
" eepers Kos. 165, 35, 36, 3o swept the coast

from Sevastopol to Cape Takil. The examination
of the declared areas south of Kerch Strait

'.was begun early on the morning of 3 October.
Motor mine sv/ee per s Nos. 165 and 166 were
equipped in Constantsa with' degaussing loops
and adjusted their compasses.

2. Motor 'minesweepers (RA) carried out escort
duties

.

3.. During the night of 2 October Italian E-boats
1 Kos. 568, 57 0, 572 put out for a patrol line
.betv/ecn Cape 111 and Cape Atlama 5 miles from
the 'coast. Italian E-boat No. 567 put out
to take .up a patrol position off Yalta harbor.
'The enemy; was not sighted.

4. E-boats at Constantsa on gunnery and torpedo
exercises.

5. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 5, 11, 13 and
D 12 carried out a remote sweep off
Sevastopol. No mines swept.

6. The minefield at Kamish Burun was cleared but
for 3 mines. One mine identified as married
to a sinker will be exploded as soon as the

?.ther permits.'

CONFI XL -8-''
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. The Pavlovski minefield has a swept entrance
as far as the former navigable channel,

• 7, Supplementary information to Situation
2 October • Mincsweeping plane exploded one
mine off Yoisk.

B. 1. At 1442 on 2 October a long-range reconn-
aissance piano reported 2 enemy- destroyers in
grid square 5365, course 260°. Last
position at 1700 grid square 4449, high speed,
changed to course north, probably because of
our shadowing. A raid on the Crimean coast
is possible.
Prom approximately 2225 to 2245 Yalta was
shelled from the sea by 2 or 3 unidentified
vessels, course west, later turned away to
the south. Distance from the coast at first
about 52 km., finally about 25 km. Radar
sot out of order at first. Switched on at
2255. One vessel located at a distance of
24 Jan.' at first, obviously Inaccurate.
Be two on 60 and 80 shells from 15 cm. and
•12 cm. guns; investigation not yet concluded.
Rate of salvoes: approximately 10 seconds.
The first shots fell short of the mole and
harbor entrance, and then scattered over the
western part of the town. Battery 3/.147
(10 cm. guns) and four 4.5 cm. guns of Battery
i/Naval Gunnery Division 6.01 opened fire but
broke off as the range was too great.
Casualties: 1 killed, several wounded,
2 houses set on fire. Prom the start of the
bombardment of the H.Q. of the Deputy Naval
Shore Commander, all the lines to local
offices were cut, except those to Naval Harbor
Master and Battery i/Naval Gunnery Division
601. Prom 1800 to the close of the bombard-
ment, a signal light could be scon in the
mountains; it is thought that there is a
connection bctweon the bombardment and the
sabotage.

2. 2 October. At the torpedoing of the steamer
"Salzburg" the main emphasis was on anti-
submarine measures. After the attack depth
charges wore dropped against the submarine
but no effects v/ero observed. There wore
2500 Russian prisoners of war on the
"Salzburg"* It is reported that 16 Germans
and 47 Rumanians have so far boon rescued as
well as about 200 prisoners. Figures are
not yet final.

3. At 0930 on 5 October the artillery
observation post at Livardia sighted 9 shir>,
in 3 groups of 5 about 40 km. away in a
northeasterly direction, course west, thon
southeast, and ultimately disappearing from

CONFIDENTIAL -9
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sight. The report secns unlikely, since no
other repoi ere si naval
reconnaissance or coastal stations in the
vicinity.

_. Increasing reconnaissance and fighter actj
: imean Peninsula and Taman, parti-

cular!- 3a.--.ar.

.

s:

2 October at 1510 Yalta
" ; ' 1515 Kerch
" ''

1520 Kerch
" " 16 0C

3 October at 22C , bombing ar~acks
continued until 0130, no naval
da.

n n 06 .eodoe_ .

" 1053 Taman, an^i-uir craft
?t dov -:sian reconnaissance

planes, or ted.

5. 2 October at 1555 1C .. from Cape Hi,
040°, two :r.iss_le£ Srop]

without explod:. . . :l-ne was flying low
and mines are fore suspected*

D, 1« A mi nlan: - :in=; off Caoe
Hi.

2. F a continued to off Yeisk and
_ 1«

Et' Erboats 3 28, 3 72 and S 102 at operational
readiness from 1 October, 3 51 provisionally

t ,

>. vents of i b from 3ovorossisk
or- Anapa.

view of the air raids expected on Yalta, I am
canceling the r of Italian sub-

altaj ;lose to the ope_ 1 area,
rents will lade t move them t irarily

to Sevastopol until their final transfer to tho
east,

I am issir L instructions regarding the
bra L. lack Sea»s Staff, The

bich to move* In a week
at th at I expect the folic departments
to be functi in Simferopol: Staff officers
Operations I and II, Communications Officer,
Mines Officer, Gunnery Officer, Engine .i-z,

.Quartermaster, Suppli s, Doc : rd cialist,
PJLotti oon, 1st" Adjutant with registry • Some
:_ . py arr ents have already been

-
] I

-10-
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made hero, others are under way, I .consider it

imperative that every effort should be made to

assemble Admiral, Black Sea's entire staff here

and thus ensure the smooth and rapid cooperation
so very essential in this area.

I have discovered that difficulties caused by
lack of space on the railways have led to the

habit of going by steamer and warship as far as

Rumania. . I have informed all the commands
under my authority that leave personnel are on

no acpount to travel by sea. The relevant
orders will be issued.

Today I was in Mariupol in conference With Army
:h Command, Quartermaster General and Quarter-

master General, Division South, also the Naval
Liaison Officer. I informed all the subordinate
commands of the main points in the following
to le type :

A. Azov Shipping:

1. The tugs "Hallein", "HBflein", "Haniel XXIV"
and "XXV", "Braunkohle IX", "Kehl", with
the lighters "Namur", "Tyna V" and 5 Bcga-
barges which put in to Mariupol are to
remain in the Sea of Azov for transport
duties between Mariupol and Yeisk. No
further tugs and lighters will be trans-
ferred. Confirmation by Army High Command,
Quartermaster General will follow,

2. "Koloszvar" and "Budapest" are to continue
to run between Mariupol and Yeisk, as will
ships based. in the Sea of Azov,

3. At the end of her present voyage "Tissa"
will proceed to Mariupol with cargo to
relieve "Kassa" which will then bo trans-
ferred to the Danube for repairs,

•:'. , Division South will bo responsible for fuel
supplies for vessels in the Sea of Azovj
names of vessels will be notified by Naval
Supply and Transport Office, Mariupol to
Division South,

5, When the ice comes all shipping in the Sea
u.f Azov will be moved further south. Tugs
and lighters will be sent to Kerch Strait
and ships back to the Black Sea,

•

B, Black Sea

:

1, Quartermaster General, will give up Nikolaiev
as a supply port in favor of Sevastopol,
It is expected that Admiral, Black Sea will
open Sevastopol to shipping in about 2 weeks.

CQ-
TT
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2. Division South will- arrange for Sevastopol
to be provided with the necessary labor,
billets and food supplies, including
general supply depots, in the same way as
already done for other ports.

3. Supplies for Sevastopol will proceed when
conditions 1 and 2 have been fulfilled and
Division South gives the word, with some
half dozen ships at first. Shipping will
be gradually transferred from the Nikolaiov
route to the Sevastopol route. Where
there arc -insufficient escorts for the
direct route from Rumanian ports to
Sevastopol, steamers will be diverted to
the coastal route.

4. In exceptional cases escorts may bo provided
for single steamers proceeding further oast
to Theodosia or Kerch.

A conference was held on 20 September, 1942 to
discuss demands put forward by the Quartermaster
General, Armed Forces High Command for the daily
transportation in the Sea of Azov area of:

1,800 tons from 21 September, 1942 and
3,600 tons from 10 October, 1942.

The following officers wore present:

For Division of Army High Command,
Quartermaster General, Stalino: Colonel Pamborg

(General Staff)

.

For Naval Shore Commander,
Ukraine: Roar-Admiral Kopp

Commander Souchon
Commander Risch
Lieut, (s.g.) (E)

Kohlberg
Lieut. (Gunnery)

v. Olschowski.

For Sea Transportation
Section, Mariupol: Lieut, (j.g.) Schmalz

(special commission).

The inspection of Ycisk harbor by Colonel Parabcrg
and Commander Souchon on 20 September, 1942
revealed the following

i

a. At present it is possible to transfer daily
from vcs;;el to railway

Yeisk - 900 tons ) , n „~ .

Azov - 100 tons 1 ' 000 tons '

co:tii~"Tt,m -12-
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These figures take into account the additional
shipping announced for the Sea of Azov area,
namely :

.'

.

11 tugs
10 lighters,

b. The maximum daily transfer would be
Yeisk - 1,200 tons) .• Knfl ., a
Azov - 300 tons) 1 '

b0° bons '

Conditions for achieving this maximum are:

1 • Necessary shipping space :

Raising of the tonnage available In the
Azov area (including" the 11 tugs and 10
lighters) by approximately 1,500 tons.

2. Constructional requirements : (Army
responsibility)

A. Ye isk ;

a. Repair of all railway junctions.

b. Provision of 5 railway- cranes

.

c. Erection of 10 electrically driven
derricks

,

d. Provision of the necessary trucks to
transport goodS

(

from the pier to the
trains

•

B. Azov:

-a. Restoration of the burnt-out pier for
which an allocation of wood will be
needed. At least 4 weeks will be
required from trie time of delivery of
the required building materials.

i

b. .icconstruction of the railway junctions.

c. Provision of 3 railway cranes.

Maximum handling of 1,500 tons daily may be
expected from Yeisk and Azov given h& interrup-
tions-caused by bad weather, enemy action (air
raids, mines still unswept, or newly dropped),
damaged ships or engine trouble.

Turn-round capacity in Mariupol, Berdyansk and
Taganrog is sufficient to ensure the forwarding
of above-mentioned daily transfers to Yeisk and
Azov.

CONFIDENTIAL -13"
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4 October, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:
_.

As far as could be observed, activity of light
naval forces only. Submarine activity has
diminished, probably because relief boats are
taking over. There are 4 submarines at sea,
position unknown, and some unidentified units.
Convoy traffic off the Caucasus coast still
continuing.

Own Situation.:

A • 1. On the night of 2 October Italian E-boat
No, 567 observed gun flashes from 2 uniden-
tified-units off Cape Aitodor. Before the
boat could get within torpedo range, the
enemy ceased fire and disappeared from sight.

2. Pour motor minesweepers broke off an
exploratory sweop - see Situation 3 October -

owing to the weather and the onomy shelling
off Yalta. They anchored in Laspi Bay.
At 0500 on 4 October they continued mine-
swooping operations south of Kerch Strait.
For air attack see B, 1.

3. 2nd FZ-C-roup did not put cut owing to the
weather.

4. Motor fishing vessels Nes. 5 and 11 carried
out remote mine sweeping operations off
Sevastopol. No mines swept.

5. On 3 October a nine sweeping piano operated
off Yalta. No nines were swept. -Two mines
exploded off Yeisk.

6. The sweeping of ttio rest of the minefield at
Kanish proved impossible owing to the weather.

7. E-boats postponed thoir torpedo exorcises
ring to the weather.

B. 1. At 1232 on 3 October 2 Russian planes made an
unsuccessful attack with aerial torpedoes on
4 m tor : . »s off Capo Ifoganom.
After' a brief exchange of fire the planes
turned off to the cast,

2. At 1455 on 3 October throe planes dropped
20 bombs on the town and harbor of Yalta .

Naval casualties: 1 killed, 1 seriously
injured and 2 slightly injured* Prom 2155

_C0_ [At -14-
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to 0302 pianos came in three times and dropped
5 high-explosive bombs at Kerch. Continuous
air raids on Taman between 2213 and 0435,
No naval damage."

3. Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza and air
reconnaissance in a northeasterly direction at
noon reported slight enemy activity of light
and unidentified forces off the enemy coast.
This increased during the evening and night.

4. On 3 October, between 2019 and 2056, the
Aircraft Reporting Center reported air
activity in grid squares 5510-5520, Planes
flew at noticeably low speed. (180 km. per
hour). Mines are suspected to have been
dropped in water of 40-50 meters depth.

5. Supplement to Situation 2 October:
On 1 October air raid on Rostov, bombs hit
the floating crane of Organization Todt and
sank it. Fresh attack on 2 October when some
of the ships were slightly damaged by
splinters,

G-. 1. At Sevastopol a 50-ton crane was salvaged in
the south bay and towed to the dockyard for
repairs

•

General situation at Novorossisk unchanged.

In order finally to establish the coastal route
south of the Crimean coast, certain definite
positions have now been chosen which will in
future mark the route. The 3rd Minesweeper
Flotilla was ordered by Naval Training Command
to search this route as soon as possible.

There is no prospect of Operations Staff,
Schcurlen being suddenly needed for operations,
for according to my most recent discussions with
the Army, there are as yet no plans for them,
I have therefore suggested to Group South that
Admiral Scheurlen should be released and returned
to his former command; his Operations, Staff
should remain with him there available on recall
and the officers, allocated accordingly,

I havo passed on my views and reasons against tho
Navy taking over the tugs and' lighters of tho
Danube Steamship Company to Group South and
requested them to inform mo of the ultimate
decision of Naval High Command, Naval Staff,

CONFIDENTI AL -15-
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5 October, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

Because of the new radio procedure no information
has. been gained on the plans and movements of the
Russian Black Sea Fleet, Traffic slight,
submarine activity less than on previous days.
Off the central part of the east coast, only

. patrol and various small vessels reported!
southeastern part 3 destroyers in the evening,
.According to air reconnaissance, convoy traffic
had subsided,

, Own S itua

t

i on :

A. 1, On 4 October, a mine sweeping plane operated
.off Yeisk, Two mine:-: were swept, A mine-
' sweeping piano operated on the convoy route
from Cape Hi, in direction of 040° to a
distance of G to 8 miles, and made 11 covering
runs in all; no nines swept, Dropping of
moored mines suspected,

2, Motor fishing vessels Nos, 5, 11 and steamer
D 12 carried out a remote sweep off and inside
Sevastopol harbor. No mines swept,

*

3, Pour motor minesweepers in the closed area
south of Kerch Strait swept ton MO 8 mines,

4, Motor minesweepers (PiA) Nos, 52 and 54 carried
out escort duties between Kerch and Mariupol,

5 ••..At 1300 on 4 October ferry P 158 struck one of
our mines in.the Pavlovski gap, was towed in,
flooded, total loss. Two men wounded. The
gap was closod. The harbor defense flotilla
is mailing a check.

6, E-boats carried out gunnery and torpedo
exercises,

3, 1, Unsuccessful air raids on Kerch and Taman on
the .night of 4/5 October, bombs dropped, no

,

damage reported,

2. Anapa : from 0044 to 0108 on 5 October a plane
was continually overhead, 5-6 bombs were
dropped but no damage was ca\ascd. After the
air attack, from 0140 to 0155 shelling from
the sea, bearing 250°, with guns of approxi-
mately 5 cm. caliber. The enemy was not
picked up by the searchlights because of mist.
Attack probably according to aircraft
observations.

TIAL -16-
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3. Yalta : at 1135 on 5 October, a DB 3 plane
approaching from direction of 135°, altitude
100 meters, range 1,000 meters, released a

torpedo. Surface runner towards the center
of the mole. Torpedo went to the bottom
about 100 meters off the mole, but did not
explode. The plane turned away to sea.
Our runs fired on torpedo, which lost height
possibly owing to a hit. Second plane from
50 motors height dropped 4-6 mines, from
44° 24 t N, 34° 10' E to 44° 25.5' N, 34° 12' E.

Release of torpedoes possibly intended to
camouflage the dropping of the mines

•

4. Relatively quiet at Novorossisk,

5. According to Air Commander's reports and D/F
bearings, slight shipping movements - only
coastal vessels - in the northeastern Black
Sea, while in the central and southwestern
Black Sea greater activity of light naval
forces, some submarines also identified,

D. 1. Minosweeping plane operated off Yalta on
6 October,

2, Minosweeping operations were continued south
of Kerch Strait and in Sevastopol harbor, as
well as in the Pavlovski gap,

3, At 0450 on 6 October four Italian E-boats put
out from Theodosia for Mariupol j they are
the first contingent for the Caspian Sea,

I enclose the following survey of the general
situation for Group South and the subordinate
offices

:

"The increasing activity of the Russian Fleet is
obviously connected with uninterrupted operations
of the Russian Air Force against harbors, convoys
and shipping routes. The more frequent
appearance of Russian surface forces should be
noted; their brief bombardments, endeavors to
approach the coast etc, are the first evidence
of combined activity of an offensive nature,

I have come to the following conclusions:

1. Escorts for those Russian transports still
operating off the eastern Black Sea coast do
not make such demands on the Russian Fleet as
to prevent the majority of their forcos from
undertaking other operations. The weakness
of our naval forces, of which the Russians are

TI AL -17-
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well aware, enables them, as has been seen, to
confine themselves to providing defenses against
E-boats. Moreover, troops are probably seldom
transported by sea, primarily because of the
losses caused by E-boats and the German Air
Force, but also because land communications
arc adequate

•

2. A large-scale offensive is not expected at
present. Operations are primarily intended
to cause Interference off the German-occupied
Russian coast and to tie down our forces.
Both these objects have, to some extent, been
achieved. In conjunction with the appearance
of Russian naval forcos, partisan activity has
increased, sometimes lose cooperation*
As a result, whore the coast ie only held

ak forces, sudden attacks and disturb
may be expected by ".artisans during bombard-
ments, etc.

3. Our own lack of defences the accurate
Russian ki ] dge of our position facilitates
their systematic air atlons against convoys
and identified ships in harbor, and the
increased use of aerial mines on convoy routes
and nav Lonal points (type of mine uniden-
tified, pos

:

new small nines, 5-6 from
on 1 ine dropped from a low altitude). Tho
appearance of torpedo 1 :. and the cooperation
between Navy and Air Porco all lead to the
conclusion that the Russians arc pursuing more-
energetic tactics against our supply traffic.
Strong British influence has probably been
brought to bear - an indication that the
British arc llowing developments in
the Black Sea with great interest,

4. Our small numbers of escort forces, anti-
aircraft del • and planes will, in the
event of intensified Russian activity, one
da?/- prove lnadeqi bo deal with tho
nece : tasks, eiall; ithor
conditions restrict tho activity of our light
forces. Apart from the necessary operations

our Air Force against Russian naval bases
.nst the Russian Fleet itself,

our offensive must for the time being, be
conducted primarily ist ei my naval forces
.ad no .: nst his merchant i 3 which are no
longer in use, ere will of course be
special exceptions, such as troopships, but in
general our weak offensive forces will have to
be employed to protect us from Russian attacks*
In this respect I expect most from our U-boats.
In addition we still": : 1st E-Boat
Lotill . which also be profitably concen-

trated on purely naval tasks immediately tho

IAL -18-
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opportunity arises, provided the land situation
does not call for immediate support by attacks
on troopships. At all events the enemy must
be harassed. Similarly, but with less
practical value, Italian submarines and those
Italian E-boats still available may be
employed, the latter, however, only in good
weather. A German mine laying offensive by
coastal minelayers might oven be considered
as soon as the fuel situation is cleared up,
provided we are in possession of a favorable
jumping-off base. It is still necessary to
reinforce our defenses, i.e. with coastal guns
in the ports which need thorn, anti-aircraft
defenses, air cover for convoys, not barrages
and minefields, as long as the enemy is at all
capable of taking action."

Investigations to date seem to show that the mine
in the Pavlovski gap which struck ferry F 138,
was married to a sinker which had risen .to tho
surface and whose safety device no longer
functioned after long exposure*

Receipt of the preliminary order canceling the
movement of Italian units to the Caspian Sea
suggests that the Group considers that Army
operations in the Caucasus are not after all
going to lead to an early settlement in tho Black
Sea area and for the present the center of naval
warfare will remain here. Nevertheless there
are many reasons for favoring the transfer of
these units to the Caspian. It Is becoming
increasing!;/ obvious that everything must bo done
to have German naval forces available as quickly
as possible*

Practically speaking tho Rumanian Navy will only
be valuable for escort duties. Bearing in mind
Rumania's post-war maritime status, her Navy will
strictly limit tho operations of its offensive
weapons, submarines and E-boats, or employ them
to no purpose.

This undisputed situation forces one to consider
fcher we should turn our strong labor forces to

tho completion of such weapons, if they arc not
to be manned completely by Germans, which seems
very unlikely. I propose that the work bo
continued, but without any concentrated effort,
i.e. in tho Rumanian fashion, and that at all
events our own tasks have priority even over tho
completion of anian submarines'. Any rapid
repair performed on our own vessels is more
important than the completion of Rumanian
submarines and E-boats to schodul . I request
a decision from the Group along these lines.

XL -19-
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In order to intensify subsequent German U-boat
operations and to shorten the long passage between
Constantsa and the operational area, I intend to
set up a jun -off base in Thoodosia or Kerch,
dchever is the more suitable. ie necessary

steps will be taken.

: fuel situation for Lian E-boata is
disastrous] there is at nt no fuel for

:m. I have therefore beer. : , lied to
saneel ill further operations of these boats.

I had intended to use men belon lip's
iti-aircraft gun c:. have been idle in

Varna for some time, togetl .r - ith the gun crews
not required ~n the s. - , in the Crimea or
possibly further east where anti-aircraft
defenses arc in urgent need of reinforcement*
The gun crews 3 be transferred to Eupatoria,

there is ent accommodation for them,
n be - ft 3 ft . ,rc • tis

intention - by no means equivalent to a final
order - was passed on to by m. id-

quarters' Staff in Buch ;. ve rise to
fal£ :, confirming the

doubts of :. , . Stafi ich .ere based upon
ire] " s. Id t consider that

we can jus: further enforced idleness on
the

|

' ;i-aircraft gun cr in
Varna arc pi«ovidod Air
Force anti-aircraft guns which will remain in the
erea; new shipbuilding ficance is
not to be : ted i. 3tor). Id
therefore one. again emphasise the ad .ges of
this transfer to (roup, point out that the
objections arc md request a
decisior

•

c followir. 2 been reached with
i p -•'.

:

1. Sections of ] e_ Commands, Caucasus
exes station : in the a eup A

bordii 3 to the Sroup for
local defense tasks. . assurance has been
given that the sections, as nave?, units, will
only be bed to a 1 ..;, -.."ill not
be d 1 tsido their - . . rsitiens end
wil e be £ v."ith in the p-- aance

jcial duties.

. laval sr« 111 ithdraw their
. n from irmy duties well before arriving at
the actual opera t: 1 area, val Shore
Co: . will proceed to air
grid square 5560 (Euma valley).
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October, 1942
»• —M .11. I tf II I I

Simferopol

Enemy S i tua t i o n :

As far as can be discovered, only slight
activity of light surface forces and submarines..
Convoy traffic continues along the Caucasus
coast escorted by patrol vessels and small ships.
Three unidentified units in the southeastern
Black Sea. Otherwise nothing to report.

Own S i tua t io n :

A. 1. Motor minesweepers R 165 and 1G6 carried out
escort duties in the Bosporus.

2. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 5 and 11 and
steamer D 12 carried out a remote sweep off
and Inside Sevastopol harbor. No mines
swept.

3. On 5 October 4 motor minesweepers checked the
declared area south of Kerch Strait.
19 mines were swept in all.- They also
carried out a check-sweep from Cape Takil to
Ivan Bataa - point IB to point 12, On
6 October from Ivan Baba to Sevastopol -

point 12 to point 1.

4. Motor minesweeper RA 51 entered dock and
RA 56 proceeded on escort duty.

5. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 1 and 8 put out on
6 October following the route from the
Burunski-Pavlovski directional beacon to Capo

.kil and back with noise box and cracker
equipment.

6. Pour Italian E-boats put out from Theodosia
on 6 October. The advance order from Group
South to keep the boats in the Black Sea ready
for operations and a corresponding order from
Battle H.Q., Admiral, Black" Sea failed to
roach the boats oven during their passage
through Kerch Strait.

B. 1. Increased reconnaissance by enemy Air Forco.
Air raid warnings:

5 .October Kerch 2130 flare.
Taman 2150 bombs dropped, no

da; ,

6 October Yalta 0940 reconnaissance pianos
at high altitude.

Ak Me chc t 0900.
Kerch 1110.

CONFIDENTIAL -21-
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2. According to D/F bearings and air reconnaissance,
nc: -south shippj tents off the central

rt of : increased during
the da;-. Guard boats, coastal v

ers were escor; . conv:;" , zone
submarir ilso identified*

D. 1. I intend to allow the 2-boats to finish their
firi xercises until 1 ow whether the

eased in s LU rsist and
also be r tt. h training
and practice maneuvers are essential for la^
operational success.

. A, 5. 2lared ai south of Kerch bi it.
1* at 44° 48.2

t Kj 36° 25» E.
2. at 45° 01' 1", 36° 37. 2» E«

. at 45° 02' :;, 36° 44 t ,

tinea found in the ron a 1 1 1 Jn g ar .as.

In support of tfc
, 1 Air Force

Staff, Crimea (Air Commander, Crimea) announced
that Commanding Jeneral 4th Air Force has now

aed a in awe ping Ju for operations against
our own ELM ines •

accordance with Group South'

a

stive to
r n U-boats I enclose th* folic* Ins ;ruc-

tions for the assignment ::" onal
boats :

Letypo to 30t - lotilla, copy tsc IAval
id, Constantsa; Admiral, Black

., Bue] st; (-roup South; U 24 for Lieut.
(J»E«) I senj '."aval Coranunlcatiotis Officer,

1- :s. Also clear e niltiplo address r. . :

Emergency 30th OHBoat Flotilla, cc ITaval
Erair nd, Constantsa; admiral, Black

., Bucharest; Group South; U 24 for Lieut.
(j«£«) Petersen; ITaval Ccramunications Officer,

1 : z .

Gkdos. Subject: German V-'r. •. : operations*

1. A - telling of ports, minelaying
op : stacks on our cc: a by tl

;,t in cooperation with the Russian
Air Force is ining to 1 fere with
vital plies transported by sea for the Army,
Since our off 1 forces consist solely
of I- 3 and our- heaviest escorts are motor
minesweepers - Italian vt Is cannot be
considered for escort iutles - t] .s can
cause interference ral forces

3 one.
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2. Adopt the view that southeastern Black Sea
ports will remain in Russian hands for some

time. They are, to a limited extent, juraping-

off bases for nuisance raids on our supplies
and coast. Traffic of warships and merchant
vessels converges off them,

3. This sea area (after the probable fall of
Tuapse, mainly off Poti and 3a turn) is a
favorable operational area for our U-boats;
attack on warships to bo the principal
objective, for the moment, down to and
"including destroyers. Given favorable
opportunities, attacks on submarines are like-
wise unrestricted. U-boats arc to regard
attacks on enemy supply lines off the coast as
a secondary task but should nevertheless take
advantage of any favorable opportunities e,g,
they might on occasion - for direct support of
Army operations - concentrate their attack on
supply traffic,

4. On the first operation the commanders will
have to devote a certain amount of time to
observing enemy warship movements and the
naval situation within the operational area.
Moreover for subsequent operations after the
first surprise attack, enemy reactions will
have to be taken into account,

5. The simultaneous employment of German and
Italian U-boats in the same area is
impracticable. An endeavor will bo made to
remedy the low operational efficiency of
Italian boats by having them towed to tho
operational area by Gorman U-boats, Such
operations will depend on the outcome of
discussions. The operational areas 3hould be
so divided that the Italians operate immediately
to tho northwest of our U-boats, primarily
against merchant shipping, Italian boats will
make the re burn passage on their own. It will
thus be possible to occupy a fairly long
coastal patrol line enabling us to observe
traffic and at the same time attack warships
off the most southerly bases, protect supplies
from Russian attacks, prevent intcrfcrenco with
merchant shipping off the coast further to the
northwest and give direct support to German
Army operations on the Caucasus front,

6. Operations would gain considerable support from
cooperation with tho Air Force, Concentrated
air attacks on the principal bases of the
Russian Fleet would force it to put to sea and
so create an opportunity for our U-boats to
attack. There is, however, little hopo of this
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until the German Air Force is froe of other
tasks. The findings of daily reconnaissance
could for the time being be utilized for
U-boat operations.

7. To extend U-boat operations involving a

relat r long approach passage, a jumping

-

off base is being established in Thoodosia or

K rch, so that boats can be put in for a brief
spell between two operations for restocking

th torpedoes, refuel: ig, reprovisioning etc.,
and even to relievo certain sections of the
crews

•

.ceived 1450 One, Martin - ;!aval Signal
Station, Simferopol.

Admiral, Black Sea, Battle H.Q. Gkdos . 1124.

Teletype Op. 359/42 2-kdos . Chefs, was received
from Group South proposing to Operations
Division, Naval Staff, that owing to the slow
progress of military "ions all weapons of
offensive and defensive naval warfare remain
assembled in the- Black Sea for the present, and
that the transfer of all Italian units to the
Caspian be postponed until the start of the ice
period. In my opinion Group South' s original
dec - to transfer the Italian boats, regard-
less of the naval situation in the lac".: Sea, is
still a practical proposition; however, I have
no detailed information about the reasons for the
now orders

•

Prospects of successful c i bions for Italian
E-boats and assault boat - unlikely because
of the weather, the situation with regard to
bases ana fuel, and the snail number of targets.
The remaining Italian E-boats, 4 of them at
present, will suffice for occasional tasks,
•it should be pointed out, h r, that once the
thaw brings the slush, :'.ll be impossible to

ve them, probably not until the next
year. Loading cai ione in Mariupol,
where a crane is available for the purpose, but
since it is ice-bound from December tc March, it
would be impossible to ; b sportations,
however imperative, from there during that
period, as no Lval forces would be available
until the spring for t outstanding in the
Ca; ian Sea (i ith Important Russian

I"- routos from Baku)* >erman E-boats and
U-boats arc the mainstay of naval warfare during
the winter, not omitting Italian submarines,
although those arc greatly restricted by weather
conditions and by their radius of actic .

Should the loading and organisation of transport

AL -24-
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now In progress be retarded, it would entail
recommencing all the laborious and expensive
preparations at a later date. I would therefore
request the Group to reconsider their decision*

The Group's decision on the inclusion of the
wc stern Ukraine with the Crimea has not yet been
received. as this is an urgent matter for
future dispositions, I am repeating my request.

^'J^^U^k "25-
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7 October, 1942

Simferopol

Own Situation :

A. 1, E-boat S 102 left for Varna to change a
damaged screw, the rest put out for gunnery
and torpedo exercises.

2. Motor minesweepers (RA.) carried out escort
duties,

5. Motor fishing vessels Nos« 5 and 11 and the
steamer D 12 continued minesweeping operations
off and in3ide Sevastopol harbor.

4. Motor fishing vessels lies • 1 and 8 again
searched the Pavlovski gap; 3 watching mines
swept, the fairway is now clear. No nines
were swept at Kamish Point; 3 other nines
swept*

5. Bugaz: remote minesweepers FR 1, 10 and 11
laid extra indicators in the gap in the
Xlechevka minefield.

6. Pour motor minesweepers swept route Brown
point 12 to 1 (Ivan Baba to Sevastopol),
No mines swept.

B. 1. At 1440 on 6 October there was an air raid on
Yalta. Three SB 3 bombers, altitude 3,300
meters, dropped 18 bombs outside the harbor;
3 of the Port Commander's personnel and 2

Russian prisoners were wounded.
Theodesia ; at 2038 enemy reconnaissance planes.
(brch : at 0850 enemy reconnaissance planes.

2. Air reconnaissance discovered that the mouth
of the Chobi is the Black Sea Fleet's new base.

5, Slight activity of light enemy surface forces
and submarines,

G. 1. On 6 October the "Brcslau" battery was ferried
over. rray Coastal Battalion 338 arrived by
rail, the first battery was erected southeast
of Ana}. ...

2. Sections of Naval Shore Commands, Caucasus and
Xerxes have been subordinated to Army Croup A
for local defense tasks in accordance with
teletype 1211 A I dated 7 October.
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Enemy Situation :

The new radio procedure of the Russian Black
Sea Fleet introduced on 30 September is still
preventing us from gaining any knowledge of its
movements and plans. Submarine activity today
was brisker than on previous days • According
to radio monitoring reports, activity of surface
forces is probably to be expected. Visual
observation during air reconnaissance reported
no change in enemy shipping in port.

During minesweeping operations in Kerch Strait
on the recently searched route running inside
the main fairway between the Pavlovski
directional lights, a minesweeping plane
crashed due to the explosion of its own mines,
and was a total loss. An air/sea rescue plane
searched the scene of the accident until dusk
but found only debris and empty life jackets.
Two wooden vessels of the remote mine sweeping
group continued the search until daybreak.
Judging from the type of explosion and the way
the plane dived, the crew must have all been
killed.

Air reconnaissance reported 2 Russian destroyers
approaching the south coast of the Crimea, The
Naval Shore Commander alerted the area. Both
the Italian E-boats in Yalta have been moved
from the harbor,

Nov/ that investigations into suitable bases and
main harbors for Italian submarines have been
concluded, Sovastopol is at present under
consideration. It has all the facilities
which a base should be able to offer,
Theodosia or Kerch or according to the
situation, some port on the east coast of tho
Black Sea will be chosen as the operational
base. Arrangements at the operational base
can be confined to essentials such as ensuring
a brief rest for the crew, fuel, and facilities
for talcing on torpedoes when necessary. The
transfer to Sevastopol will take place as soon
as minesweeping operations there are over,
probably in a very short time.

TT AL -27-
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S October, 1.

ol

:::-::;• _

"

" i er; :

activity of light surface forces;
3, patrol vessels and convoys were

normally active,

ere 3 unidentified vessels between the
pal part of the east coast and the area to

le so: ~, probably 1 cruiser 2
do s troye r s . mo ther group c on s is t :' f 2

ssels, 1 of then pre bly a cruiser- waa in
th\ area* roups were ir. radio
communication w _

,

the frequency u and their position at sea did
not give any clue as to whic
3lon i to. Air . lder's vi _ "-anc:

and photo _ _c evaluation both r Led a
concentration / . . . opera
between h Lenjik and Sochi, Oth se nc:
to report.

ion:

1. October 2n< - idened and
str htened :_ od re- in the Teisk

ai .

2. Motor fi£ 3seis Nos. 5, 9 and 11 carried
out a remote swoep off and inside Sevastopol
harbor* swept*

5. In the course of o
- ions south of Kerch

brait, it 160J inesweepir. .no fl
rer one of ou: mi] _ ted

followin bh . losion* i . rescue
he scene ?f bhe accident but found

ly .of oil, 2 oars, torn, blood-
stained pieces of life j .

' splinters
of wrecks^ . tor fist vessels Nos* 1
and 4 j I in the sc r the crow for

its, from 45° 9' :;, 36° 88' E '.3 far
south of j Takil, i Lthout result* Adi

- • to return to Pavlovskiy
put in at 2400* Addendum: Signal

'akil reported tha - the:
not sc _• ai crew drop from the
plane, which div id sank immediately*

4. 1st . - >at Group b to buoy the projected
route froi pch tc remriuk.

5. Motor : i .; sweepers (RA) carried out escort
i ties.
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6. The alarm vva3 given along the coast owing to
the 2 destroyers reported by air reconnaissance.
At 2550 on 7 October, the Army Coastal Battery
at Capo Kikenolz opened fire on 2 vessels
smaller than destroyers, said to be about the
size of naval ferry barges.
At 0020 on 8 October the Army Coastal Battery
observed an enemy vessel landing troops while
a second one was following an easterly course
(to Yalta). A company of the Garrison
Commander, Yalta and a motorized emergency
company •..ere dispatched.
At 0550 an engagement took place between the
Yalta Company and the enemy, some 20-5
strong* Contact was to bo maintained until
dawn, when it was planned to eliminate them.
No further reports have been received so far.
Presumably a nuisance raid for the simple
purpose of harassing the coast, interfering
with communications and reinforcing partisans.
Addendum: at 0650 the troops which had
landed wore scattered at daybreak and escaped
to the mountains

.

3. 1. Yalta: at 1415 on 7 October there was an air
raid warning; unidentified plane, otherwise
no air activity reported.

2. At 1502, air reconnaissance reported 2 vessels
probably destroyers in grid square 4565,
course 250°; alarm given along the coast,

5. Between 0501 and 0506 on 8 October, 2 Russian
,T#B.s shollod Anapa harbor and then made off

to the west, damage reported.

The shelling of Anapa by 2 Russian I.I.T.B.s is
another example of the activity of Russian light
naval forces and their plan to interfere with
German coastal traffic and prevent withdrawal of
forces in support of land operations.

The meteorological stations in this area are at
Ivan Baba and Yalta. This choice was fully
justified as lone as Admiral, Black Sea was
conducting E-boat operations from Ivan Baba and
the Italians operating from Yalta, where
Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Crimea/Caucasus
could also make use of the reports supplied.
But I now intend to conduct E-boat operations
from the H.Q. of the General Staff at Simferopol.
As a result of the transfer of the Italian forces
and of Commander, Convoys and Escorts Crimea/
Caucasus, the Yalta meteorological station has also
lost its importance. As independent stations

CONFIDENTIAL -29-
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they v/ere only relatively efficient since both
:.re understaffed. I therefore propose that

both stations be combined at the II.'.. of the
Staff of Lral, Black Sea in Simferopol,
Thus an efficient meteorological station will
be created which, in view of the rapidly
chan; weather conditions, is of particular
importance in winter*

The Commander, 1st E-Boat Flotilla sent rac the
following report:

"Two night firing exercises carried out last
night after running in 6 times exercise brok
off owing to the weather, ro fur": ht
firing 3Xoreises planned, atfaer favorable

q, ternoon anti-aircraft and
target-firing exercises, S 10S operational
again,"

I have decided to grant the E-boats the necessary-
time for their lanned n . firing exorcises.

During a discu: with tho ropr. sentative of
.' of C , Anti-Aircraft Defenses,

Crimea, the demands for anti-aircraft reinforce-
ments submit tt y in the interests of
maintaining Army supplies, ain put forward*

sum up, it was established that, with the
transport operation "Blucher 2 M in progress, the
pmy considers the defense of Kerch-Ta e a

priority at present, Th in Djankoy-
Lhndamm is roqu.v »e .and has been

withdrawn to the Dor..

jro is also a ossibility bhat a battery may
.be withdrawn frc Daman for the Crime- . is

• might either serve to reinforce the
anti-aircraft defenses of Theodosia or, tctii in
conjunction with lofenscs at Theodosia, it
ight be ; up at Iv ., rhich it would at

the same tin tect, 3 erection of
. sin ;tery in Balaklava or,
subsequently, in Sov el, is inadvisabl ,

owi ht prospects of any effective
result. As soon £ ply traffic begins
to - vast 1, the importance of
Balaklava 111 leclii , nd tho Russian attacks
on Sevastopol will become heavier than they have-
be en so . . A le battery, would thus be
able to ;1 . esistan. ainst such
assault. In of Theodosia-Ivan 3aba,
however, by install.,., the battery at Ivan Baba
the chief operational harbor . toe offensive

rces and the chief tra. 3 nt port for ferry
traffic in the ease would be at least moderately

11 protected as a result of this concentration
all the available heavy anti-aircraft defenses.
rthormoro the focal point of anti-aircraft

. fenso will have to be shifted as supplies move
further cast,
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October, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy S 1 t ua t 1on :

Lively activity of surface forces and patrol
vessels off the entire Caucasus coast. Of the
7 larger vessels at sea yesterday afternoon, 5

were still at sea in the evening, cruisers A and
D presumably among them in the southeastern
Black Sea, Slight submarine activity. One
submarine escort and 4 submarines intercepted, -

Convoys normal. Otherwise nothing to report,

Ovm Situation :

-A. 1. Motor r.inoswoepcrs (RA) carried out escort
duties

•

2. E-boats on torpedo and gunnery exercises.

3. Motor fishing vessels Nos, 5, 11 and 13, and
steamer D 12 carried out a remote sweep off
and inside Sevastopol harbor,

4. Having sighted enemy vessels during the night
of- 7 October, Italian E-boats Nos, 567 and
569 put out from Yalta to take up reconn-
aissance positions but did not encounter the
•enemy. They re -entered Yalta at 0720 owing
to lack of fuel.

5. Pour motor fishing vessels continued to buoy
the routo from Kerch to Temriuk,

6. 2nd FZ-Group continued to sweep Yeisk channel.

3. 1. Sulinaj on 8 October at 1814 the German Air
Force DiviF;ion sighted an enemy submarine off
Snake Island. Explosion at 1820, Landing
ground occupied by Gorman Air Force Division,

2, Anapa: on 8 October at 2230 air raid warning.
On 9 October at 0300 two M.T.B.s shelled
Anapa, Our return fire was without result.
Ho damage reported*
Kerch: on .9 October at 0120 air raid warning,

.rch: on 9 October from 0200 to 0210 air
raid warning, 1 flare, no bombs, no damage,

3, northeastern Black Sea slight shipping move-
ments i nothing larger than numerous mine-
sweepers, '-coastal vessels and patrol vessels
identified.

CONFIDENTIAL
•URITY INFORMATION
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Group South decided that ::otorboats should be
taken rut that assault boats should remain
at anal readiness in the Black Sea; the

-lian E-boats will also remain* In order that
these problems and the new situation arising out
of ld-up of preparations already
in hand may be clarified and the possibilities of

rations wit -beats, dependent as

y are on weather conditions at sea, may again
be discu . 1, I am sending for Captain Mimbelli
to come to Battle . . tomorrow.

I am considering the repl: r to a of Haval
h Command as to whether it would be possible

and expedient to men both r "c boats of 1st
- :vo Flotilla wj mian commanders and crew

under rman conman:. , "natively whether It
would be possible to find German .personnel from
existing crews : g-I Flotilla . I am of

opinion tO althou h we could provide
commando] nd crew, it would not be

practical. oat tra. umani.
val officers _ , under resent circumstances

, could only be very superficial, is no
subst for the long _ : ..ce of German
E-boat co . . _o is an ; factor
in fchi overall 0] :<ns of the .flotilla,
particular! , :.e ii this case, it is working

or extreme difficulties. Two boats attached
to an experienced flotilla , : . ander

./:- , In xperionced and
lacking open ss > Jr - 1 ffect
the fitness and efficiency of the entire flotilla,
One ;, jwever, consider the possil ility of
using Croats if t'r. 1 an to have

)nt trainin .

In my directive for "T-boat operations, I

nncd for Kerch or La .to, serve
jumping-c/ e . Group Sou ; , however* passed
mo their view that re

.they '.d not .ves regard ti ">se

rbors as suitable since t] r arc " sed to the
danger of air : . : clear, tj tatter up,

shall explain . .11 the heavy anti-aircraft
dc: a in concentrat so

.
-

-..-- la ' in eve: y
other port* nc Dther anti-aircraft
dc:.

, ince v .1 "igh
Cor , ml St. f have i fused the request for

rans: r - otorized -aircraft
detachment . at*

The provisional dat: _ >r the commitment of U 24
have now been fixed* r basin bra Is on
13 October, she is to be commissioned on
15 October and taken to .on about
17 October in an attempt for her to bo opera-
tional by 25 Octotor.
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Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
escorted 142 ships and ships in tow totaling
155,900 G.R.T., 16 ships and ships in tow of
unspecified bonnage and 12 auxiliary warships
during September, This new and admirable
performance with regard to increased supplies
was achieved despite the seasonal autumn
deterioration in the weather*

Since no decision regarding the allocation of
Temriuk to Naval Shore Commander, Crimea has yet
been received and a ruling is urgently needed, I
have issued provisional orders, subject to
revision and final decision later, that Temriuk
should be subordinated to Port Commander, Kerch.

The representatives of the Staff Offic-crs,
Operations I and II today went to Sevastopol and
Balaklava for discussions with the Port Commander
there. Prom the talks in Sevastopol it is
learned that the Commander of the PZ-Group is
tomorrow expected to declare a section of the
harbor, including the pier, minefroe,

An inspection of the Army Coastal Batteries on
the west coast of the Crimea has shown that,
contrary: to basic orders regarding the erection
of Army Coastal Batteries in accordance with
Fuhrcr Directive 40, a battery has been
constructed for indirect firin . The necessary
measures will be taken by Naval Shore Commander,
Crimea.

CO IDENTIAL - -53 •
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10 October, 1942

Simferopol

Own Situa/J.:

Situation Report dated 10 October, 1200:

A. 1. Motor minesweeper's and RA motor minesweepers
carried out escort duties.

2. No operations inesweei planes ov/ing

to lack of gasoline.

3, On 9 October the E-boats were unable to carry
out torpedo exercises owing to heavy seas.

4. 2nd FZ-Group continued to search the Yeisk
channel.

5, Sweeping of the approach to Sevastopol,
^bearing towards Ini - n and of a section of
the harbor marked off by rod and white fairway
buoys, from the net barrages to the coaling
wharves, was concluded tcda . Entrance and
section searched opened to shipping. At
44° 57. o' •:, 33° 28.1' B there is a red
approach buoy, whioh lies 100 meters north as
one steers towards the Inkerman light,
strip of 75 meters was searched on either side
of the transit. LTo mines wove swept in the
course of 50 covering runs at sea and 70 in
port over a breadth of sweep of 50 meters,

B. 1. On 9 October D/F bearings and air reconn-
aissance reported increased shipping movements

": the northeastern Black Sec. cere were
also several transports outside Tuapse.

2, On 9 October in air grid square 5510-5540
enemy planes were observed for an hour.

5. Mines suspected,

4, Air raid warnings:

Yalta: 9 October at 1404 air reconnaissance
at high altitude.

1915 unidentified plan :

.

10 " 0900 two reconnaissance
planes at high
altitude.

rch: 9 " " 1041-2243 six planes came
in three times;
15 bombs were
dropped; no damage
done.

;t 11 u
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G. 1. On 7 October near Kossa Dolgaya 3 inertia
contact mines exploded.

2. Lower Pavlovski light destroyed; sabotage;
lenses smashed. Field Security Police
informed; uncertain when it will be working
again; no spare parts.

3. Office of Naval Shore Commander, Crimea to be
transferred to Yalta after 11 October,

Since the weather forecast for the next few days
is unfavorable, I am breaking off the torpedo
exorcises of 1st E-Boat Flotilla and have ordered
them to proceed to Ivan Baba ready for operations
from there. Since the commander of E-boat
No. 72 is on sick leave for about a week and
Lieut, (s.g.) E>u*chting is al3o in hospital,
E-boat No. 72 has no commander, so that she is
practically speaking out of action. I will
inquire whether the Flotilla Commander could
take command of hor during operations as well as
overall command of the flotilla.

The Group informed me that neither they nor
Operations Division, Naval Staff consider it
feasible to transfer the Italian E-boats to tho
Caspian yet. The Army's ground organization
for transport purposes is to stay as it is;
this applies also, as far as possible, to Italian
special transport facilities, until some change
in the present land situation or the coming
freeze-up calls for fresh decisions.

Those problems wore thoroughly discussed with
Captain Mirnbelli, who was at H.Q. today. I
continue to be of tho opinion that in present
circumstances 4 Italian E-boats moan a great deal
in the Caspian Sea, even aa a defensive measure;
in the Black Sea, however, in view of the
available German E-boats and thoir greater
operational efficiency, and in view also of tho
additional offensive strength provided by German
U-boats,, they are of minor importance. On the
other hand, Captain Mirnbelli considers that to
hold on to tho transports with a later attempt
at gearing up the entire transport undertaking
will present considerable difficulties.

Since I consider it important that Group South
should be aware of these aspects before reaching
a final decision, I have informed the Group both
on this matter and on tho situation with regard
to tho assault boats, in the following teletype:
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"1. Mimbelli, present here, 5 altered
decision owing to the extensive preparations
alread; e, particularly aa ir e,

foil t the Naval Group, he
~.i pressed for tra . t, and other
3 given secondary c: ration

(e.g. trans b of I -boats to
Finland). .a annoyance in Rome
but should not sway decision.

... . i»ee - ibelli bhat 4 Italian 2-boats in
1, if only for

defensive purposes, but in the Black Se: ,

very little. Therefore of primary importance
tc :-r there is any ^ect of
shievin thin reasonable

Possibl llation jf '.7esernann

ill free forces for necke*
:bably this c learned from Naval

Staff.

. It nay b" 3 bhe oi 1 inal
Ian sine belli believ at the Italian

Admiral .her 2, possibly
4, Itali - latz, thus once again
brin i\ - ' - in the Slack Sea,

asport took barely 3 weeks.

4. St >uld i :ed t le that target
LI be r Bar, then it

would be better to abandon the present land
tr art , in vie- 11 the
preparations involv , . .

. :
,

rd
to transport b; ring«

Ibl , so long as
suitable pr; made - ^ches
of rail . ith tunnels could not be used.

5, Motorboats will proceed with Bo :o«
.11 a : boats \ : thout crew

in Yalta, Under pi it circumstances they
nnod bqc of tl

Russians are br< ating their prisoners and
because the; :re only . >fficially : -ken
long at the time, Mimbelli I lr iy

infor w •

6.. A pr i sion is requested, so t ro
can dec: itions

, rt facilities, ferry
jpg js ided for the Italians, An -

hments, etc.

7. Request you to inform Italian Ac alty from
ther . In the; case of non-execution of
transportation, it h - Ivis 3 - to send

Sanation for reasons given in para. 1.

ral, ?r.ck Soa Ba--1:
j . . Vkdos, 1445"

\T - 5-
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Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea has
stated his views on the operational policy I
outlined on 3 October; I agree with him on all
points. The situation has changed since the
above policy was issued because now that
Nikolalev will probably be abandoned and traffic
diverted to Sevastopol, the original protective
minefields at Odessa will decline in importance
while those at Sevastopol v/ill grow in importance.
Furthermore, ray experiences show that the
reorganization of the Ship Reporting Service is
extremely urgent, also uniform instructions on
channels of communication to be used, to avoid
the duplication and triplication of reports*
The necessary measures will be taken after the
matters have been discussed,

Lieut, (j#g,) Rosenbaum, Commander, 30th U-Boat
Flotilla, .is at present at Battle H.Q.. to take
part in conferences and receive instructions on
our coming U-boat operations.

CONFTDENTI AL -37-
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11 October, !

Simferopol

i" . !•::: 11 Oc : : , 12C

A» 1. Motor r.:-in pers and motor minesweepers (RA)
carried out escort dutief .

escorted t. oy of the
"Budapest 11 along the direct rout Isk-
Mariupol.

3. Motor i - )3, 1 anc ontinue
to buoy and searc : - r: e«

4. E-l ave bro] fi t orpedo
ercises and have been *ed* tc or

Ivan ba ready for operations .ere.

1. Brisk it sr forces in the
r_:r: 1 ck Se . Sin ic rted
vessels s: . om
Tuapse to the sout . lar located

.arines at

2. At 1948 on 10 Oc , r 'Carpati"
.2 tor :d and . . i 45° C.o» N, 29° 47' 1

IE anti- ii mel, 3 marines, 29 of
the lanian crew were re 1; 3 lians
arc . arch of ne of the
accident will continue by day. 2rot

- save . to the time
of or of the , must have
been torpedoed in a sv . while iTiil
escc: sweoners.

«j • On 10 0<-
: south of iheodosia

a recon laj lane sighted a drifting mine.

1. On 7 October subu irin d the Sulina
result, .ians have

stc redging = becau e .re
unable to 3 :scort forces at the
moment. is im] ortan -nubo
Division should provid : rion for the

soon is Jible; Naval Special
Detacl lent b ins rue ted to

coordinate r . :ns so that dredging
ma;- . r ,

5« Only slight U activity. - 1952 on
10 Octobei i in air raid v. rg;

reconnaissance planes.

G-. 1, Situation oi Shore Commander, asus
unchange .

C( -
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2. On 10 October two Russian mines were washed
up near Genichesk.

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea has
issued the necessary orders for continuing anti-
submarine' operations in the sea area where the
"Carpati" went down. The chase will not be
broken off unless special orders are issued!
planes are also operating throughout the day.
The submarine was located several times and
attacked with depth charges.

In my opinion the taking on board of Russian
prisoners of war is an error on the part of the
Main Office of Transportation Section, Nikolaiev.
Any exception to existing orders that nobody may
be' transported by sea should have come from a

higher command. Security measures, accommodation
and supervision were inadequate. I have there-
fore ordered a letter of complaint to be lodged
against the responsible officer of the Sea
Transportation Section, Nikolaiev for gross
negligence in overloading a steamer, thus probably
incurring losses which might have been avoided.
It was the duty of the Sea Transportation Section,
Nikolaiev to allow only as many people on board,
including prisoners of war, as would ensure that
the safety of the ship and more especially that
of her crew v/ero not endangered. Admiral, Black
Sea was not informed of the plans for this
transportation. Whether the Chief, Sea
Transportation Section, Black Sea should be
charged with negligence of his supervisory duties,
must also be investigated.

Today the commander of the Gorman U-Boat Flotilla.
Lieut, (j.g.) Rosonbaum, arrived at Battle H.Q.
Details of operational readiness and U-boat
operations were discussed with him. It
branspirod that the Chief of Staff, Naval Staff
had given him a viewpoint on U-boat operations
essentially different from that held by me and by
Group South, Since it is essential that these
basic questions should be clarified beforo the
com ,nt of the first boat, I have informed the
Group of my attitude and requested them to
explain my views bo Naval Staff:

"1. In the course of discussions with the
commander of the Gorman U-Boat Flotilla, the
attitude of Chief of Staff, Naval Staff to
U-boat operations came to light. Thus it
transpired that contrary to the views agreed
upon by the Group and Admiral, Black Sea, the
U-boats' main objective should bo Russian

CONFIDENTIAL ~3 9 -
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merchant shipping* There was no need to take
the Russian Fleet into account since, according
to Chief of Staff, Naval Staff, it was no
concern of U-boat operations,

2, According to -air reconnaissance and radio
monitoring service, however, the forces of the
Russian Fleet are all being very active.
While the object of these operations is not
always clear, they are presumably intended to
provide cover for the nuisance raids and to
pick up the light forces engaged in these
actions, which have, particularly of late,
been harassing our coast and suppl:/ traffic.
Furthermore, those groups of en orces are
probably also acting as a remote cover for the

ssian Black Sea coast, ifch the loss of
further harbors, the attacks on German naval
communications which have only been sporadic
so far, will increase, and with our troops
.forced to advance from Tuapse by the narrow
coastal :road to the southeast, the Russian
Fleet is bound to use its most powerful
vessels to shell our positions and supply
traffic.

3, In contrast to the lively activity of Russian
forces, merchant shipping activity is at
present very- slight; if at all, only during
the day well under the coast and always with
an escort of E-boats, submarine chasers, etc.
Apart from naval forces acting as remote cover,
previous experience would suggest chat flanking
minefields, probably against U-boats, should
be widely expected. Even when there is no
merchant shipping, patrol activity is
remarkably lively aloi ..is coastal route.
The Russian Army's main supply route is a
land road.

4. Gorman naval operations in the Black Sea area
arc primarily intended to safeguard the vital
seaborne supplies for the Caucasus front and to
maintain a well-protected sea route interspersed
with bases. These supplies are not only
threatened by the Russian Air Force bub also
by light surface forces and submarines. Our
defense, i.e. direct defense, against them is
confined •. xclusivoly to small craft of which
the most effective are our motor minesweepers.
It is air vidont that the Russian Fleot
possesses considerable moans of attack and
prospects of success with its mass of small
vessels supported by heavy ones such as
cruisers and destroyers,

5, Thus it falls to the C-orman U-boat, as the
only suitable weapon in the area, to smash

FIDEMTI XL -40-
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these Russian forces which are serving as a
remote cover for the Russian offensive against
our German supplies and at the same time
protecting the Russian coast* The U-boats
can thus provide indirect protection for
German naval supplies and prepare the way for
better possibilities of attack on the very
light Russian escort forces operating off the
coast, together with direct attacks or even
military operations against the enemy coast
itself.

6. Should merchant shipping activity be resumed
in the narrow strip of coastal waters
available to light vessels, it could be
attacked with some prospect of success by
those naval weapons remaining in the Black
Sea area (E-boats, Italian E-boats and
Italian submarines). In view of constant
enemy activity and the promise of only minor
targets, putting the various light forces
mentioned above into operation against
possible Russian supply traffic offers
greater prospects than wearing out valuable
weapons such as the 3 German U-boats,

7. Hence, I .am still of the opinion that German
U-boats should primarily operate against the
Rus$ian Fleet, including and down to the

"troyor, plus freedom of attack on
submarines. Obviously any favorable
opportunity of firing on merchant ships, on
troop transports, etc., for instance, should
also bo seized

o

Battl e H.Q. of Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos.
T9<L

-

5 A p,

In connection with the operations of approximately
20 naval ferry barges assigned to tasks other
than ''Bliilcher", a fresh order from Army High
Command, Operations Division, has boon received
to reinforce the Kerch/Taman traffic. This
recent change of decision by the Army Commands
contrary to the conference held on 3 October at
Mariupol again calls for an explanation. My

Lnt of view which I have voiced everywhere, is
that the naval ferry barges will simply be worn
out If used for the Kcrch/faman traffic, They
arc not, In fact, transport barges but vessels

i.cific naval tasks- and really intended
for commitment east of the Crimea in an area
where steamers cannot be used owing to tho
continued activity of tho Russian Fleet. I
have therefore frequently /suggested that tho
"BliHchor" naval ferry barges should be replaced
by tugs of the Danube Steamship Company towing
ferries

.
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Since the naval ferr r 2" have
been sc i out that they ire out of the
que 3t ion for oper L purposes unless they

a long repair period, at least \:e 3hould
to it new ferry barges are 'ed

3k • Any ba: at present "-oyed

on operations other than "Bltfcher" s:.culd undergo
a running-in period of 8-10 days a. for

a and escort duties alternately*
In order to clear up matters, a sion is
! guested fr aoup South as tc who is responsible
for the ferr-- aid for what purpose they
are to be :ed. With the present procedure

claims are made by different is,
I tannc lear disposition.

An enquiry has also been receive o general
in >f si I transport as to wh
urgen :op tr fr ) trains may

convoy y a a fr a. 1 It •

my : pi y J out
to da •

0c: oal losses 11] ,ro bo : 1

but tb ivy is willing, if the Army will take
3 risk. _ .. ;

requj least 2 inde. ndently
would, :

sours j, cause delays ii porta- , ilsc for
the Chief ' rts« If, for

ij the troop trans] to
t regard fc ty or m: of

_ - . we shall need the ' so
ive his strict _ ions such

op :, Until a de s been reached
I shall sase or," f or sals

111 3ted Naval £

Cc. , aine :: get into touch with the
and Out-Station, .south in

lino.

In cone ins stion of Croat naval
v ssels o~/ the ... . tache. Roar - liral

Lethci all sirs Croa
^ isions could not be br: i

undsr oi val commander. Enquiries wor-. air:
he possibility of transs rring the

xperienced pett a and
ran :. . . a . .. Flotilla

a-iupol i .11, poor- 1. Is
to slightl 3 , newer t _s, as for a le,

: Sis •

jus:s:i. U . . of the crsvrs and
Croat officers, all of wh ,n

exes lie: . . :uld be rant far
as possible. Arrangements are -s I a to

under e: val >re
Cc: 1 the ma 3 _.saiatc
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training of the first group of motor fishing
vessels (some 3-4), Also extensive leave will
be granted to the Croats during the winter.
Furthermore, special training in minelaying,
anti-aircraft and signals will be provided in
Germany for Croat volunteers.

Group South is requested to appoint the Croat
Lieut, (s.g.) Lenoch, who is unfit for service
afloat, to 'the staff of Admiral, Black Sea,
Simferopol, as special officer in charge of the
operations and general administration of the
Croats,

During a conference with the Commanding Officer
of the German Air Force Staff, Crimea (Air
Commander Crimea) problems of anti-aircraft
defenses, transshipment ports and bases were
particularly discussed.

CONFIDENTIAL -43 -
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T

: 1

12 ::-t: : , lc4>

:;: :.-;;_•
. ! sport 12 C:~: : 1200 :

1. 2nd - roup escorted the st r "Budapest"
1 .:_ irect 3 - riupol route
thoiit incident.

2. On 11 October, . inesweeper; , 163,
165, 166 and 4 D-l . ::er with :ter.

!

',

ied out anti-submarine operations betwec
Portitei and Sul long route Careen as

x ; 1; ilea offshore.
commanding officer of the !l Stihi !l direct-:

3 operations. :- "Xanten" located a
bmarine, 38 b were dropoc .

The chase is be continued. Planes were
in operation duri

3. Motor mi weepers ind 36 were ordered
tc search re te Brown from point 10 to 15 for
suspect ii t, owing to tb at
the C :ier an ommander in t]

ve contracted jaundice, the sweep was
d, iiefs will arrive in 5-6 da-;.

4. The jrch-Temriuk route has been buc ,

Motor fishing vessels IJos . 1 and 8 and patrol
be ;_-. 12 and 1 .rched the buoyed

far moored and non-cont ines #

mines swept.

5. E-boats left Constant" :; the eve
12 October.

c . On 12 October motor in vessel: \z. 1,
'-

,

nd 8 left F vlovski on lote sweep
via the Burunski and Pavlovski directional
lights 1 id back. Kc 33

'ept so far.

1. Activity of li 3 forces off the nor
eastern part 3oast continued.
On the . - : of 11 October a mod:: : ly 1

as located by radar, cour:
south to north, : abl^ _ng 2 cruiserr

.

2, K r-z'c.i During fch night of 11/12 Octc r 20
nem; ";. w over I pait via the

•

" Pel - : utc; y are believed to have
dropped mines. 11 Ing traffic stopped,
sweeping :

2000-2045 several t : t of Cape
Takil at the southern entrance zo Ker
brait; they ar t lleved to have dropped

3.

[ : 1
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Theodosia: Prom 1516 to 1556 on 11 October
2 planes were over the coastal area south of
Theodosia,
Yalta ; At 1920 on 11 October planes were
sighTed near Cape S ichor and Usgiut flying
from east to we'st. At 2010 they were
sighted again from west to east.
At 0815 on 12 October a plane was sighted off
Yalta flying from east to west; at 0350 from
west to east. No bombs were reported to
have be cn dr o ppod .

3, Prom 0520 to 0530 on 12 October near
Varvarovski south of Anapa the Army Coastal
Battery 338/1 fired 10 rounds at a range of
7,000 meters at a plane flying at high speed
southward. Result uncertain, weather misty,

D, * Mine sweeping planes continued operations sweeping
the buoyed route from Kerch to Temriuk, After
several covering flights and covering runs the
Kerch-Temriuk route will be opened to shipping
about 15 October,

G-. 1, On 11 October the 520 meter-long breakwaters
at Theodosia were completed by the Todt
Organisation, One automobile salvaged from
the steamer "Jean-Jaures". Minesweeping
operations continued,

2, On 11 October two drifting mines were sighted
at Skadovsk, bearing 120° and 135° from the
Dzharuilgach lighthouse, approximately 3-4
miles apart drifting to the south.

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea has,
as a result of increased Russian submarine
activity, temporarily stopped convoys between
the Danube and Dnieper. Tug traffic, however,
is to bo resumed by day only, in about three
days' time, with an intermediate station at
Bugas,

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
submitted his survey of the situation covering

cvonts of the past few days. He reported
an in I fication of Russian submarine activity,
an improvement in tactical disposition, more
skillful submarine' attacks and greater accuracy
in firing; he assumes that this is due to
British support. He no longer considers that
the flanking minefields give adequate protection
to the routes. He also states that available
forces arc numerically not adequate to reinforce
the U-boat escorts. To proceed with convoys as
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constituted at present would lead to
laceable losses; he therefore r ..ends

luring ohe $ent lull In ^he convoy
. Cons^antza and th or

rine c d be
3d out 1 all possicle

vessel . - ;er that the merchant l
iTic should be resumed only to Sevastopol,

For these tasks he asked for the assignment of
4 boat 3rd Motor Minesweeper flotilla.

Both the Group and 1 are in genera ee^ent
with the C: ! survey of the sifraation;
but I do consider that, although flarl ine-
fields offer no absolute .^e of ,

.
.'3 ac:

Fur . 1c
pon, :. li bi anal laid

desvlT. the Lr ] -Z3 of offoctivenei .

concentrating on the rou~ stopol,

_rh the p: - . :.ns at our .1 it
Lne ch to have a

pe: it effect, sly sol Is to
or convoys but with In r ised

1 ing coursoc, etc,
2he tu£ srai .. lai .• .11
incur losses h will to be borne

:omc urgent.
Adequate escort for thi affic will not be

.rice the traffic tc pol has
res- .

Ing to this increased threat from submarine:.
South has su,

"

: issued
to stre. i the fields In,

_ vors .rine

1 have requested Group South to investigate
whether the construction of mote: lo:v vessel

ir could be led up or Vthether
2 anti-su" ne vessels -ily be

- :• :an. as sue of our anti-
:. s, 1 am invosl ther it

-1 idvante ua \ Italic - ats
111 oy li

ar.c: of the small i In
(crc: .: rainimui st ~h

no rclicvl ad their low sp : . 1« I shall
re-*inv;st;' iat1 ... Main ITaval
D/l .3 to v.'hethcr there arc ay reasons
to Italian U-boat c;

defini . ats or on a. to a: ove
of value.

In accordance \,-ith orders from Grc ,

Capta r today eont ... 17,
Grou~: South will be infonncd of the outcome and
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of telephone discus sion with Admiral Krancke
about the operations of Operations Staff,
Scheurlen, in the following teletype:

"I. In discussion with Army K.O,. 17 it was
learnt that plans to date concern only minor
local operations with Army boats without
naval ferry barges • Hence Scheurlen not
needed. Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus
will advise in a limited capacity when
necessary.

2, In discussion with Admiral Krancke it was
learnt that there are to be new tasks for
Operations Staff, Scheurlen at the beginning
of November in which the Army will not at
first participate. . To this end some 20
naval ferry barges are to be run in by
Scheurlen at the beginning of November,

5. Have instructed Admiral Krancke that 10 naval
ferry barges could be withdrawn at any time,
but not 20, as this would mean canceling
other naval tasks involving E-boats, etc.
New ferry barges cannot be expected until
November since they must first be converted
In Varna, Admiral Krancke stated that
Admiral, Landing Craft and Bases, is sending
trained crews in exchange so that they will
very quickly gain experience. It is also
imperative that the naval ferry barges should
be completed as quickl;/ as possible,
7/hother additional work should be abandoned
must also be examined,

4. Commander, Convoys and Escorts will submit
suggestions to Croup South at once on how
best to provide Admiral Scheurlen with the
maximum number of naval ferry barges - 20 to
be aimed at. In so doing, imminent commit-
ments should be remembered and also that, at

rch, there are only old "Blilchcr" barges,
JTresh additions over the coming period should
be included in any calculations,

5, I propose that both the station and exercise
area for the Staff of Admiral Scheurlen
should immediately be decided upon. Since
exorcises can temporarily be carried out
independent of the Army, Cons tan tza might be
suitable for the initial stage and for the
assembly of the squadron, although Bordyansk
has more favorable "weather.

Battle H,Q. Admiral, Black Sea G 1851."

Since no special liaison officer or staff is
required for the operation, I have commissioned

val Shore Commander, Caucasus to undertake

C
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advising the Army on naval natters and providir.
support with naval personnel and materials

,

Sea Transportation Section, Group South informed
us that Naval i has decided that the
owners of er lighters and tugs employed
are to retain the management of their ov/n craft,

elcome this decision as it will avoid tl

-y becoming burdened with responsibilities
:.ch would nor ] r lie outside its cohere.

No decision 1 t been received regarding the
use of the 20 naval ferry barges not included
in "Blucher". val Liaison Officer a

Lgh Command informed me that the Pflhrer
uld decide on their cc. rithin the

next fen tys •

According to a message from Quartermaster
division, Naval High Command is investigating
the possibility of u.;ing light 2-boats, which
can be tr r

. in the Caspj .a,

art frc it the final dec is.:

be, I am requesting the construction of 10 light
:oats to be started immediately . Since the

problem of orews will create difficulties I
st they should be manned entirely with

Croats, some of re experience -boats.

A reliable a it* >ort states that the British
ar tains
and crew's from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean,
Pour freighters have so far- ~o^on repoi on
their way there.
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15 October, 1942

Simferopo l

jituation Report 15 October 1200:

A, 1. Motor minesweepers R 33 and 163 continued
antisubmarine operations off Gura St, George,

2. Pour boats of 1st P-Boat Flotilla ready for
operations at Ivan Baba,

5. Motor r.iinesweepers (RA) carried out escort
duties

.

4. Motor fishing vessels Nos . 5, 9, 11, 3 and
the steamer D 12 continued mine sweeping
operations in Sevastopol harbor. No mines
swept.

5. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 1, 4, 6 and 8
continued remote mine sweeping operations in
Kerch Strait from Pavlovski to Cape Ponar and
ba ck •

6. Drifting mine sighbed off Alushta.

B. 1. At 1555 on 12 October there was an air raid
warning at Balaklava, Pive planes dropped
about 20 bombs » No losses. Rumanian anti-
aircraft guns probably scored a hit.

2. The western part of the town of Novorossisk
was heavily shelled.

3. Activity of light naval forces off the north-
eastern part of the enemy coast continued.
Some submarines were located by radar. Three
submarines were intercepted in the western
Black Sea.

4. During the rescue of the crew of the "Carpati",
a submarine made a surface attack. The boat
surfaced at 150 meter range, was firod at with
2 cm. guns and, ifter submerging, was attacked
with depth charges.

G. 1. Naval Shore Commandor, Xerxes did not occupy
tli. Kuraa valley (north of Georgievsk) but
five villages, Solskaya, Marinskaya,
pssynouach-Bagcch, Solukokoash, with H.Q. at
Sols; .

r tich occupies a central position
25 miles southeast of Pyatigorsk, Port
Commander 26 is remaining in Mariupol as Rear-
Detachment and Reception Station.

CO-nPENTIAL
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2. The Kcrch-Taman route has been opened to
shippir • One mine swept*

E-boat operations off the Russian coast are
planned for the night of the 14/15 th. The
following operational orders have been issued;

" Operational Orders for 1st 5-Boat Flotilla on
the nTghT~oT'Tl/l5 October

:

-* • Report s on the enemy

:

Air reconnaissance and radio intercept service
report Russian Fleet at sea with forces of
varying strength up to cruisers. Their
object is unknown* It is surmised that they
are providing cover for the nuisance raids
and picking up bhe forces engaged in these
actions a t the German-occupied coast and
supply traffic, while also providing remote
cover for the Russian coast. Only occasional
supply steamers were Identified off the coast
from Tuapse to the southeast. Lively patrol
activity between Ghelonj.i.k and Tuapse.
Possibly troop transportations bj warship.

*
' • ^v/n Si tua t

i

or j ;

Apart from the submarine throat, particularly
in the western Black Sea, nuisance raids by
light surface forces on our coast and supplies.
These are beginning to have a disturbing
effect and to interfere with our transport
organization, Ships and defense forces in
port are in danger of being shelled from the
sea. The Caucasus army front is constantly
meeting with heavier resistance and the only
explanation is that fresh troops and materials
arc being brought up, probably by the coastal
railway. ' German naval forces not at soa.
Sporadic air raids on Russian port: ,

5. Object :

To ascortain whether steamers so far not
intercepted bring up supplies at night, if so
this traffic must be destroyed. Should none
be encountered, then harass the patrol vessels
in order to tie them down to the Russian
coast and thus provide indirect relief to our
supply routes. This will compel the Russians
to use their forces for the defense of their
own coast, and not for additional support to
the Caucasus front,

-50-
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4« Own naval forces:

The 1st E-Boat Flotilla will be under the
Flotilla Commander. He will fix the sailing
times in accordance with 5 and report to Battle
H.Q, Admiral, black Sea, to German Air Force
Staff, Crimea, to Naval Shore Commander,
Crimea and to Port Commander, Theodosia.

5 • Execution :

From 1900 on 14 October, the boats will lie in
lurking position in the operational area off
the Russian coast between grid squares 6666
and 9184 and also carry oub a probing reconn-
aissance. Attack possible supply traffic,
failing which attack patrol and escort forces
or feign nuisance raids against the coast.
The attack to be carried out according to plan
and situation, decision rests with the Flotilla
Commander. The operation is to be broken off
in time to allow the boats to enter Ivan Baba,
at the latest, during the course of the morning
of 15 October i in view of the- projected Army
operation it in on no account to extend north-
west of grid square 6666,

6 • C ommunic a t i ons__grder :

E-boats to use E-boat wave , Battle H.Q. of
Admiral, Black Sea will tune in to this wave
for reception only between 1200 on 14 October
until 15 October to receive message that boats
have re-entered port. Break radio silonce
during engagements with the enemy, etc.
Endeavor at conclusion of operations to send
short report,

7 • Sjje c _ial ord or s :

Beware of mines off Tuapse, It is surmised
that the Russians are constantly strengthening
their mine defenses off the coast, particularly
since the last E-boat operations.

Tho execution of the operation will depend on
the weather. When his local -weather report
seems favorable, Commander, 1st E-Boat Flotilla
will telephone Battle H.Q. Admiral, Black Sea

plans for putting to sea with the
era "Going on leave, Commander .... ."

giving date, zero-hour ; date denotes zero-hour
for putting to sea up to 1100 on 14 October.
Any alteration or premature brcaking-off of
the operation duo to altered enemy situation to
be decided by the Flotilla Commander.

Admiral, Bla ck Sea Battle H.Q. Gkdos.
1& ,,y A i ^, |
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An Indication of the sta as
service in the area may be i in the fact that
the ti 3 ion of this order from Simferopol

Ivan Baba took almost 7 hours.

The Group have informed me that they agree with
my uation and with the direct!
on U- ope rati...:, and that they have requested

.aff for .its so that t

parent d: of opinion may be cla d«
.p. is reached Group South 1

rective , -»e. IJ-1 :- prin: ly to
be used Pie st,

fuel situation calls for a heavy sut tin --down
tor i vehicles ar

1 of all trai
I shall tJ re _ssue sr r zrri stive orders
to this effect and int du ~hc urgency of the
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14 Oc tober, 1942

SlraferoDol

Situation 14 October 1200 ;

A. 1. The 1st E-Boat Flotilla put out for operations
off the Russian coast between grid squares
66G6 and 9184. They are to ascertain whether
supply steamers not so far intercepted, are
proceeding by night' and if so, destroy them.
Should no such traffic be encountered, they
are to interfere with patrol activity in order
to tie down Russian forces to the Russian
coast and thus provide indirect relief for
German supply routes,

2, The Not Barrage Group, Black Sea has laid two
rows of anti-torpedo net defenses in Balaklava
harbor; 60 meters firmly anchored, 90 meters
can be lowered when necessary*

3, The 2nd ?3-Group sailed from Mariupol to the
Atachuev lighthouse and swept the Temriuk
approaches with motor pinnace gear. No mines
swept, 'hey buoyed the route and put in to
Temriuk at 1630,

4, The sweeping of the Kcrch-Temriuk route by
patrol boats Nos, 12 and 15 was broken off
owing to the weather, Ro mines swept. No
operations by rainosweeping plane owing to
engine trouble* In all probability there
will bo no more swooping operations on the
mined route until 16 October,

5, Motor fishing vessels Nos , 1, 4, 6 and 8 swept
the routes: Pavlovski - green wreck buoy -

Cape Yenikalej Pavlovski - down the line of
the Burunski-pavlovski directional lights -

to Cape Chongclok with towed loop gear and
noise-box (turbines). No mines swept,

B. 1, At 1730 at Varvarovski, south of Anapa smoke-
clouds sighted moving in a northwesterly
direction,

2, 0912 air raid warning at Balaklava,

5. At 0035 at Thoodosia, anti-aircraft opened
fire on enemy pianos - -8 flares wore dropped
probably to guide ships to their target.
Prom 0045 to 0100 2 light enemy vessels, smaller
than destroyers, fired some 30 rounds from
7.5 cm, guns, direction 75°, on town and harbor.
Range measured by radar 7,000 meters.
Anti-aircraft guns opened fire on the target.
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Damage: 1 hit on crew's quarters, 1 wounded.
Several houses damaged, otherwise no material
damage. At 014V all clear. idar did not
locate target until after enemy had opened
fire and was retreating. Ho landings
observed,

D. 1. U 24 reported probablo arrival at Sulina at
1900 on 15 October,

2. 2nd FZ-Group will sail for Tcrnriuk with towod
loop gear, noise-box (turbines) and motor
pinnace gear, to buoy route that has been
swept of mines.

E. 1. On 12 October U 9 and crew put in to Galatz.

G. 1. Since 11 October a submarine has been located
at 444C N 290E E, the hunt against her is
being maintained*

£. No change reported from Novorossisk. Port
Commander 21 has been detailed to operate off
Shadyskenskaya to safeguard the main approach
routes. No en : lents so far.' During the
course of the day, contrary to the v/eather
forecast, the weather to the southeast has
steadily deteriorated so that the scheduled
E-boat operations have had to be broken off.
The flotilla turned back in arid square 6558,
because of win- 5, sea o*-4.

I ordered the Commander of the 1st Landing Craft
Flotilla to come to H.Q. in order to discuss and
clear up the existing difficulties regarding the
present position and distribution of naval ferry
barges. The followir aeral picture emerged,
which I have reported to Group South in the
interests of the expected detailed orders on the
coordination and operations of these vessels:

"1. Nine barges in a state of growing disrepair
on ferry dutios on the Kerch route, 2 more

so repair will soon be completed, total
11 naval feri rges available.

2. During bho next few days 17 naval ferry
barges are to be withdrawn from the Asov
traffic, escort dutios and training squadron
Giele, in addition 2 still under repair or
conversion.

. Once these 19 naval ferry barges have- been
withdrawn there will be none availa le during
the next two weeks for the actual task, of
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supplying E-boats, German and Italian U-boats.
We may perhaps at the beginning of November
have 7 barges, provided trained crews are
obtainable and the boats require no running in.

4. The next ferry barges do not arrive till mid-
November.

5. In order to save time it is proposed to
assemble the 19 naval ferry barges belonging
to Operations Staff, Scheurlen in an eastern
port, preferably Berdyansk, and to carry out
their exercises there* Constantza not only
involves a longer assembly period but also a

later and longer advance to the cast, at the
expense of the time devoted to training and
exorcises

.

6. Expert opinion regards repairs and additions
as imperative if the boats are to be used at
sea, particularly in view of the deterioration
in the weather.

7. I have informed the relevant commands of the
coming withdrawal of the naval ferry barges
and that, until November, there will be none
available for escort duties and supplies,

^up South refused my proposal to remedy the
catastrophic shortage of anti-submarine vessels
with search gear in the Black ,Sea by bringing
across two an ti -submarine vessels from the Aegean.
The reason given is the similar submarine menace
existing there and the similar lack of resources.

Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine, Naval Shore
Commander, Xerxes and the Staff Officer of Naval
Shore Command, Crimea were hero at II, Q. today for
further talks. The discussions were chiefly
concerned with matters arising out of the latest
orders for organization and supplies. Naval
Shore Commander, Xerxes is provisionally obliged
to go into winter quarters with most of his units
in waiting position. This means that problems
of commitment for, Army operations have to be
cleared up.

Group South has been informed of the results of
the discussion with Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes
as follows:

"The discussion on 14 October with Naval Shore
Commander, Xerxes on his return from the
conference with Armored H.Q. led to the
following decisions:

1. The main body with staff of Naval Shore
Commander, Xerxes to be billeted in villages
south of Pyatigorsk, air /?;rid square 5415,

CONFIDENTIAL -55
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Port Commander r
?o at r Constantinovskaya,

air grid square 3578.
Fort Cor. 26 for supply organization at
first at Mariupol.

2. Armored . . I requested that with the start
of the offensive towards the beginning of
November fc] 3n belonging to Naval Shore
Commander should take over a quiet position
on the front, so led by a nian

Lent, isian A division,
in order -that t iment can be

:en into the attack. , in spite of
the Naval Shore Commander's reference to the

cial duties and the lack of previous
trair :._ roops , red :. . I
ffered instructors for immediate training

and p! 1 inf: esal,
he could h use this assl # On
arrival at hi:. ters this will be arranged
immediar I . sector in qu a ion lies in
eir grid sqv LI an over

before the attacr Ins in the
adjoining sector.

•3. I hav :1 to : 1 rraa . t. ":vcr
as ,

"j :-xes emphasises
the poor average quality of his pet;ty officers,
I consider i

- .ential for each Fort Commander
of the / " 1 ads, Xe a and
Caucasus, as the only N:lv I . tor mands in
the actual front lines, to have at least one
efficient offi. s cor .: platoon
commander. these and sinil r- : k ich
are at present conti I lling to Naval
Shore Commands, Xerxes • sasus, if
reverses are to be avoided which lect badl
upon na . troops ce: ist
be supported by good officer: , re
I quest you : int 10 officers suitable

ny commanders for val Shoa is,
. rxes and Caucasus, ._. reserve of: :,

junior ordnance officers :te.: Dlder men or
officers h ny w . ; not
suitabl . Once 1 Shore Commands have

fixe position these officers c

be with .

4. Proposed :rs a: rood ?„nd suitr.ble for
th .tor t .

I I no further details of the c "ions
of Port ier, Cramer v;ho will probably
opera t later on icross the Strait of Elista

«

In the cour _ :. . fen this
matter will be discussed with the nev/ly-formed
Don Staff i stov,. which will probably z.

over the former tasks of An -11
e be interposed betv. -. and B.

'

01 -;--;;
|
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6, There is no definite date for target Benneoke.
The Army Commands in these areas consider,
however, that the weather and snow will still
permit the continuance of operations during
the winter months.

Admiral, Black Sea Battl e H.Q. Gkdos.
^efSt l6t n

Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine reported that the
proposed merging of the Croat naval detachments
under one Naval Shore Commander can take place
immediately the necessary exchange is arranged.
Relevant orders will be issued.

Admiral, Black Sea had already investigated the
Group's suggestion that bhe two sound reserve
boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla should be used
if possible. Their manning with Rumanian
commanders and crews under German command has
also been investigated. Having once again
heard the views of all the subordinate commands
from whom a competent judgment might be expected,
I have reached the following conclusion:

1. Manning the reserve boats of the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla with Rumanian commanders and crews is
neither feasible nor expedient owing to their
."inadequate technical training. The super-
ficial E-boat training of Rumanian naval
officers cannot replace the long experience
of German E-boat commanders, a considerable
factor in the flotilla's overall operations,
often carried out under extremely difficult
conditions. Even two boats manned by
officers and crew with the Rumanian mentality,
inexperienced and not operationally efficient,
and attached to a trained flotilla., may well
under certain circumstances affect the
efficiency and performance of the whole
flotilla.

2. Investigation as to whether reserve boats
might be manned with Croats also yielded
negative results* Croats are only acquainted
with the first Lursson boats equipped with
gasoline-driven engines and would therefore
require a period of training for the boats of
the 1st E-Boat Flotilla, so that they would be
unable to take an active -part in operations
for quite some time.

3. Having lost part of the crew of E-boat S 27
and shortly afterward suffered an exchange of
crews, the 1st E-Boat Flotilla is no longer
in a position to carry out operations with
mixed Croat and export personnel.

SONFII \L
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I shall, however, leave no avenue unexplored
which might enable the reserve boats to be
used, especially since an otherwise serviceable
boat must be reported out of action as her

inlander is on sick leave. The Flotilla
Commander cannot take over the command, since
with a new and inexperienced commander on the
leading boat it is essential for the Flotilla
Commander to be there too.

U C4, Commander - Lieut. (j.,~.) Petersen, will
serve with the oOth U-Boat Flotilla in Galatz.
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11. October, J942

Simferopol

Situation 15 October 1200:
M» .l» — -^-

A. 1. Motor minesweepers (HA) on convoy duty.

2. The Kerch-Temriuk route was searched by 3

patrol boats and a minesweeping plane. No
mines swept.

5. Motor minesweepers continued anti-submarine
operations off Sulina.

4. E-boats are ready for operations at Ivan Baba.

B. 1. At 1413 three Russian bombers attacked the
northern slopes of Ivan Baba and the mole from
the seaward side. Six heavy and several
splinter bombs dropped, no damage or casualties.

2. According to D/p bearing, a battleship was
standing 45 miles southwest of Batum off the
Turkish coast at 190S.

3. According to a radio intercept report an
unknown vessel is at sea with the commander of
the light naval forces some 155 miles west of
Poti.

G. Situation at Anapa and Novorossisk unchanged.
71 men and 1 officer of Port Command 19 are with
the 97th Mountain Division.
No report from Port Command 21.

The bad weather continues so that the proposed
E-boat operations have been abandoned (see War
Diary 13 October)

.

The attack on Ivan Baba took place as soon as the
E-boats had returned to their base, again
demonstrating Russia ts intention to eliminate
naval bases and jumping-off harbors where
possible by nuisance raids.

To reinforce anti-submarine operations in the
Fidonisi sea area, I have requested the Italian
E-Boat Flotilla to investigate the possibility of
whether 4 boats, based temporarily on Sulina,
could put out two at a time to take up lurking
positions In these waters. Should they have to
be recalled to Sevastopol, the boats already
there would have to take over. In the meantime
the other boats in Sevastopol should bo in

OjT!"
T
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readiness to reinforce the defense of the
Crimean coast.

: situation at sea has changed, Russian
force. lot at present :-xpected to break out
through the Bosporus, nee the maintenance of
the U-boat base at Burgas for operations '::.

Italian U-boat^ in the event of a possible
Russian breakthrough is now an unjustifiable
expense. I eeparing mcr.evres to ensure that
in an emc: , nowever, the base could be made

\dy for U-boats within o days.

Group South' s final orders on the composition of
the assault squadron for Operations Staff,
Scheu: _. ie for the immediate assembly of
24 naval ferry barges. I have dy commented
on the effects of the withdrawal of these barges

present in use. - "uotal strength of 24
naval ferry barges for the Scheurlen squadron
will in fact mean that we shall have to wait
until November before we have von 2 1 ferry
barges available for nay Llit lies
for fche E-t oats, -beats and Italian vessels and
the demands of ter Joneral. As
result of the stc of supplies there will
have to be severe restrictions on the operational
freedom of the offensive forces over a period of
four \ . ";outh will be advised :

bail.

Provisional dates for the 2nd U-boat, 9, ^s
reported by the 30th U-Boat Flotilla, arc:

"25 October leave dock] basin trial; 25-27
Octob-ir- fu and stc to be taken in;
28 October .ssion; 29-oC October

3sage from Sulina. to Constantsa; about
7 November at operational readiness."

Shipbuildir , n^ineerir. . I supply officers
of the Doc] -

. »d Control laying down
their plans for ouildin." yai ad naval
offices which will have to be built for the
winter of 1 42/43 in Sevastopol. C-iven the
ncceesary labor and fuel, the constructions
should be concluded by 15 December, 1942.

d ) Feye
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,16 October, 1942

Simferopol
. • - »

S ituation 16 October 1200 :

A. 1. Motor Mine sweepers R 53 and R 37 put in to

Constantza after anti-submarine operations,
R 165 in to Sulina, R 164 in to the shipyard
at Nikolaiev,

2i The patrol boats remained at Temriuk owing to

the weather.

3. Three Italian submarines were making for
Sevastopol, 2 Italian submarines from
Constantza northward.

4. At 0830 motor fishing vessels Hos. 5, 9, 11,
13 and steamer D 12 carried out a remote sweep
of Sevastopol harbor. No mines swept.
Made fast at 1615,

5. Motor minesweepers (RA) on escort duty.

6. Motor minesweepers R 165 and 166 left
Constantza on anti-submarine operations.

7. At 1200 U 24 escorted the convoy from Sulina
to Constantsa,

8. 2nd FZ-Group with 4 pinnaces left Temriuk at
0630.

t

B. 1. No reports of enemy attacks.

2. Activity of enemy light naval forces
continued,* that of submarines and small
craft was slight. Radar located some
submarines in the coastal area of the south-
western Black Sea and 1 destroyer at sea,

D. 1. Motor minesweepers R 35 and R 36 swept route
Brown in accordance with the orders of Naval
Special Duties Detachment, and then proceeded
on escort duty to Kerch. One combined
operations craft to Anapa, At the same time
a chock-sweep of tho route was made.

2. The Ju mine sweeping plane has so far made 10
covering runs over the Kerch-Tomriuk route to
a breadth of 180 meters, north of the buoyed
strip i no mines swept. By 17 October route
immediately north of the buoyed strip will
provisionally bo open to shipping* It is
intended to widen the route.
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E« 1. Motor minesweeper .~o. 32 was restored to
operational readiness on 15 October.

2. Moto] 3 is temporarily not
at operational readiness.

:en ;i »s search .: is out of order;
she will dock at Galatz on 1? October.

-1. Destroyer i! nandn is not at operational
r a •

. 556 put into commission at Varna.

Supplement to Situation 12 October:
:-up proceeded with _ pinnaces

froi- upol to Achuyfev where they anchore •

Supplement to Situs : sber:
Some 5 or 6 vessels .2d the shooting down

ssian plane by a 4« .half- ttery at
Balaklava.

t ore: ve been postponed for an
24 hours c to th orable weather
forec r

.f ;.

I h ssued tl How:.:. irective to t) .

h U-3oat Flotilla for the o] :ions of U 24
planned for the end I - :

"Directive for ons of the 30th U-Boat
Flotilla.

1. Is -.:. - ^ .. ~A q:

Air reebnr radi i

report the c~ of Russian
surface forces: cr »s, destroyers, ^e
number of E- Lts, : . :r .

:

3 . ren
occas . , h " bif ied
at sea. Only si ht&d, always
by day, on the - ite. ily
well under the coast. »s anc rs
identifi s far aa 150 miles west of Poti.
Isol .;- to some 60 miles off the
coast in the .. .r: Black 5e ... .:emy
light naval av out several
nv- c . :.. s -uth coast of the Crimea,
a:: -itly with the object of t down for uo

land force: . interfering wit
_rman supply ra£Tic , well-known

Russians. _'.-. of the coast and of
the- trans si 1 . t tad operational harbors
lreatens to damage or even cli she naval
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and escort forces lying there and to reduce
our shipping space.

The purpose of the Russian vessels at sea off
the Caucasus coast is not clear. One of

their objects is probably to provide cover
and escort forces for nuisance raids against
our coast and supply traffic, while also
acting as remote cover for the Russian coast.
An intact Russian Fleet will be a perpetual
menace to the vital German supplies, which
will be required further eastward later.
It is thought that the heavy commitment of
Russian forces is the result of British
advice,, particularly since their raids off
our coast with naval forces successfully
cooperating with the Air Force are reminiscent
of the well-known methods of British naval
warfare in the Mediterranean.

The disposition of the Russian Fleet in the
ports will bo communicated to the U-boats
before putting out.

2. Own Situation :

Apart from Russian submarine activity,
particularly in the western Black Sea, nuisance
raids on our coast and supplies are beginning
to have an adverse effect on transport.
With the capacity of Novorossisk as it is,
after the occupation of Tuapse the transport
of supplies by sea for the Caucasus front will
be of primary importance. It is out of the
question to provide escorts for such traffic,
comparable in strength to Russian surface
units, German surface forces capable of
effectively opposing the Russian Fleet are not
available. Our Air Force is so tied to the
land front that there is little prospect of
concentrated operations against the Russian
Fleet, Even concentrated attacks on the
remaining Russian naval bases can offer little
hope of completely eliminating their surface
forces. There is danger of a Russian landing
under cover of the Russian Flout on the very
weakly occupied German coast of the eastern
Black Sea,

3. Il
:
_ans:

position of German U-boats primarily against
units of the Russian Fleet down to the
destroyer, in accordance with Admiral, Black
Sea's directive for operations of German
U-boats in the Black Sea, Special operations
against Russian supplies (e.g. troop
transports) if the land situation should

CO fT ^IU~NTT \l -63-
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require them, u : reserved as secondary
objectivc. All- favor opportunities for
attack be exploited if U-boat operations
are to be ei . -boats must not only
achieve the 1j ination of the power-

I Russian Burface forces but also tie down
s'ian Fleet in the southeastern Black

a, thus indirectly relieving our supply
fie. rthermore, in view c_

excellent morale and discipline of the Russian
officers and crews, i innot expect that they

II allov/ themselves to estroyed in their
own bases by the Air Force without a struggle,
nor will they want to bo interned in Turkey,

3 Russia re far more likely, should naval
forces ar to offer no ects of success,

Ldapt and u:e their vali :o

defend the land front. ruction
of Russian naval fore us would bring indirect
relief to the land fron .

4. Operational Areas:
I T I - T » - I I II

Grid squares CL 94, 95 and 98 have been selected
as oj .3 for the U-boats and grid
squar 2, 83, , 6, 95 and 97 may be
resorted to for evasive action. Should several
boats "L tit, .is ar ill be divided up

Outward and retur sage will
v-3 situation.

I- -sic Flan :

-boats on pi ;hc operational ar
to t such a way

they can treat surface or une ber
vessel :.nd sub;' : 11 to
full . yutvard and return
re to be us : iunity for

off the south
coast of lack Sea. Russian n 1 foi s

luently been observed in th: ,
" rly cour .

toward the ..

• jcrrnan Naval :z\:-z z :.:• _ :i:-::: ; :.;_ -

:"

ns:

First U 24, led later by other boats.
miral, Sea's .: nay be regarded

Ian further oj blons.
-uld ' : in th val

situati:. ition with reference to
ta : sional areas, these
orders Jill be supplemented.

The Flotilla Commander has the :_3al command.
Contr - ions and tactical cc ad are

vs best n the Flotilla Conanand
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is present at Brittle H.Q,. of Admiral, Black
Sea, As there is no Base Officer, the
Flotilla Commander cannot be permanently at
Battle . "., he will therefore endeavor to
take over the tactical command once the boats
have left the base. Principle must be to
adapt a mobile command to changing
circumstances .

6, Execution ;

The outv/ard and return passage of the boats
is to be so organized as to pass through sea
areas in which the enemy has either been
identified or suspected. Since no accurate,
exhaustive and overall picture of the local
situation in the southeastern Black Sea is
obtainable from radio interception or air
reconnaissance (by day only), the first
operation will have to devote a certain amount
of time to ascertaining local conditions in
order to discover the most promising
disposition. The principal Russian jumping-
off ports and naval bases, Batum, Poti,
Sukhuin, are at once the three most promising
operational areas, where outward and return
traffic - warships and sometimes merchant
.ships - is likely to assemble. They must
therefore for the meantime be the chief
theater of U-boat activity against the Russian
^loet.

Commanders must make their own spot decisions
on their operations from their own summing-up
of the situation within their .-.ssigned area;
the general operational purpose should also
guide their choice ox" target*

7. Mines

:

Information on the Russian minefields in the
southeastern Black Sea, particularly at the
approaches to the three main harbors, Batum,
Poti and Sukhum, is not availabl . Previous
experience indicates that the Russians have
largely safeguarded their harbors and the
flanks of their coastal traffic by laying
minefields. It may be taken for granted
that as soon as our U-boats scoro their first
success there, this defense will be reinforced
by anti-submarine barrages. It is not the
task of German U-boats to penetrate these
barrages, their first duty is to attack the
naval forces moving outside them. The lack
of data on the mine situation makes it
necessary to proceed at a certain distance
from thu coast and to observe Russian movements
closely, bearing in mind the possibility of
anti-submarine minefields which can be crossed
by surface forces,

fFIDENTIAL -65-
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8, Communications Instructions :

See communications orders for the organization
and exr n of an F-boat and U-boat communi-
cations service. Special orders will be
iven before putting to sea*

9. Special Instructions:

. I. ossible, in order that U-boat operations
may be more concentrated, do not mat in at
Constantza but at some jumping-off base
close to the operational area, Kerch or
Theodosia for instance* Further orders
on ti _ :>int, lepend on : ' L Log
up of the ary organization in that
port, will be issued later,

b. Cooperation with Italian submarines villi be
dealt with for each separate operation*

Italian subrrr a to their
oper not be regarded as
the rule but as the exception; it must
have been tried c Irst and is only to

lone when certain operational and
weather conditions . n#

AgmJralj ?l_ek 5-_a :
:I:dos. Chefs* 17,"

Supplement t iral, Black Sea Gkdos* Chefs. 17;

"Communications order for U-boat operations.

1. Radio St .:j-ro :

Control: ival radio station - Simferopol
on -5 k/w r *

peati
stations: Naval radio station - Constantza.

to station - 1st B-Boat
71 otilia - Ivai a.

2

.

Frequency :

4,952 kc/s, alternative wave 35 #33 meters =

:, kc/s,

3 • Sen", il rs :

a. For 1-99*

b. For U-boats 101-199,

4,
_
adio procedure :

a, Wartime radio procedure*
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b. Shore radio stations and boats must cover
the E-boat and U-boat frequency
continuously,

c. First radio message to be sent immediately
on reaching the transmission area.
To be repeated at two-hour intervals - on
the even hour

.

To be introduced by the last serial number
previously given, followed by transmission
of all new messages.

d.- Naval Radio Station, Simferopol will
provide deceptive radio messages by sending
routine and deceptive traffic hourly at
irregular short intervals,

e. Each radio message must be transmittod four
times in all, two of these repeats at night,
more frequent repetition if the situation
demands it,

5. Long V/ave and Emergency V/ave :

Naval Radio Station, Constantsa in emergency
will switch to a long wave frequency (still
to be assigned)

•

Constantza will keep a receiving watch on this
emergency wave from:

07 00-0800
1900-2000
0200-0300

and, if necessary, will cover the long wave
continuously - reporting the fact to Admiral,
Black Sea.

6 » Very Long V/ave :

Naval Radio Station, Bernau will transmit
radio messages on very long wave (181,30 meters)
at routine timo3 to be announced later.

7. D/F transmission frequency for U-boats will be
the same long wave frequency as in para. 5.
Transmission only by order of Command.

8. Code Tables :

a. Code "R", reserve code "Henno".

b. Fleet Short Signal Manual for 1941.

c. Reconnaissance and bomber table.

d. abbreviated weather code.

e. Procedure outlined in Naval Communications
Manual South will not be used on U-boat and
E-boat v/ave lengths."

confidential _67
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In conference with Captain Mimbe-lli the question
of transferring the base organization from
Constantza to t rimea was discussed* The
folic is a written account of the conference:

'

__ _ _ -

; j _ Conference with Captain Mine eHi :

Transfer of :sc organization from Constantza
to the Crimea:

a. The Italian base organization at Constantza
at present consists of some 80 Italian
personnel under Lieut. Comdr. gidero.

b. . Dnnel is needed in Constantza to
-ion i maintains

communications betwee- mtza and Italian
-.-:.! High !• -nsfer to t rimea

impossible sir.ee i ... Insufficient*:

Past experienc3 shows the staffing of a
an station with I" icrsonnel creates

difficulties.

c. Other perscnrel r --ed for the economic
o: ;ion* Co so economic conditions
in our area, t";. re orders to cover
their noeds as fa: ssible from the
Rumar. : zone* t organization
of s one kind is required in Coneta-.tsa in order
to do the pure;

d. Apart fro:-, th • izations, few stocks
in Constantza. rienc >ws that rail
tr _.rt from C. . to the Cri: :akes
up tc throe moi . 1 .nsport
from Const. l to t as devised
a quicker method. r of this receiving
office : ials coming from Italy to

ion would not involve any with-
drawal of personnel.

e. The Italians desire izino in S.. i i apol
because it would be i.. central position for
the Crimean ports. ;is is eesible

st bo inv; . ted. msfer of the
to the Crimean ports is

impose.'. 1 - be ;h lack of 'spac , a

inoxped to the danger of air raids."

et It Lnes are unsuitable for anti-
submarine or off the Rumanian coast owing
tc variable t v conditions prevailing there,
which limit ir use to ir.tions close inshore
and near the base. To shift them temporarily to
an operational area across 170 mil s f sea is not
foasible as tho transfer would impair their sea-
wort id entail repair. .

It is, however, still quit. 3iblo to use them
in areas within reach by coastal passage*
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17 Oc tober, 1942

Simferopo l

Situation 17 October 120 :

A. 1. At 1450 three Italian submarines put in to

Sevastopol.

2. Two motor minesweepers are returning to
Sulina after escort duty Sulina to Odessa.

3. Remote sweep of the oil harbor and approach
to Sevastopol by motor fishing vessels Nos . 9,

11, I.;) and steamer D 12. No mines swept.

4. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 1, 4, 6 and 8

carried out a remote sweep down the line of
the Burunski-Pavlovski leading lights to Cape
Takil and back. No mines swept.

5. 2nd FZ-Group checked the buoyed channel
Achuycvska-Mariupol with towed loop gear and
motor pinnace gear. No mines swept,

6. Motor •uine sweeper (RA) No. 52 with 4 motor
fishing voxels, entered Kerch* At 1400 she
left Kerch for Thcodosia.

B. 1. According to a D/P report, at 1920 cruisers D
and E and 2 destroyers, position unknown, were
detected at sea. At 2300 a battleship was
located some 45 miles west of Foti and, at
0300, a submarine some 58 miles south of Cape
Aitodor

,

2, At 0855 on 16 October a Russian reconnaissance
plane was over Yalta.

5, At 0835 at Theodosia, an enemy plane was
subjected to anti-aircraft fire.

D. 1. Motor L;ino sweepers Nos, 35 and 36 will escort
the Anapa convoy from Kerch.

2. Motor minesweepers (RA) Nos. 54 and 568 will
be on escort duty from Ochakov to Sevastopol
at 06 00 on 18 October.

G. 1. The command of the Danube Flotilla moved back
from Odessa to Ochakov on 16 October.

2. Situation at Anapa unchanged. At Novorossisk
on 14 October 1 killed, 1 wounded. At Maikop
in partisan fighting 1 killed, 1 wounded,
1 armored scout car lost. Port Command 21 in
action near Navayinsk,

CON^TD.^'TIAT
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3. Approach and raineswept section of Sevastopol
harbor declared open to shipping.

4. Sea Transportation Section, Mariupol: ferry
? 135 under repair.

Supplementary Reports ;

1. Situation 13 October:

At 0845 a 'Rumanian plane reported a submarine
probably submerged near Cape Midia.

2. Situation 15 October:

a. 1st Landing Craft Flotilla, Kerch: in
present prevailing v/ind without center
engine ferry P 558 is not operational.

b. Theodosia: at 1420 an enemy plane was
subjected to anti-aircraft fire.

- 3. • Situation 16 October:

As a result of gunfire hits on the docks at
Novorossisk 1 soldier and 3 Russians killed,
1 soldier and 2 Russians seriously injured.

wa

After it had been arranged that the 1st E-Boat
•Flotilla should put out at 1230, the operation
had to be postponed by 24 hours as bad weather
set in again (west v/ind force 4-5).

Motor minesweepers iTos . 35 and 36 escorted 3
combined operations craft on their ninesweeping
escort duty to Anapa. The minesweepers
commenced their return passage to Kerch at 1445
and put in there towards 1800. No mines swept.

Four boats of the 1st PZ-Group made a check-
sweep of Kerch Strait from the Pavlovski gap to
Cape Takil and back. They swept 2 non-contact
mines, one in 45° 8.5' N, 36° 28' E and one in
45°,8 .55 » N, 3 6° 28»1» E. The oil harbor and
the approach to the oil harbor at Sevastopol
were searched by 4 boats of the. 1st FZ-lfroup for
non-contact min . No mines swept. Oil harbor
and approach opened to shipping.

Three Italian midget submarines (C3 1, 4 and 6)
put in to Sevastopol.

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
proposed that the "Area" should be escorted on
her passage from Constantza to the Bosporus by
2 motor fishing vessels as far as Varna and from

CONFI! AL .
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there to the Turkish border by Bulgarian units,
thence she should proceed unescorted within
Turkish territorial waters to the Bosporus ; he
requested agreement*

I gave my consent in the following radiogram:

"To Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
G 1611 AI No* 2:

No objection to independent passage of "Area"
within Turkish territorial waters. Naval
Special Duties Detachment will endeavor bo

provide air cover during the passage, the planes
to observe the limits of territorial waters.

Battle H.Q. Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos , 4416 AI,"

In order to safeguard the supply routes against
attacks of Russian submarines and surface forces,
Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea has
worked out a proposal for the expansion of the
existing flanking minefields, illustrated in the
accompanying diagram.

My comments are given in the following teletype:

"To Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
Gkdos. 1516 AI:

1. 'With reference to proposed minefields, priority
should be given to laying of minefields S 42
to S 46 as flank cover for route Green. The
necessary stock of mines is available.

2. Regarding minefields S 40 and S 41, decision
can be made after execution of the minelaying
tasks detailed in para. 1 since, by the time
they arc concluded, we shall have further data
on the disposition of Russian submarines.
The 200 lUvffi mines required will be requested
from homo.

o. Of the 1200 EMC mines required for sections
S 47 to S 52 only 300 are available in the
area, I shall attempt to get another
allocation of 900 EMC mines. Once these
problems of allocation have boon cleared up
the question of the position of the minefields
will bo ru -examined, -Proposed position not
very promising*

4, In ordor that escort duties may not be
altogether abandoned during the process of
minelaying, Commander, Convoys and Escorts is
investigating possibility of laying minefields-
S 42 to S 46 with one mine carrier only and
small escort (2 destroyers). This would
entail a correspondingly larger number of

C ONFIDENTIAL -71-
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shorter minefield sections and. a -reater
time expenditure*

. Group South' is reque::, :: sanction these
mi 1 rperations (outlined in para. 1),

-'-
"

•-» rl — - : 3ea ^dos. 4447 A I,"

On receiving pe ion of C-roup South I shall
fce preparations for layin ne-

field sections ls qui as
poz s ible

.
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18 October, 1942

Simferopol

Situation 18 October 1200, ;

A. 1. At 1215 two Italian submarines left Sulina via

Tarkhankutzky for Sevastopol.

2. At 2140 U 24 with the "Stihi", "Smeul" and 2

naval ferry barges put in to Constantza from
Sulina,

3. Motor minesweepers R 57, 165, 166 entered
Sulina escorting the northern convoy, R 163
and 164 proceeded to the shipyard at Nikolaiev,

4, At 1530 motor minesweeper (RA) No, 52 put in
to Yalta with forry F 168 from "Theodosia.

5, At 1855 motor minesweepers R 55 and 36
proceeding with 3 combined operations craft
in minesweeper convoy returned to Anapa ; no
mines swept. R 35 and 36 returned to Kerch,

B, 1. According to d/F findings, lively activity of
light naval forces in the northeastern Black
Sea j central part of the east coast to
southeastern Black Sea 1 battleship; at 2300
some 45 miles west of Poti cruisers A, D, E
and 5 destroyers were identified,

2. At 215 three enemy vessels off Cape Utrish
wore shelled from Varva Kovka, Prom 2230 to
0055 the coast of Anapa and southeast of it
was shelloa by ships' guns; no damage.
Comment from Admiral, Black Sea: as usual
probably light naval forces,

E, ;iSmoul" temporarily out of action.

Supplementary Report to Situation 16 October :

1. Italian E-boats IJos, 574 and 575 put in to
Galatz on 15 October,

2, Theodosia 0330: an enemy plane was subjected
to anti-aircraft fire,

Lta 0835: Russian reconnaissance plane at
high altitude.

The cancellation of the sailing order to the 1st
E-Boat Flotilla on 17 October owing to the
weather forecast was fully justified by subsequent

CONFIDENTIAL -73-
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developments, bout ir-idnight last night a
storm sudd 1 arose with a northwesterly wind
lc up to foa . . gale of such

force as not anticipated bhe meteoro-
.1 stati , rould have greatly impeded and

haps return of the S-boats
Lble« is is an e: Is of -. it

a rrondant upon :-.tchi: - lutumn and
titer monthf 1 areas so far- from

.se, especial! Lence shows t:

the cli " lack Si i liable fore-
sts impossible.

*

The follov "roup : mth gives my
on possible or.: off the Caucasus

coast bet., tpa and Novor and on the
use of E-boats as :

?r info: .-ion:

1, My r _ : - pt for en
attempts . rer, . tnt rpreted to
mean that p. la r :ould be s»5 iple
matter'. over the coastal
defenses built , concrete
bunkers and extensiv mini] the beaches,
th event r: landi.. aderr
without 'tille: = 5rt fror : ,

Patrols by Ri lry _ lao
ad , but perhaps not le of-reeistanc

. : continued .1 forces.

•iences 3-boats : cent
operations ana ..etion .n

coastal defenses north of liovorossisk enable us
to draw c t onclusion.;
str'_ n t Di let .. . potential soutl
af : ,

radius of action of 3-be. r is,
practic 1] . v

:

i since
t'r 3d tc i " : -1 in

": in le to reach the coast
• t : i hear is , lies

r-e to Ital - -boat:.

-. . '
.

"

as of landii ire
detect: lay, the E-bo: can

l 1 Iready in pre s .

On t. . lander considers
Ifficult to get at close

quart i s if has destroyers; more-
over, E-bc Id have dii'f In evading

r .r-e on txreir very lc:. return
ur. resent weather conditions and nearly
all . .rinst the . .

". -_ - - , Black ~:r '-'.:lon, 4455^
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Following the assignment of the 3rd Landing
Craft Flotilla to Staff Scheurlen, naval ferry
barges (apart from those operating between Kerch
and Taman) are no longer available for transport
duties and supply traffic east of Sevastopol
will be in abeyance until the arrival of fresh
barges, i,o, until about -the middle of November,
Theodosia, up to now the headquarters of
Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Crimea-Caucasus,
is no longer practicable in this nev; situation.

I have therefore ordered him to transfer his
headquarters to Sevastopol, since supply traffic
to this port will commence In a few days*

Motor minesweeper R 33 is laid up owing to
serious damage to the bearings* She will go
to Nikola lev for repairs on 19 October.

Both the Italian E~boats Nos. 574 and 575 which
were proceeding to the Black. Sea have arrived
at Sulina.

Group South has decided, in accordance with my
proposal, to form the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla
out of 3 groups of 7 naval ferry barges each.
Commander, Convoys and Escorts has been
instructed to assemble the flotilla accordingly.

CON NTIAL -75-
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19 Octobsr, 1 .

Simferopol

Situation 1G October 1200 ;

A. 1. One Italian submari. og from Sulina to
Dpol ai >3.d in Xaracha Bay due to

damage sui - . Naval Special
. Duties Detachment was ordered to arrange for
her to be towed to Sevastopol by a motor

_-eper bhe 3rd Motor Minesweeper
.otillaj

2. Two Italian E -boats \r it in tow,
ocaeded dovrc the Danube to Sulina*

5 r - roup mfde a f .or check of Sevastopol
harbor

•

4. E-boat operations v;erc pos^ooned Gfl to
the

i. According t r imports, movement of surface
Liv activity continues.

.:it coast, formation
of 3 deszvzy^ys and 2 s incs in the central
Black , . ttieship with Fleet Command

, 3 subr ;, 3 mi 2 patrol
vessels in the souther] : . .: the
central 1 rine escort,
6 sur 3 nes, cruiser E, position unknown, and
1 destroyer,

Z. The port engin. ;r - 35
sustained sen s : b tarings*

G. .jnts of Port Commands 19 and 21 I 2tion
3ted tc i.

k.ip-: Icr-'.cn tary B . \ .

:

z . : ___
" .- ion 1^ C: :: : ,r :

Yalta: 16 October unknown piano near Cape
17 October 0740 one P3100 over Yalta*

osia: 16 October 205C ~ piano subjected
to anti-ai - ft fir .

e 2 I alian id :t submarines CB 2 and C3 3
".- . i ;

. vastopcl, lost contact
la. Tarkhar. /. c developed
engir 'cubic ind when her Diesel engine failed
so far frc. ad, with tl 1 capacity of her
battery, she compelled ist b i gency
sail and, using th ,¥ind, make for the
She entered Karacha Bay early this morning and
anchored there* Cc . and Escorts

i ordered to detach a motor minesweeper to

5771
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tow her to Sevastopol. CB 2 put in to

Sevastopol at about 1500.

The experience of CB 3 shows how unsuitable these

snail vessels are for operations involving a sea

crossing during the bad weather season. If

their Diesel engine fails and the wind is in the
wrong direction they are incapable of reaching
even their own ports. The boats' radio equip-
ment is so weak that their signals may not be
intelligible at base. The S.O.S. messages sent
out by CB 3 were not heard by any station.
This incident confirms me in my intention of
using the boats, during the winter months, only
in defensive operations in our own Crimean
coastal waters or, later on, after the transfer
to the Caucasian harbors, in the' coastal waters
there.

During the storm last night CB 6 broke from her
moorings in Sevastopol harbor. She was driven
to the eastern section of the harbor and salvaged
with damage to her hydroplane; now out of
action.

The Russian Fleet has latterly been very active
in the southeastern Black Sea; It includes a
battleship, 3 cruisers, several destroyers.
The enemy's . operational intention is not clear,
especially since bis ships have not left the
southeastern tip of the Black Sea, I share the
views of Air Force Staff, Crimea to the effect
that they arc exploiting weather conditions
unfavorable to air reconnaissance or air attack
(low cloud) for exorcises.

Continuous rainfall has made the road east of
Taman impassable making it at present impossible
to forward the supplies taken over to Taman,
Army Commander , Crimea has therefore requested
the dispatch of supplies stored in Kerch to
Tcmriuk, since the Tomriuk -Krasnodar road is
still passable. The heavy claims made on the
"Blllcher barges" during the past months mean that
they arc now in a poor statu of repair, so that
only those barges that are completely sound can
undertake the long passage of 40 miles betwoen
K rch and Temriuk. The Group Commander reported
that 3 naval ferry barges can be used for this
purpose, and I am placing these at the disposal
of Army Commander, Crimea,

r.nThe operations of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla against
enemy traffic off Tuapse and the check-sweep of
the swept route Kcrch-.Theodosia by motor mine-
sweepers Kos , 35 and 36 will have to be post-
poned owing to the weather".
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20 October, 1942

Simferopol

Situation 20 October' 1200:
|.

- -
, III' ^II.M 1 I --*—^»^

A, 1, The Italian midget submarine which, owing to
engine trouble, put in under sail to Karacha
Bay yesterday, broke her anchor chain and v/as

driven ashore by a strong sea wind. Attempts
to tow her off by motor minesweeper RA 56 had to
be broken off owing to the weather • Port
Commander, Ak Mechet v/as sent to the scene of
the incident,

2. Harbor and routes of Sevastopol searched by
boats Nos • 3, 7 and 8 of the Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Sevastopol. No mines were swept.

5, Motor minesweepers Ei 55 and 56 put in to Ivan
3aba as they were unable to proceed with their
gear owing to the weather.

3, According to a D/P report, activity of light
naval forces and cruiser E was detected in the
southeastern Black Sea.

Supplementary Report to -Si tua bion 10 October :

A remote sweep down the line of the Burunrki-
Pavlovski leading lights to Cape Takil was
broken off by motor fishing vessels ITos. 1, 4,
6 and 8 owinj to the weather. No mines swept.
They put in to Pavlovskiy

I conferred with Captain Mimbolli on suitable
work for the Italian E-boats during the coming
six winter months, I reported our discussion
in the following teletype to Group South:

"1. Captain Mjjnbclli and Maestranzi reported that
the transport of Italian E-boats by Land is
no longer possible. . They proposed that the
tran;oort vehicles should be released and
only s retained for subsequent rail-
road . transport,

2. Loading for railroad transport only possible
from Mariupol owing to the state of the track
and loading facilities. It must therefore
be decided whether 4 Italian "L'-boats should,
irrespective of the ice situation, wait in
Mariupol during the winter for railroad
transport or withdraw from the Sea of Azov

C0 V __ _±I -78-
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and thus abandon all plans for transport to

the Caspian Sea until April or May of next
year,

0. Should they remain in the Black Sea, it is

planned to hold 4 in reserve in a Crimean port.
The port has still to be selected; Sevastopol
probably the only possibility. The other
4 Italian E-boats will remain in Crimean
harbors for coastal defense or, as soon as the
situation permits, in Hovorossisk for the same
purpose

•

The Italians consider Constantza unsuitable on
account of the climate and because it will be
extremely difficult to transport the boats from
there to the Crimea in winter, Thore are
indications that the state of the track will
make railroad transport impossible both from
Constantza and Sevastopol,

The base at Kerch will probably have to be
abandoned because it Is unfavorably placed for
coastal defense duties - now the only remaining
tasks - and also because it will soon be iced
over,

Imiralj Black Sea Gkdos. 4472."

I consider bhat the 4 Italian E-boats can remain
In Mariupol for transportation by rail at the
earliest possible opportunity for the following
reasons s

1. There are no opportunities for Italian E-boats
to carry out offensive operations in the Black
Sea during the winter months. The absence of
the 4 boats would therefore not be felt,

2. Should the boats be transferred back from
Mariupol to ice-free harbors In the Black Sea,
it would then "bo impossible to transport them
before the thaw in the Sea of Azov, presumably
not before the end of next March, They would
thus only be ready for operations in the
Caspian towards the middle of April,

3. Since I am informed that the offensive against
.ch Kala will be continued during tho

co; : months, I am reckoning that this harbor
will be occupied in the course of the winter.
If the Italian E-boats are withdrawn from
Mariupol, their arrival at Makhach Kala will
be cons Id rably delayed so that during the
first months of our occupation of a jumping-off
base on the Caspian, wo should have no opera-
tional forces whatsoever at our disposal.

CON] STI AL -7 9-
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Since Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
at present only has motor minesweepers R 165 and
166 of the 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla at
operational readiness for escort duties, I am
placing R 35 and 5 t his disposal, the
reservation that chc- .ithdrawn at short
notice in the event of urgent mine sweeping and
escort tasks off the Crimean or Caucasus coasts.

The immediate allocation of 21 naval ferry barges
of the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla (Staff
Scheurlen) would mean that no barges would be
available for supply tasks until about mid-

vember. Group South has therefore ordered the
build-up of the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla with

roups of 7 ferries each at first; subsequently,
on the arrival of the new boats, to be expanded
into 5 groups, I have therefore sent Operations
Staff, Scheurlen and Commander, Convoys and
Escorts, Black Sea the following instructions:

"1. A new directive of Group South has ordered
the build-up of the 3rd Landing Craft
Flotilla, at first with roups of 7 ferries
each, to be later expanded to 5 groups on the
arrival of the nc. ry barges,

2, In accordance with para* 1 fourteen ferries
are to be transferred to I nsk for the
3rd I r .ft Flotilla, Commander,
Convoys and Escorts will Lirect arrange-
ments with Staff Scheurlen .rding numbers,
etc, and will report ; i-ci.zicns

.

3, The ferries i after the withdrawal of
the 14 under para, will bo used for important
supply tasks in accordance with the -.:: ras
arrangement. By direct agreement between
Commander, Convoys and Escorts and Staff
Scheurlen these "c : will carry out any
necessary transportation to Berc k on
behalf of the 3rd Landing ft Flotilla,

4, It is planned to allocat 1 rrived ferrv
barges in a ratio of 1 : 2 to the 1st and 3rd
Landing Craft Flotillas respectively.

liral, black Sea Gkdos . 4476 A I."

j Italian . . it submarine CB 5 which anchored
in Karacha Ba to engine trouble, broke her
anchor chain and was driven ashore by a west wind
at force 7, ie crew was compelled to abandon
her as she was on the rocks and laborin tvily
in the surf. Some parts of the boat are flooded,
but it is not yet apparent whether her hull is
dar nether wat r .s enter.-i through the
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conning tower. Motor minesweeper RA 56,
specially dispatched to Karacha, can render no
assistance In the prevailing weather and is
making for Ak Mechct. She has orders, should
the weather improve or the present sea wind
change, to put out again Immediately on salvage
operations

•
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21 October, 1942

Simferopol

Situation 21 October 1200:

A.

B.

1. A minesweeping Ju operated between Kerch and
Temriuk. No mines swept.

3.

Motor fishing vessels Nos. 5, 9, 11 and 13 and
steamer D 12 carried out a remote sweep of
Sevastopol harbor. No mines swept.

The Italian midget submarine GB 3 has been
towed free by motor minesweeper RA 56 and is
proceeding to Ak Mechet.

Naval reconnaissa
the weather, but
identified: sea
south of Sochi 1
south of Sukhum 2

ships and 56 mile
D/P report stated
Ochomchiri , crui s

Poti.

nee war; not exhaustive owing to
the following vessels wore
aroa Poti to Batum 1 destroyer,
minesweeper and 1 merchant ship;
minesweepers and 2 merchant

s southwest of Sukhum 1 cruiser.
: 1 destroyer 83 miles west of
ers D and E 60 miles west of

D. 1. Remote sweep of Sevastopol harbor to continue.

2. The 1st E-Boat Flotilla will operate off 'Tuapse,
weather permitting.

When the weather had settled motor minesweeper
RA 56 succeeded in towing off the Italian midget

Owing to the watersubmarine CB 5. Owing to the water that had
penetrated she was hard down by the stern, but
since the pressure hull is not damaged, the water
can be pumped out and the boat then towed in to
Ak Mechet. She can only be repaired in
Constantza, I have requested the dispatch of a
tug to Ak Mechet to bring her to Constantza.
Near Sulina at 1705 a tanker "Le Progrcs" (570
tons) escorted by a motor minesweeper and a
Rumanian gunboat, was torpedoed by an enemy
submarine directly off the mouth of the Danube.
She sank in 45° 7.5 « N and 29° 45' E. Twenty-
one men were rescued by the escort vessels.
The submarine attacked from the west in about
12 meters of water.

To attack and successfully hit the small tanker
in such shallow water is evidence of the dash and
good training of the submarine crew. This new

coj ] i
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and successful submarine attack on supply traffic
off the west coast of the Black Sea makes me even
more determined to make every effort- to further
the extension of the flanking minefields. More
detailed orders will be issued on the occasion
of my conference with Chief, Naval '.[raining
Command in Constantsa on 22 October.

Today I inspected Port Command Sevastopol, the
organisation of the harbor, the Naval Arsenal and
the Sea Transportation Section, The organization
of the harbor as a supply base has made good
progress, I outlined a general, policy for the
winter to the officers, officials and men.

CO'"- II"' TIAI -83-
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22 October, 19-1

feropol

5iTv:.Ti :-. .1 October 1200 :

A. 1. In to Ak Heche

t

the 1

;. After Lng of the tanker "Le Progres"
the 3rd Motor Mineswee "lotilla left Sulina
on anti-subr.

: . The Is- - - ?up carried out a remote search
down the line of the Burunski-Pavlova
L. its tc C il and back* Two
BLM were swept a: ing runs.
Gear sli^htl; sd. Subsequent!: ;ored

vlovsk: .

4 . Afte: route ,

motor minesweeper . 35 and : Dceeded
to Odesi .

I, l a Hie :" was torpedoed south of
from -. west, zploded and sank*

I?wenty-on save . Positic of tr
: : 1-5° 7. I /, 29° 45» 1.

2, According to a D/P i :~, 71 ::—

zIvq and there was slj ;ht ac tivi srol
be 11 Is ; i he sou rn

- Sea E U3 fch Fleet Command,
in the sev ral iestroyers, 1 sv -

Lrln at Batum,
nd be~ central restern Bl

_ienti: . Cruiser A .:

in an v .

.

Da la li •• carried out i remc
Fal la

. The 1st E- "_:-::__:._.:-:
oporati Q£ = ruapse irea, -

; :-ed
early on 25 October.

I. 1« Kic rud ?.tor : . : . . 1 wa
jxploc . irin t

n un para. A, 3

.

5 . : will be out of action
for sever. _ z on account of tc fch

ir and shall.

•
-''-'. '-": Minesweeper !Plotilla f s from

Donau Noubautcr- pc .ed for another
owi to the lo r level in the Elbe.



CONFIDENTIAL

first two boats will not be ready to proceed
until 1 November at the earliest.

Supplementary Report to Situation 21 October :

On 20 October Commander, Crimea and Caucasus
boarded the "Evdokia" at Sevastopol.

Now that the weather has settled the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla was ordered to operate in accordance
with operational order Admiral, Black Sea Battle
H.Q. Gkdos. 1652 AI (see War Diary 15 September).
Four boats of the flotilla put out from Ivan Baba
at 1250.

The Italian E-Boat Flotilla was directed, so long
as the good weather lasts, to take one E-boat on
an anti-submarine operation in the coming night
in the coastal waters off Yalta.

Sevastopol's south bay has been swept for non-
contact mines by the FZ-Group. No mines swept.
The bay has been opened to shipping.

The first steamer convoy from Constantza to
Sevastopol proceeded without incident. The
steamer "Succeava" (approximately 7,000 G.R.T.)
entered Sevastopol at 1850, escorted by 2
Rumanian destroyers and 2 motor minesweepers (RA).

In order to strengthen anti-submarine defenses at
the focal point of the Russian submarine
offensive (between Constantza and Odessa), I am
placing the Coastal Minelaying Group, when it has
been restored to operational readiness, under
Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea.

Group South wired that, according to the Naval
Liaison Officer, Array High Command, the Army will
itself take over Don supplies. Naval Shore
Commander, Ukraine was directed to submit
proposals for the transfer of Don supplies,
previously controlled by him, to the Army, giving
the date of transfer.

ora Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A came the
mes that it was planned to transfer 5 boats
of the Lflpor Flotilla from'Temriuk to Anapa.
I dispatched the following directive for the
purpose

:

,! To Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A 882 G:

1. Port Patrol Office, Temriuk, by agreement with
the Lflper Flotilla, will dispatch 5 boats to
Kerch.

CONFIDENT! \l -85-
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2, Port Commander, Kerch will supply pilots and
transfer the boats along the coastal route
to Anapa, Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus
should be notified in good time to ensure

t the coastal stations can be informed.
he transfer must not be made unless the

weather outlook is good.

3. Request Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A
to ensure that the boats from the Lttper
Flotilla be employed only in Anapa harbor
or, if they should be transferred at a later
date by Admiral, Black Sea to Novorossisk,
only in Novorossick Bay. To avoid the danger
of an encounter with our own operational naval
forces, they are not to operate at sea, even
in coastal waters, except with the consent of

. miral, Black Sea.

.dmiral, Slack Sea La t tie M. "
. Okdos

.

4507 s n*
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25 October, 1942

Simferopol

Situation 25 Oc tober 1200 :

A. 1. For the operations of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla
see Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4527 AI,
paras. 1 and 2.

2. E-boat S 72 put in to Ivan Raba from
Constantsa.

3. The steamer "Succeava" entered Sevastopol with
motor minesweepers R 54 and 56 and 2 destroyers.

4. The 2nd FZ-Group entered Mariupol.

5. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 5, 9, 11, 13 and
steamer D 12 carried out a remote sweep of
Sevastopol harbor. No mines swept. The
southorn part of the harbor was opened to
shipping*

6. Three covering runs by a minosweeping Ju over
Kerch Strait revealed no mines,

B. 1. For Russian M.T.B. attack see Admiral, Black
Sea Gkdos. 4527 AI reference 1.

2. According to a D/F report, a part formation of
1 battleship, cruiser A and 2 destroyers was
detected off the central part of the east
coast, probably returning south.

3. Air reconnaissance reported a convoy 13 mJ.lo3
southeast of Tuapse: 1 probable destroyer,
1 minesweeper, 1 merchant ship of 3,500 tons,
1 merchant ship of 1,000 tons, 2 of 500 tons
each, 4 motor minesweepers, course southeast,
medium speed. Off Poti heavy cruiser was
entering portj off the harbor 1 merchant -

o1n ip
of approximately 3,000 tons, 1 destroyer,
2 guardboats, course southeast; 4 miles west
of Tuapse 1 transport of 3,000 tons, several
coastal vessels.

E. 1. Motor fishing vessel No, 1, apart from the
underwater da to the steering gear,
reported in Situation 22 October, has also a
slight underwater leak.

2. S 49 is not at operational readiness owing to
the illness of her commander,

G. Nothing to report from Maikop and Anapa. In tho
west part of Novorossisk heavy gunfire on tho
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•vly erected batte- which will now be moved to
:

•

£ i ; , :o officers of 1 d,

ucasus sli wounded,

: ~rt to S ion 21 October:
. _ m - - - —— '

"
* < ! ! linn M—^— i

i « m -

E-boats 1 am I : .ved dc he Danube
from Linz; ex] rrive i

1 November*

ing ope: is near Tuapse . 13C
1st E-Bc ' Lll ic untered an ene lation

obable cruiser in
Ld 3quare 9176,

Lly driven off by
destroyers; i not to fire

their sdces until t] were dir r :
-'-'

Tuapse harbor entranc . fired two
torpedoe

:

f probably on
the destroyers, bor >does

d on " larboa ole of Tuapse.
-7 the since the

Hi s enemy
sels put up no fe It cur boats were
ral times caught in their sear :•

Ivan E led by Russian lines t en
2202 and 2207 and 0234 and 0305 last z,
Anti-aircraft fire prevente the lemy from
dropping his id forced him
to turn off. : fell in wat r south
of Ivan Baba. Imr- fter 1 td air
raid same an itta ."

. .s, do
struck the brid - leading to the form,. ssi
torpedo- . sond torpedo landed
an the J xploding. I~c :

i, val 3horc and anti-

of one M.T.B. - it Flotilla whict
urning from opers ::ns h~ ith

the seccr M,T,B« son if

f

Baba,
",,"ith regard to E-l :_ . lb raid
on Ivai .

]
" _ i ted U t 11 win

to Grouj

'7. 1. lately 230C 22 October, the
1. • LI . attacke 3 the 311 . -,

[*3 and probably
1 en 3 r i entrance to Tuapse,

3 wer cored on th
formation* exploded

the mol . Hr my put in to I .

. At 3320 two ' ::._.2.5 a :ed Iv .

t art ic led on t
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torpedo -firing range, causing no damage.
Our own shore' guns probably sank 1 M.T.5.
Confirmation pending.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . 4527 A I.

II. Re Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4527 A Is

Re 1: On entering port, Commander, 1st E-Boat
Flotilla reported destroyer probably
sunk.

Re 2: a. One enemy M.T.B. definitely observed
sinking off Ivan Baba,'

b. 1st E-Boat Flotilla which was making
for port engaged the second enemy
... proceeding off Ivan Baba,

Several hits observed on enemy
.T.B. The engagement was broken

off after an hour's pursuit. The
commander of 3 49 suffered a severe
head wound, 1 man slightly injured.
Our own boats were slightly damaged
but their operational readiness has
not boon impaired.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4527 A I 2A .

III. 1. Observations to date show that as a result
of repeated loss.es caused by E-boats
attacking at night enemy shipping proceeds
off the Caucasus coast only by day. The
1st E-Boat Flotilla did not encounter any
steamers in the Tuapse area yesterday
cither.

2. Warship formation was apparentl;/ being
employed on a particularly important
transport operation since, according to air
reconnaissance, the formation again put out
from Tuapso today. It is uncertain
whether the formation is ongaged in supply
or transfer operations. Its employment,
however, suggests that the situation on
the Tuapse front Is becoming more acute.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4551 A I."
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24 October, 1942

Simferopol

Situation 24 October 120C :

A, 1. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 1, 4, 6 and 8

carried out a remote sweep down the line of
the Burunski-Pavlovski leading lights to Cape
Takil and back. o mines swept.

2. Italian midget submarines CB 1 and CB 4

entered Yalta from Sevastopol to change their
torpedoes

•

3. 1. Air reconnaissance 3 miles west of Sochi
reported 1 merchant ship of approximately
1,000 tons and 1 guardboat, 10 miles west of
Gagri a merchant ship of 800 tons with guard-
boat, near Ochemchiri 1 transport.

2. According to the D/F report the activity of
• heavy and light naval forces is decreasing

off the east coast. One submarine was
located 55 miles west of Yalta and 1 destroyer
off Sukhum, 1 off Tuapse and 1 off Gudant,

5. During the night of 25/24 October there were
continuous air raids on Anapa, Kerch and
Taman but no damage was suffered.

D, Motor fishing vessels Nos. 1, 4, 5 and 8 carried
out a remote sweep off Capo Takil,

The Army's attacks on Tuapse are slowly ~aini
ground. I take it that the enemy will do hi

s

utmost to hold his front line before Tuapse and
I expect that, possibly, he will endeavor to land
rein.forcenents at Tuapse by ni :hc help
of his warships. I therefore intend to repeat
the operations of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla between
Tuapse and Sochi as soon as weather permits.

The enemy Air Force has been romarkably quiet
during recent we . ;tacks on the Crimean
por d very little success. .-.lv Force

: J, Crime tributes this inactivity to
shortage of fuel at the Russian air bases on the
Caucasus front, though renewed operations on a
larger scale during the past few nights would
suggest that the alleged fuel crisis has now been
overcome.
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Group South reports that the Pflhrer has given
orders that attacks on Russian merchant shipping
in Turkish territorial waters are to cease until
further notice. The 30th U-Boat Flotilla will
be informed.

CO] rHAL -91-
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25 Octobe r, 1942

Simferopol

Si tua t i on _.? 5 Oc t obe r 12 00 :

A, The FZ-G-roup carried out remote sweep for LMA
mines in Kasachiya Bay (west of Sevastopol) and
in Sevastopol harbor. mines swept,

B« 1. An M.T.B. attack on Anapa during the night of
the 24th was repulse d, One torpedo exploded
on the shore,

2. Air reconnaissance identified no enemy shipping
along a 75 mile wide strip off the Caucasus
coast, apart from a patrol boat 15 miles south-
west of Tuapse,

E. On 24 October motor minesweeper R 33 entered
dock at llikolaiev.

Supplementary Perort to Situation 24 October :

1. 23 October an enemy plane was over the Kerch-
Theodosia areaj we suspect that she was
dropping mines,

2. 23 October Yalta: unidentified plane over
Cape Sikhor,

3. 24 October Thoodosia: an enemy plane was
subjected to anti-aircraft fire.

Two M.T.B. s were again off Ivan Baba last night.
Ley were shelled by the coastal guns and turned
.;/• The repeated attack on the 1st E-Boat
itilla's base shows how highly the enemy esteem

our E-boats. I have ordered the torpedo net
barrage to be strengthened.

Since mines arc suspected on the coastal route
near Thoodocia, a check-sweep will be carried out
by the group of motor minesweepers (RA )

•

operation 1 mod for the 1st S-3oat Flotilla
11 have to be canceled owing to the weather.

Enemy air activity continued during last night.
In an attack on Thcodosla the harbor defense
vessel RP 01 was sunk, RP 02 damaged.
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26 October, 1942

Simferopol

tuatijn .:s October 1200 :

A. 1. Motor fishing vessels Nos . 5 and 9 and steamer
D 12 swept Kasachiya Bay, motor fishing
vessels Nos. 11 and 15 Sevastopol harbor.

2. Motor fishing vessels Nos. 1, 4, 6 and 8
carried out a remote sweep down the line of
the Buruftski-Pavlovski leading lights as far
as Capo Takil and back. No mines swept,

5. Since 24 October Operations Group Schwartz,
with 780 men, have taken over a patrol sector
as directed by Armored K.Q. I. Slight enemy
activity,

B. 1. Enemy air activity:

a. 0748 26 October air raid warning at
Theodosia,

b. 2310 25 October bomb dropped south of
Sevastopol north bay. At 2540 a bomb
fell near the "Evdokia".

. 0500 25 October two enemy M.T.B.s, bearing
155°, range 15 km,, course 220°, were shelled
by coastal guns at Ivan Baba . No hits
observed.

5. Moss arc from Air Force Staff, Crimea:
1515 2d October, 15 miles north of Tirepolu,
15 boats on a southwesterly course at high
speed.

D. 1. The remote sweep of Cape Takil by motor
fishing vessels Nos, 1, 4, 6 and 8 planned
for 26 October weather permitting, had to be
canceled owing to the weather.

2. The 1st E-Boat Flotilla will operate during
the night of 26 October between Tuapse and
•chi,

E, 1. 24 October auxiliary river motor minesweeper
sank after a direct hit by bomb,

2, On 24 October PR' 1 sustained splinter damage
above the water lino; no casualties.
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At 1230 four boats 1st E- ~ Flotilla
left Ivan Baba for operations in accordance with
the follow: active;

3 of 1st >Boat Plotill- 11 le
Ivan Baba today at approximately 1300 for operc

-

Lnst enemy shipping off the Caucasus
coast betweer Sochi. il oint in
the vicinity c: , • 11 return to
Ivan Baba early on 27 October.

Admiral, 31-:.:
__ j

- "rs. 45£.:
-. I."

Oth U-Boat Flotilla bhat U 24 would
- put 27 October for

bions off Poti Batum (see Or^er al
Orders, ir Diary 16 October). ollowi 1 -

Tpc was sent to . f, Crj . informing
m of the operation and reques in to
:>hibit anti-s i;ions in her opera-

tional area:

"1. 1400 on 27 Oct ill leave
Constants ational in the
southeast of the Bl .

2, Approao onstantza v tir rid
squ . Speed 6 knot .

3, .ratio. il . i; ast of 40° I.
Alt lativ 3 are grid squares '--'-

t

173, 3483, 3493, 5462, 3472, 54 2 and 492.

4, F :;est:

bat in areas referred
2400 on 30 Oct - rine .tions
be pi ited until further notice.

b. ill Air Force stations concerned be
advised of this and of the route ;o be

Llowed by D 24.

c. Confirm.

5, End of the operati 11 be announced.

Ad] rr.l, I I .-I; .v.--. .y.:Jos» 4537 A I."

. : ::.
' rith a .-arch

ir, inti-submarine operations
uth of i i :.nube, at 0645 today

locat ::_ oulina. At 0730
the submarine fired a torpedo wide of the
"Xanton". lilure '

gear t
'

Ld to bi Ct ursuit.
place . the t£ iker "Le

Progros" had been torpedoed [& War Diary
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21 October) and proved afresh the constant
danger to supply traffic on the route from
Constantza ikolalevi

Last night v. e observed continuous activity by
the enemy air force. Furthermore Sevastopol

attacked, for the first timo since its
capture. The 5 bombs dropped caused only slight
damage to buildings* Taman and Kerch were also
unsuccessfully raided.

Owing to the bad condition of the roads near
Taman during the rainy period last week, at the
request of Army Commander, Crimea, I authorized
3 naval ferry barges still in good repair to
undertake the transport of army supplies across
the Kerch-Temriuk route. As barges have been
damaged on this route as a result of the recent
bad weather I am compelled to put a stop to this
traffic, particularly as road conditions near
Taman have again improved. Commander, Crimea
agrees to this measure and bo the diversion of
traffic from Kerch to Taman again*
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27 October, 1

~ol

27 October 12

1. Durin the it of 26 October the 1st :> sat
I lotilia ; T:ed against shipping in the
ruapse^Sochi area ( shie: :.:. encountered*
At appr- 1200 :_ S 72 and 3 102

i a Russian gunboa .

1 man seriously nded; boats undams. .

3 flotilla put in to Ivan 3aba early on
27 October.

2. On 27 October t - t the .. or
Kasachiy no

ept.

. 1. Prom 0156 tc D6 on 27 October, t] re
1 air rai; _ . at Ivan Baba, hi h
explosive b~ and some incendiaries i sd«
Pour men wounded but little material da:

: from f, Crimea:
0901 sn 27 Octo 1 1 -troyer sou st of
Poti, course 260°, medium spe : .

Sv-
:: ; 1 :r._zy. ~.'.i\ -

"-
j

-

.~~-^_ v: liquation 25 October ;

U 9 to Galatz .

At 2000 twelve bombs iropDed on Ivan Baba-

as of the 1st E-I
L1L , ;he fol] 3int£ be dded to

the above r
:
pert

:

Prom 203C th< boats tood in pairs in lurkin
position 3 ; : _ , jut -00
the its, S la - 72 encount
ussi uriboat* rief 2 of

fire they _\ at and left the
operational area . out 2o00 t

2 E-boats, S 26 and
,

1 coas : he soul ; as fai
schi i b wit - ippin

.'here th it in at
07 L . . id larm coast and

irchli b !_;-
I h :al

rs, hile th E-boats re at sea, Ivan
Bab , :_

, /-aided four times by
s between 0200 and 0400, 25 hi h

and some incendiaries caus
rial dc . , . iunded

,
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The attacks were mostly made by 2 planes attacking
simultaneously from different directions. The
repeated air raids and Russian M.T.B. operations
on Ivan Baba during the last week are evidence
that the Russians are trying everything to
eliminate our E-boats.

Today the weather permits the anti-submarine
operations planned for the Italian submarines off
the south coast of the Crimea, 'The Italian
E-Boat Flotilla, therefore, received the
following orders

:

"1. The Italian midget submarines OB 1 and CB 4
are to leave Yalta today at approximately
1500 on anti-submarine operations.
Operational area to be to within a distance
of 15 miles from the coast between Gape
Saricli and Capo Aitodor,

2. Boats to re-enter Yalta at dawn on 29 October,

5. Request Air Force Staff, Crimea to cancel
anti-submarine operations in the area
mentioned under 1 between 1500 on 27 October
and 08 00 on 29 October,

4, "aval Shore Commander, Crimea to inform the
coast,

5, Further order for Italian E-3oat Flotilla:
You must expect German surface forces to pass
through the area of anti-submarine operations.

Admira l, Black Sea G-kdos . 4594 A I. "

Ak Mechct harbor has latterly had to be used as
an emergency port of call when the weather has
suddenly deteriorated or when the escorts for
supply ships have had to be changed. Since
Ak Mechct Bay is very open to the sea, the ships
anchored there arc unprotected against torpedo
attacks. In view of the activity of Russian
submarines and assuming that air reconnaissance
or agents' reports keep the enemy well aware of
the fact that the harbor is occupied, I feel
compelled to issue the following orders;

1, La. of a not barrage,

.. tJntil this task has been completed, supply
ships are forbidden to put in to Ak Mechct.

I therefore issued the following orders:

"To Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea,
Commander Crimea and Caucasus:

\L -97-
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1. Ak Me no protection against
torpedo attacks ." h .. ... attacks
unlikely owing to th ice from

osian bases. Submarine attacks, on the
other hand, -ticular difficult; .

2. -torpedo nets are to be laid as soon as
possibl .

5. Until the " ps, etc. not to
occupy A t. If, in order tc
escort or because of p, they have
to put in to a port in ' i Bay, ohen

73': is _ . Th: II ve to
rith the disadvan ;c of the lo- gcr

.

1 the anti-torpedo net bai . is laid,
Port Commander-, i chet will direct smaller

jls to moori] - . :.ic west side of
- bay,

.

: er, Crime a

:

Copy to Ne t loup«

to A , ioa

.

46C:. A I (not tc up)

:

1. Naval Shore Commander, y is, in
collaboration wj ._ ?x . : ; : up,
re to suh 1 stions for - id
la .n of anti- -

: bi 3t«

. Che i to give . .-torpedo protection
to th by the landing stages as well
ls th Loi s in the inn : i ..; •

5 • possible b dc
the pi xe eutioi ,

Iral, ?l :.a- \.; Gkdos. 4602 A I."

Naval Shore C :

,

reported that
one of la; Lii Dpcratj lai y

.
" -jats [sco ' iai

;

1 October) is to take pi a the ni af
Oc Bay. For this

5 E- ^d to patrol
. Hie co! of the 1st

3 in Anapa on 2B Octob
in order tc ion and
cooperation Army. I : st that he
should take up the following points
co: nee :
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"1. Operational opportunities for the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla:

a, Boats bo take up patrol line positions
outside the bay to prevent enemy naval
forces from penetrating.

b. Feign landing on coast near Gape Doob in
order to tie down the enemy troops.

2. E-Boat Flotilla to leave bhe patrol line at
least 2 hours before daybreak.

3. Operations of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla inside
Temiskaya Bay are out of the question.

4. Boats are to avoid gunfire from shore. It
is not their task to silence enemy artillery.

Extract from Admiral, Black 3ea Chefs. 20 A I."

At 14 00 U 24 left Constantsa for long-range
operations

.

The commander of the 1st Naval Motor Transport
Battalion, Lt. Cdr. (E) Sandel, was here for a
conference.

The transport tasks assigned to the two Naval
Motor Transport Battalions, namely the conveyance
of the staffs of Naval Shove Commanders,
Caucasus and Xerxes to their operational
station, have been brought to a standstill for
the present owing to the general military
situation. For this reason the following
dispositions were ordered for the Naval Motor
Transport Battalions

:

1. The 1st Naval Motor Transport Battalion will
transfer its H.Q. from Odessa to Melitopol
and, on completion of transport assignments
now in hand, will assemble the whole detach-
ment there. Company 3 must thoroughly
overhaul its vehicles. The other two
companies are available for transport tasks

directed by Admiral, Black Sea.

transfer of the Naval Motor Transport
-talion to Melitopol has been ordered
cause of the need for such a battalion in
3 Ukraine/Crimea area during the winter
uths. The supply situation in this area,
..I'ticuL-rly the Crimea, may possibly require

the use of a Naval Motor Transport Battalion
there

.
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2. The 4th Naval Motor Transport Battalion will
remain in the Caucasus/Caspian area. It
has already taken up quarters there; the
staff and repair unit 2 s in Kisslovodsk, the
other companies are in Chernoleskoye,

sentucki, Jovosselizkoye and Aloxandrovskoye*
They have been drafted into local defense*

val Shore Commanders directed to
employ their own motor transport companies
for current supplies.
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28 October, 1942

Simferopol

Situation 28 October 1200 :

A. 1. On 28 October Italian midget submarines CB 1

and CB '4 carried out anti-submarine operations
between Cape Sarich and Cape Aitodor.

2. The Kerch-Taman route was temporarily closed
because of suspected mines; suspicion
unconfirmed, route re-opened,

5. Sweeping of Kasachiya Bay concluded. Bay
opened to shipping.

Supplementary Report to Situation 27 October :

At 1400 on 27 October U 24 left Constantza for
operations.

The commander of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla reported
that during the conference with Army H.Q,. 17 in
Anapa it was decided that the 1st E-Boat Flotilla
should participate along the lines laid down here.
The Flotilla will guard the approach to Novorossisk
Bay from the sea, at the same time feigning plans
for landings southeast of Cape Doob in order to
tie down enemy troops. Communications between
the 1st E-Boat Flotilla and Army Operational
Command have been ensured by the installation on
board of a pack radio set. The operation is to
take place on the evening of 29 October.

Last night some 20 enemy planes, flying low, came
over Kerch Strait between Taman and Kerch. Port
Commander, Kerch reported that mines were
suspected and closed the Strait and the supply
route to Taman. Later messages from the Air
Force Staff, Crimea did not confirm the suspicion
of mines. The route was re-oponed at approxi-
mately 1200.

Air raids were repeated last night on the trans-
shipment ports Taman and Kerch. No damage
reported. In the ovening enemy bombers dropped
3 bombs on Mariupol, but achieved no results.

U 9 was commissioned in Galatz today. Her
transfer to Constantsa is planned for the 30th.
She is expected to be ready for operations on
7 November.

Co:: ;nti al -loi-
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Conference with -1 Liai Officer, Arr.-.y

Group 1:

1« Transportatier. zi' C-eraan Labor Service men
from Ksrch to lanan ~.nd from Mariup to Yeisk :

About 1,000 men of the German Labor Service
be transported from Kerch to Taman for

ska on the Caucasus front and about 2,000
from Mariupol to Yeisk a At the instigation
of the An roup, Captain von Both requested

- iral, Black Sea's support in this matter a

arrangement wi artermaster General;
ray Commander, C , half of the 1,000
-•man Labor Service me at present in Kerch

are to cross to e on
October and the c If on 1 November.
sport ft? : rch to the proposed position

near Krasnodar will be u: taken by the 1st
Naval Motor Transport Battalion a I have
made av for the pose a

Transport of the :r
Service fr

:

iupol tc nly be
accomplished by lable transport
resource:-, if other : ska are shelved a

In n the mo

a

stical method would
be to use the 3rd Lan ft Flotilla, but

. I must leave the dcci; ._ question of
dates t: .1 Schc-urlen. He will be
advised of this and requested to investigate
the matter at a conference on 30 October at
Mariupol with Naval Liaison Officer, Army

up A (CaptAin von Both), Naval Shore
Commander, Ukraine and the Commander of the
German Labor Service \nd, if the 3rd
Landing Graft Flotilla is" able tc undertake
Transport, to arrange details,

2. Tran-^f :r of Don Shi jjng to Field Waterways
:.." is si on Diyly' :'. c v. Ill";

According tc 1 fficor, Army
up A, opinions amc 3t ind: al Ar

Soomands vary ldvi lity of
handing over Don sr :y ,

ibordii tval Shore Comm , Ukraine
an ; ndor, Rostov, to the Army,
I, my :

'.
. : firmly cc ho

:>ver this taak, which
is outside th ' sphere of duty, to -

._ sion. mere, I
ink it would be advisable to carry out the

transfer Don igins to ice up, tb
is in about four weeks' time, as it would not
then dislocate the current transport traffic.
Captain von Both has been asked to secure a
final decision from the Army Commands concerned,
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29 October, 1942

Simferopol ' ,

Situation 29 October 12 00

:

A. 1. 28 October motor fishing vessels Nos. 5 and
13 swept Sevastopol harbor. No mines swept.

2, 29 October the Italian midget submarines CB 1

and CB 4 entered Yalta after unsuccessful
anti-submarine operations near Cape Sarich
and Cape Aitodor.

5. 1600 on 29 October 4 boats of the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla loft Ivan Baba for the defense of
:":ovorossisk Bay in support of Army operations.

4. Italian E-boats Nos. 574 and 575 entered Yalta.

B. 1240 on 29 October one Russian plane machine-
gunned Alushta.

D. 1. During the night of 29 October, Italian
E-boats carried out anti-submarine operations
In the area mentioned under A 2.

2. The FZ-G-roup continued sv/eeping Sevastopol
_'bor.

E. Ferry F 470 out of action owing to the failure
of her center engine.

Motor minesweeper R 36 out of action owing to
damage to her starboard engine.

PR 10 ready for operations.

The extension of the flanking minefields ordered
to protect the supply routes off the Rumanian-
Russian coast from submarine attacks i3 to start
today with the laying of the first section south
of the island of Fidonisi. I have entrusted
the work to Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black
oca and have placed forces at his disposal as
follows:

1. The "Murgcscu" and the "Dacia" as mine-carriers,

. The 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla and
2 Rumanian destroyers as escorts.

3. The Coastal Mincsv/oepcr Group, the minesweeper
"Xanten" and steamboats for anti-submarino
operations in the mined area and on the
approach route,

CONFIDENTIAL - 1 03
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Position of the minefield section (3 44) from:
45° 14' N, 50° 19' E to
45° 11.1' I:, 30° 12.5' E.

200 EMC nines required with contact release,
depth-setting minus 3 meters, distance apart of
mines in center 50 meters.

The 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla has swept the
laying course and the approach route.

The cover name issued by Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus for the execution of the land operation
in Temeskaya Bay is "Delphin" . The 1st E-Boat
Flotilla has received the following orders:

"1. Four boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla will
leave Ivan Baba at 1600 today for the area
off Novorossisk

.

2. Their task is to defend Novorossisk Bay and
to feign a Ian liny on the coast southeast
of Capo Doob.

3, Flotilla to put in to Ivan Baba early on
50 October.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4621 A I."

After unsuccessful anti-submarine operations in
the coastal waters off the southwestern tip of
the Crimea, both Italian U-boats put in to
ilta early today. The operation will be

repeated during the night of 30 October* An
Italian E-boat is undertaking the same task
this, evening, he Italian E-boat Flotilla
will receive the necessary orders.

The two additional Italian E-boats, Nos, 574
and 575, brought to the Black Sea from Italy,
have arrived at their base, Yalta. Thus 4
Italian E-boats are again available for
defensive tasks on the south coast of the
Crimea,

In order to speed up the work in *iuk harbor,
Technical. Division 17 ( . ileal Emergency
Corps) lias boon put on to the clearance and
salvage o_ cks and of the dredging gear.

Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus, Captain
isemann, was

'

If present at a conference
at H.Q. of Admiral, Black Sea and gave the
following information on the situation in his

. c omma nd :

1. At Novorossisk he has at present put Fort
Commands 16 and 18 into action, since one
detachment is insufficient while the to

NTIAL -104-
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continues to bo subjected to enemy gunfire.
It has proved necessary to have a relief for
whichever Port Command has been operating in
the combat area,

2 i Hear ' Novorossisk

:

Six 15,5 cm, guns have been temporarily brought
into a forward position some 2,5 km, north of
Peodorovka,
Three 15 cm, captured Russian guns and
four -7,5 cm, guns have been erected 4-5 km,
west of Cape Myshako,

5, Port Commander 20 has occupied Anapa, The
harbor is at present being made into a heavily
defended base. The Army has provided 2
companies of Army Engineers for the purpose.
The Portress Engineer Staff of Admiral, Black
Sea has also boon ordered to use all its
available resources at Anapa since this place
is particularly exposed to the danger of
landings,

4. Anapa's sea front is at present only protected
by captured Russian guns, namely three 10 cm,
and two 15 cm., erected 12 km, north of Anapa,
This is very inadequate protection, parti-
cularly since the 10,2 cm, battery only
possesses 89 rounds of ammunition. Whether
suitable captured ammunition is available at
any other point will therefore have to be
discovered, otherwise Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus will have to withdraw two or three
guns for Anapa from his battery of five 10,5
cm, semi-automatic guns really intended for
Novorossisk, South of Anapa there is a
battery of Army Coastal Artillery Detachment
z "z oooo ,

5, Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus must submit
information regarding the commitment of the
Army Coastal Artillery detachment on the
Anapa-Novorossisk coast as quickly as possible,

6, Port Command 21 will be sent to Tuapse, They
still have their headquarters in Maikop
together with Port Command 19, Both
commanders have sent up forward detachments on
bhe road to Tuapse, as they were required for
nor ilia fighting.

7. Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus will shortly
bo moving his H.Q. to Slavanskaya,

The situation in August was such that the Army
might quite suddenly have occupied Novorossisk

-

Tuapse -Sukhum, and Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus
disposed his formations accordingly. The
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probability then v uthern ports
of the Caucasus coast would likewise fall into
our h thin measurable time. The changed
situation nc : : itates the revision of
plans made at that time. us, cc .ry to

vious intentions j a Fort Commander vrill have
-t that

sd tL t would be unnecessary.
Is means th .1 Commander, Caucasus must

receive a substitute for Port Command 1"
,

dispatched to tl , herwise there will
not be sufficient fc: vailable for the
occupation of Poti and Saturn.
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30 Octobor, 1942

Simferopol

Si tuation 50 October 1200 :

A. 1. The 1st E-Boat Flotilla carried out scheduled
patrols of Novorossisk Bay in support of Array

operations there. Only 1 enemy M.T.B. was
sighted on a northwesterly course. Lively
searchlight activity near Capo Doob and
Gholonjik Bay. The E-Boat Flotilla put in
to Ivan Baba at 0430.

2. The minefield section S 44 was laid near
Fidonisi by the "Murgoscu" and "Dacia".
Nothing to report.

3. An Italian E-boat carried out anti-submarine
operations near Cape Sarich. Nothing
sighted. The boat put in to Yalta at 0700.

4. Minoswoeping : FZ-groups operated in Kerch
Strait and Sevastopol harbor. No mines
swept.

B. On the afternoon of 28 October a submarine
periscope was sighted off Odessa. Depth charge
attack had no visible results.

D. 1. During the night of 50 Octobor Italian U-boats
will carry out anti-submarine operations off
the southern tip of the Crimea.

2. Sweeping in Kerch Strait and Sevastopol to
continue.

The l3t E-Boat Flotilla covered the landing
operation according to plan.

At 2355 the Army's assault boat3 returned from
the operation.

At 0043 the 1st E-Boat Flotilla was released by
the radiogram from Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus: "Dolphin finished".

The boats put in to Ivan Baba at 0410 without
incident.

At 1559 Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported
that cho attempt to land near Novorossisk had
failed and all the assault boats had returned.
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The Italian ml Iget submarine CB 6 lying in
Sevastopol out of action as a result of sea
damage, cannot be repaired there since the
necessary facilities are not available. She

1 -iov. Commander,
Convc; id Escorts, Black Sea has orders to
provide, tugs ana oho necessary escort.

The Italian E-Boal Lotilia received the
following orders for the dispatch of 2 boats
on anti-sub?" operations : southern

of the

"1. Pwo Italia] ;ct submarines will carry out
anti-s\ -ions during the at
of 50 October I n Capo Sarich and Cape
Aitodcr to within a distance of 15 miles
from the coast,

2. For this purpose CB 1 and CB 4 will leave
alta at 1500 today* performed
loir tas] . he boats put in to

Sevastopol early an 31 October.

o. Air Force Staff, Crj requested to
prohibit anti-submarine operations in the
ope ratio no,1

bhiral, .">lack So '. GJtdos. 4656 A I«*

val Shore Commander, C afoni :,d us that
the Army intends to wire or
mole at Anapa.

In view of rcpo against
enemy plans to land near Anapa, I consented
to the above, subject to the proviso that the
obstacles can be ved within a maximum period
of 5 days. is measures are not at

ay hindrance, since supply traffic
is no: orating off the Caucasus coast and
we arc therefore no :

5 mole at
Anapa

.
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51 October, 1942

Simferopol

Situation 51 Octobe r 1200 ;

A. 1. On 31 October four boats of tho lot E-Boat
Flotilla put out from Ivan Baba on operations
against enemy shipping southeast of Tuapse

•

2. Italian midget submarines GB 1 and CB 4 put in
to Sevastopol after unsuccessful anti-
submarine operations .

3. An FZ-group searched the grid square south of
Byelosaraika with tewed loop gear* One ELM
mine was swept.

D. !• The PZ-groups continued mineswe oping
operations

.

2, A minesweeping Ju again operated in the Sea
of Azov.

cent photographic evaluations show that
shipping in port at Tuapse has changed daily;
it includes steamers of up to 4,000 tons. In
addition, naval air reconnaissance over the
Caucasus coast during the rocont fine spell with
good visibility identified lively shipping
traffic. From this I conclude that the enemy
is bringing up reinforcements by sea for the now
important sector of the front east of Tuapse.
This supposition is confirmed by references in
the situation reports of Army Group A, according
to which resistance is stiffening before Tuapse.
The 1st E-Boat Flotilla's main task is, at
present, interference with this enemy supply
traffic. I have therefore decided to mako use
of the prevailing good weather during this period
of decisive fighting and send out the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla as often as possible against enemy
shipping between Sochi and Tuapse. The 1st
E-Boat Flotilla received the following operational
orders for tho coming night:

"1. Situation: air reconnaissance and photo-
graphic evaluation have, during tho last few
days revealed shipping heading for Tuapso
which included some moderately large
steamers. Probably there is constant flow
of supply traffic bringing UP reinforcements
to a now important sector of the front.

C01 \l.
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2. Four boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla will
operate during the night of 31 October against
this traffic. The operation; 1 ! area is
immediately off the coact between 'Tuapse and
Soohij focal point off Tuap3e.

3, 1st E-Boat Flotilla will leave Ivan Baba at
1200 on 31 October returning early on
1 November,

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4653 A I."

Two Italian midget submarines occupied the
reconnaissance lir.es between Cape 3arich and
Cape Aitodor during the pa.'t few nights but
sighted no enemy forces. I shall nevertheless
continue to assign Italian midgot submarines and
E-boats to bhe patrol line on the south coast
of the Crimea since;

1, Enemy submarines have been repeatedly
identified in this area,

2, Operations of enemy surface forces must be
expected.

3, At present there arc no possibilities for
the offensive use of Italian forces.

Now that the route from Kerch to Temriuk has been
swept free of mines by the mincsw^ooxng Ju, the
plane is again available for other tasks, I
have discussed the matter again with the Air
Force Staff, Crimea md the plane will again be
transferred to Mariupol as from 5 November in
order to undertake operations from there over the
route Mariupol-Rostov, Following teletype
placed Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine in charge
of operations

:

"1. Air Force Staff, Crimea will once again place
the minosweeoirr; piano at the disposal of
Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine for operations
in the Sea of Azov.

2, Provisionally the plane will land at the
Mariupol Worth airfield on 31 October or
1 Novombor* The pilot will report to Naval
Shore C r, Ukraine,

3. Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine will determine
the priority of the ta3k3 there.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4659 A I."

Army High Command (Army General Staff) reported
that Army ('roup A had received orders to relieve
the 50th Infantry Division at present operating
in the Crimea by the 5th Air Force Field Division.

CON \l -110-
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The 50th Infantry Division Is to be ferried
across Kerch Strait and to assemble in the
Krasnodar area at the disposal of the High
G omma nd •

On this point Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A
informed us that according to Pflhrer orders half
the ferry barges of Operations Staff Scheurlen
are to be used for this transport operation.
Following consultations with Array Commander,
Crimea, who is directing transportation in the
Crimea, it has been arranged that the transports
will only arrive slowly at first, so that until
4 November the 6 naval ferry barges available
from the former "Blu'cher Operation" will suffice
for ferry traffic (3 more ferries are being
reserved for current supply traffic)* Staff
Scheurlen will be informed of the new situation
and ordered to advise how many ferry barges of
the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla can be ready for
this task In Kerch as from 4 November.

The withdrawal of Operations Staff, Scheurlen'

s

ferry barges simply for a transport operation
is regrettable in view of the training necessary
for the special duties planned, moro particularly
since the time available is extremely limited
owing to the ice that normally sots in In mid-
Dc comber in the Sea of Azov. It should also
be remember od that the barges are not built for
such permanent traffic and that their engines
will soon break down, thus disabling them for
the military operations shortly planned to take
place. Naturally, in view of the significance
of the rapid transport of the 50th Infantry
Division which is, as far as I know, to reinforce
our Caucasus front, this is only a secondary
consideration. There are for the time being no
other moans of transport available since,
according to Army Commander, Crimea, there will
be no fuel during the coming period for the
Siebel ferries which were used at the time of
tho "Bluchor Operation".

1. During October escorts for

a. 17 naval vessels and

b. 134 merchant ships totaling 114,932 tons,
were provided.

CO;-" 1 CAL -111-
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2. Sea Transportation Section in the area Black
Sea and Sea of Azov transported

a. Supplies:

32,200 tons of military supplies to the
Ukraine;

17,300 tons of other supplies to the
Ukraine;

40,200 tons of supplies back from the
Ukraine to Constantza and the
Danube

;

24,000 tons of military supplies in the
Sea of Azov;

1,500 tons of Crimean traffic;
4,800 tons brought by inland lighters

to Nikolaiev;
6,900 tons of supplies from Kerch to

Taman,
Total T2T;'2~00 tons.

b. Ferry traffic from Kerch to Taman:

. 20,100 troops
7,185 horses
5,954 vehicles
3,149 troops returned

160 horses returned
545 vehicles returned
414 cattle returned,

3. Losses sustained as a result of enemy
submarine action:
the steamers "Salzburg" , '""Carpati",
"Le Progros", the tug :, 0itul".

(Signed) He;
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1 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

Air reconnaissance identified 1 battleship,
1 heavy cruiser in Batum, 2 cruisers and 2
destroyers in Poti. Lively activity of patrol
vessels and small craft near the coast.

The D/F Station intercepted 1 cruiser and 4

destroyers during the morning in the Poti area.

Own Situation :

Apart from 2 gunboats, the 1st E-Boat Flotilla
encountered no enemy traffic last night during
operations in coastal waters between Tuapse and
Sochi. At approximately 2100 on 31 October
E-boat S 72 had to bo dispatched to Ivan Baba
owing to engine trouble. The remaining boats
nut In to their base this morning at apnroximately
0700.

Commander, 1st S-Boat Flotilla reported that
along the coast southeast of Tuapse the enomy was
continually sweeping coastal waters with newly
erected searchlights, thus making It extra-
ordinarily difficult to attack this area. In
forthcoming operations I therefore plan to employ
the flotilla farther to the southeast, i.e. north-
west of Sochi.

'The transportation of the 1,000 German labor
service men from Koroh to Taman has been carried
out.

Because of the transportation from Kerch to Taman
of the 50th Infantry Division scheduled for 2
November, Commanding Officer, Crimea requested
that normal supply traffic be again diverted from
Kerch to Tomriuk. I therefore issued orders
that the 3 naval ferry barges detailed for this
purpose resume operations on this route as from
2 November.

On 28 October unidentified' enemy planes flow by
close to Byolosaraika lighthouse, and dull thuds
were heard on the water suggestive of mines
being iropped. The route has been closed to
shiny in . As a result of the above observation

a- roup was ordered to clear the route from
Mariupol to Byolosaraika and today 3wcpt 2 minos
there. In support of the FZ-group operating in
the Sea of Azov, Air Force Staff, Crimea at my
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request transf sired the inesweeping plane which
3 been '. ~ r K rch-Temriuk route,

to Mariupol, to check the routes in the north-
eastern part of h 3 a of Aisov.

Motor mil v ad naval ferry barge
:~

• 17C seeding today from Theodosia to Yalta
arda 0530 by a Russian torpedo

lane, They opened fire on the plane and scored
hits 'y. it jettisoned 2 torpedoes and

turned away to sea.

Kerch was again raided by enemy plan last night.
Bight high ::plosivc bombs and a number
incendiaries caused no military damage.
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November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situati on :

Brisk convoy traffic between Tuapse and Sukhum.
The Russian motor ship "Ulianov" which was loaded
in Trabzon on 31 October with tanning materials
for Poti was probably also in Turkish terri-
torial waters.

Apart from 1 submarine located by the Main Naval
D/F Station 26 miles north of Ak Mechet, no
shipping movements.

Own Situation :

During a conference with Commanding Admiral,
Crimea I learned that the first 2 train loads of
troops from the 50th Infantry Division will
arrive today according to plan. Six naval ferry
barges are ready to take them away. Prom
6 November 4 train loads daily will arrive at
Kerch; 5 more barges have been requested for
their transport. The Ftthrer Directive lays down
that naval ferry barges of Staff Scheurlcn (3rd
Landing Craft Flotilla) arc to be employed for
this task. I therefore sent Staff Scheurlen the
following order:

"1. Staff Scheurlen will transfer 5 naval ferry
barges of the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla from
Berdyansk tc Kerch on 3 November,

2. The naval ferry barges under 1), together
with the barges from the 1st Landing Craft
Flotilla v/ill be employed to transport the
50th Infantry Division from Kerch to Taman.

Admira l, Black Sea Gkdos. 4692 A I."

As a result of the considerations already
submitted and of today »s information from Air
Force Staff, Crimea regarding continued heavy
traffic to Tuapse (today 1 tanker of 4,000 tons,
1 steamer of 2,000 tons left, 1 steamer of 1,500
tons, 1 steamer of 1,000 tons entered), and in
view of the prevailing good weather I ordered
the 1st E-Boat Flotilla to repeat operations

supply traffic to Tuapse in the following
teletype

:

"1. Situation: unchanged on the Caucasus coast
(see Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4653 A I).
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2. The 1st E-Boat Flotilla will put cut with
4 boats at 1200 EBT (1100 GET) on 2 November
from Ivan Baba for operations against ene:
shipping on the coastal route from Sochi to
Tuapse, concentrating northwest of Sochi in
order to avoid obstruction by searchlights set
up southeast of Tuapse,

5. Flotilla will return early on 3 November*

Adr. ir-al, Black Sea Gkdos. 4685 A I."

The Italian E-Boat Flotilla received the
following directive to supply 2 small U-boats
during the night of 2/3 November for anti-
submarine operations and reconnaissance off the
south coast of the Crimea:

"1. At 1200 SET (1100 GET) today Italian midget
submarines C3 2 and CB 4 will leave Sevastopol
for reconnaissance positions between Sarich
Point and Gape Kikeneiz to within 15 miles
of the coast.

2. The boats will enter Yalta early on 5 November.

3. Air Force Staff, Crimea are requested to
cancel anti-: rine operations over the
approach route and in the reconnaissance area.

4. Inform Naval Shore Commander, Crimean coast.

Admiral, Black Sea G-kdos. 4682 A I."

mines were swept during the exploratory sweep
carried out today by motor minesweepers (RA)
between Ivan Baba and Theodosia (Cape 111) and
ordered because it was suspected that mines had
been dropped there. Similarly a search of
Sevastopol harbor and of the routes to the north-
east of the Sea of Azov by FZ -groups revealed no
mines.

rwo Russian M#T.B»s approaching Anapa were shelled
by the coastal guns and turned away.
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5 November, 1942

Simferopol

Fnemy S 1 tun. t i o

n

:

Only slight movement of light enemy naval forces
off the central part of the Caucasus coast. The
area to the southeast could not be observed owing
to the weather.

The D/F Station intercepted 6 submarines, some
patrol boats and E-boats off the east coast, also
i destroyer at sea to the south, and 2 submarines
between the central and the western Black Sea.

Own Situation :

Neither the Air Force nor the Main Naval D/F
Station has latterly identified any largo enemy
vessels in the southeastern Black Sea, I

attribute this inactivity of the Russian Fleet,
which until the second half of October had become
extremely active, to the presence of IT 24 in the
Poti-Batum area, which the enem;/ may have either
intercepted or discovered through agents' reports.
No messages have so far been received from her.
According to air reconnaissance which, when
visibility allowed, was dail:/ carried out more
or less exhaustively, she can have encountered
no targets for attack in the operational area
assigned to her. len U 9 puts out on 9 November
I therefore intend to transfer U 24 to an
operational area farther north and to employ the
boat against supply traffic there.

Last night 4 boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla
were stationed near Cape Uchdere according to
plan. No shipping was encounter od. One gun-
boat passed on a southeasterly course. This
shows that the enemy still avoids letting his
supply ships follow the Sochi -Tuapse route by
night when they are more particularly exposed to
our E-boat attacks. On the basis of its
observations Air Force Staff, Crimea Is of the
same opinion as I, namely that enemy shipping is
so directed that steamers leave Tuapse at dawn
and put in there in the late afternoon, thus

•
i lS.s through the area imperiled by

DUT E-boats during the day,

Italian midget submarines CB 2 and CB 4 put in to
Yalta again today at approximately 0700 from the
reconnaissance line to which they had been
ordered cast of Sarich Point. No enemy forces
were sighted.

'L

'ION
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The Italian E-Bcat Flotilla was ordered to
dispatch Italian E-boat No« 575 to a reconnaissance
line between Sarich Point and Cape Kikeneiz during
the coming night.

Six non-contact mines were swept in the area
suspected of mines near Byelosaraika (northeast
of the Sea of Azov, War Diary 1 November), 4 by
a mine sweeping plane, 2 by FZ-boats, The route
has been closed until further notice. M^nc-
sweeping will continue.

The 1st FZ -Group this morning swept a non -contact
mine on the buoyed coastal route through Kerch
Strait, Since this route has been continuously
checked during the last few weeks and much used
by shipping, it is assumed that enemy planes have
dropped mines there during the last few days.
The route through Kerch Strait has been closed.
In order that this important shipping roiato may
bo opened as soon as possible I have ordered the
FZ-group stationed in Kerch to be reinforced bo-

bcats from the Sevastopol group and Commander,
FZ-boats to take charge of operations ther •

The following order was issued accordingly:

"1. Commander, FZ-Boats will transfer immediately
enough minesweepers from Sevastopol to Kerch
to enable at least 2 FZ-pr ups to be ready In
Kerch Strait,

2. Commander, FZ -Group will take charge of
minesweeping operations In Kerch Strait
immediately and for this purpose transfer
his headquarters to Kerch on 4 November,

3. The route through Kerch Strait must be swept
as quickly as possible,

4. Commander, FZ-C-roup, on arrival at Kerch, is
to send a teletype bo Admiral, Black Sea with
a report of the non-contact mine situation in
Kerch Strait,

Admiral, 31 "

.ck Sea Gkdos. 4711 A I."

Last night Taman was again bombed. Damage
was again negligible.
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fovember, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy^ S i tu '- tjon :

Brisk activity of small vessels off the central
cast coast, 3 further shipping identified by
a ir roconna i s sane e

•

According to rad intercept service no activity
of larger vessels to report. Off the east coast
bhere ere submarine escorts, 2 submarines,
single mir isweepers, guard boats and small
vessels, D/F bearing identified 1 destroyer in
the southeastern Black Sea, 2 submarines between
the central and western Black Sea,

Own Situation

:

Accompanied by the Second Admiral's Staff Officer,
I began my tour of inspection of the areas under
Naval Shore Commanders, Ukraine, Xerxes and
Caucasus, Purpose of the tour: conference with
the Naval Shore Commanders, inspection of the

national groups under Naval Shore Commanders,
Xerxes .

i
lau< isus and the Port Commanders, and

discussions with Arm;,- Group A, Army H.Q, 1

( Ta nks ) an d Army H •Q . 17

.

lie checking Kerch Strait today 2 further non-
contact mines were found. As the additional
minesweepers requested to check the route to
Kerch have left Sevastopol, it will probably bo
possible to start operations with 2 FZ-groups on
6 November, The route will remain closed until
further no 1 1c e

•

Of th al ferry barges of the 3rd Landing
Craft Flotilla ordered to transport the 50th
Infantry Division to Kerch, 4 have arrived*
Naval ferry barge i' . 127 had to return to

.

- inc trouble.

Transportation of the 50th Infantry Division
after !

I )vembergwill be continued by 10 naval
ferrv barges. With re ;ard to the course of
this ation so far and to its future

I have informed Group South, copy
to Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A, as

s:

"1, Sections of the 50th Infantry Divisj rhich
have arrived In 2 trains daily have b
ferried across to Taman by the available
6 "Blttcher" naval ferry barges without
difficulty.
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2. After consultation with the Commanding Admiral,
Crimea 4 trains will run daily after 6 November*
Their further ] rtati y the 6 "Blucher"
naval for- "ges and bhe 5 "Scheurlen" naval
fer:.g bargee in readiness at Kerch can be
undertaken ".vithout difficulty.

3. It is therefore unnecessa:-- to employ any more
"Scheurlen" barges at present.

4. If after 10 November troops should arrive in
increasing numbers (5 train loads in all) tugs
and lighters allocated by the Home Staff
(OverseaL Branch) will by then be in readiness
in Kerch. Alternatively, if required, e:-:tra

naval f :. s may be brought from
ardyansk at short notice.

5. Commanding Admiral, Crimea has been informed
of the situation.

gi_-:-l, Flock 3c
;

os. 4755 A I."

During the n the enemy continued to raid the
supply ports of Kerch and Taman which he appears

ard as ;:'
. ticular- importance. ^rch

was attacked b; planes, iraan by 8. A total
of 20 bombs caused no military damage*

E o li - s y the Russian Air Force on our
ope .apply ports have diminish
during the last few days. I attribute this to
the transfer of Rumanian fighters to tho Crimea.

1250 The naval ferry barge : (o i as

)

roceeding tc 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla at
Berdyansk was attacked by torpedoes from an enemy
plane off Cape Ayu Dagh. o adod being hit
and fired on the plane without success.

1700 The Rumanian tu "_ ", on 3Scort dur
from Burgas to Sulina, sighted a submarine that
had surfaced Burnas, Depth c ..:.- s were

od where she; submt , subsequently causing
an oil patch.
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5 November, 1942
— ^^-'" r ., mmm

Simferopol

Enemy Sit ua t ion

:

**
I IT

- -

Apart from 1 submarine 45 miles west of Poti air
reconnaissance identified no enemy shipping.
The D/F Station intercepted 2 submarines, 1 mine-
layer, some M.T.B.s and guard boats between the
northern and central east coast, 1 submarine,
1 minelayer and some small craft off the southern
east coast. According to radio traffic there
were no large naval vessels at sea.

Own Situation:

At approximately 1900 on 4 November Rumanian
coastguards observed 4 M.T.B.s south of Cape Siz
Aul, at 2030 6 M.T.B.s wore reported some 4 miles
east of Cape Zhelezni Rog. At 2320 Rumanian
coastguards south of Cape Siz Aul heard loud
engine noises. Since they could not have been
our own forces they must- have been Russian
M.T.B.s operating against our shipping on the
coastal roube off the southern Crimea, Mines
may have boon laid. Commander, Crimean Coast
has received the following orders about a check
sweep

:

"1. At 1900 on 4 November 4 enemy M.T.B.s were
sighted from land south of Cape Siz Aul.
At 2320 loud engine noises were heard at the
same spot. Mines are suspected.

2, Commander, Crimean Coast will carry out a
check sweep from Brown 14 to Brown 18 with a
group of minesweepers (RA),

3, Report execution.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4755 A I."

According to Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A,
statements of prisoners of war, confirmed by
agents, maintain that the enemy is at present
not c Lng out any troop transportations by
road alon

;
the Caucasus coast but that regular

naval transportations take place by night between
Sukhum and Sochi, The 1st E-Boat Flotilla has
received bho following orders for operations
again; s supply transports during the
coming night:

"1. Situation: According to Naval Liaison
Officer, Army Group A, naval transports arc

vr "181-
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proceed: 1 .y by night be . Sukhum
and Socr .

2. Pour boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla will
operate from dusk this ovenir. against this

.ffic southeast of Sochi, In the event of
uncertain weather Commander, 1

^tilla will, at hie ovm discretion, transfer
;oraticr.i south-: st : f Tuapse in order to

shorten the approach and return :•

3. The 1st E-Boat Flotilla will put out in
accordance . at 13 00 SET on
5 November, and return to base early on
6 November

.

.-.r-.lral, 51:. cl: !:: :.:::os, 4740 A I."

In the .: f extendin ie flanking minefields
off the Rumanian-Russian coast today the second
section of the minefield (S 42) was laid accord!:
to plan, Positicr. i :"ield is fr
45° 14' IT, 30° 19' E to 45° 11.1 ' N, 30° 12.5 ' E.

Mines required: 200 EMC mines \ contact
release devi : .

Depth- settin:- 1 minus 2 ".: :;rs (:_verage distance
apart 50 meters),

-0 :ssian M.T.B.s sh llec Anapa.
casualties

.::

o .

he 1st FZ-Group swept )ther non-contact min
on the buoyed coastal route t"; ;rait.
It is fairly certain tha~ rly mines ha"
been dropped by Russian planes*

from Army High Command, ./_ ff,
X.uartermastc: oral, Division I has come the
mess ~hat th laval ferry bai ail _: from
the "Blttchcr" op. i?n ar: :

:"_ I to
inforcc the su ;lies of Arn ;:ps 17 while, by
ler of the Pflhrer, the naval ferry barges of

the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla (Group Scheurlon)
are to c-fi ion of the 50th
Infantry Division from Kerch to Taman,

This v/ould involve the ithdrawal of 5 further
barges of bhc rd Lan " '.. 3raft Flotilla fr

in der t] "BliAchor 11
.. :, at

ont dot : trar. s _*t the 50th Infantry
Division, . relieved. In conference wi
Commandin Lral, I scertained that
there is et no need for this, since the
barges :s at Kerch suffice for all
the tasks. I have Informed the Navy and Army

"ices of the nt situation ir foil, :

teletype

:
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"1. Army High Coi.imand, Arm:/ General Staff,
Quartermaster General, Division I reports
that

:

a. All those "Blu'cher" barges previously
assigned for the Kerch-Taman traffic are
required to reinforce current supplies to
Army Corps 17,

b. For the conveyance of the 50th Infantry
Division, in accordance with the Ftlhrer's
order, naval ferry barges from the
tactical flotilla are available.

2. Without causing any dela7/s or difficulties,
3 "Blu'cher" barges were so far responsible
for current supply traffic and 6 "Blucher"
barges and 5 naval ferry barges of the
tactical flotilla for the conveyance of the
50th Infantry Division.

3. As soon as the increase in supplies calls
for further shipping and the "Blu'cher"
barges' previously assigned to the 50th
Infantry Division have to be used for the
task, further naval ferry barges can be
transferred to Kerch within 24 hours.

4. In order to prevent any interruption of
important training at present in progress,
an unnecessarily early transfer to Kerch
should be avoided. I therefore wish to be
informed when the increase In suppl;/ traffic
is expected to begin.

Admiral, Black Sea Ckdos. 4757 A I. 1

- - - m t-*---iiiim«mi •••>••! ii- i ii r-T i
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Hover oe r ^
1."

- : •••crcl

Enemy Situaticn:

Sli ictivity of enemy naval vessels and
me: 3hips off the Caucasus coast. No enemy

Lpping identifi by air reconnaissance in the
southeastern Blac -• : cording to radio
intercet -vice, a ian minelayer r . eed
attac. a U-boa-

97, 269 . to radio traffic
s in the sout: a Bla; \.

Cv.v. b: -:ion :

U 24 made the followir. port:

"C: ion unsv ful. torpedo .

Definitely 1 torpedo ore and 1 pistol failure,
5 other ur. 3ses; exc* Lre,
1 hit sc : . st return,
approximately 1C ded in doc. I including

n doc . Echo-sc of order. Grid
uare : E, i'orce 1-2, at aerie

1,01 illibars, i ility 4 1 :.

U i4."

I h -" -.- issue" to j via air
id sq 54 E 72€2, 5557 and 5572 to air grid

square 24 E-842 - est: time of
arrival in 8426

.

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea will
receive orders to escort U 24 from there to
Constantza.

I issued orders hat the above route along the
Turkish coasT L 3 fcllowed in order to
ob- lata i ling merchant shipping there.
During his last escort di a with i Bosporus

1 I vember, ier, 5rd Minesweeper
obsex ed 5 steamers

of about - .: i from the Bosporus

3. Adverse vies.- ailed
fc E-] l tc transf< r from

. south of Sochi to the
north ochi and Tuapse in order to
she nd the r e.
In rid squai 1 the flotilla

amer of 2,000 tons escorted by 2 gunboat .

first attack by 5 boats 1 t rpedo
, partly ibutable to torpedo failures.
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During the attack the E-boats wore picked up by
searc ts on land and shelled by 10.5 cm.
anti-aircraft guns. On sighting them the gun-
boats maintained contact with our E-boats
without opening fire. The attempt to repeat
the attack after hauling ahead again had to be
broken off owing to the weather. S 72
torpedoed and sank a lighter at anchor off the
coast.

0500 The flotilla put in to Ivan Baba.

Prisoners of war and agents report that on
7 November, the date of their national holiday,
the Russians will be very active. On the night
of 6/7 November we may, therefore, expect them
to carry out operations with strong naval forces
against the coasts of the Crimea and the
Caucasus. Coastal defenses are ordered to be
increasingly on the alert. As a further safe-
guard the' 1st E-Boat Flotilla and the Italian
forces will occupy a reconnaissance lino along
the German-occupied coasts of the Crimea and
Caucasus. I have issued the following orders:

"To 1st E-Boat Flotilla:

1. According to available reports, attacks by
Russian naval forces are to be expected
against the German-occupied Caucasus coast
during the coming night because of the Russian
national holiday.

2. Four boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla will
occupy a reconnaissance line after dark from
Utrish Point to Banka Maria Magdalina, about
10 miles off the coast. Should the enemy be
encountered send "Most Immediate" report.

3. The boats will leave the reconnaissance line
at 0400 EET on 7 November and put in to Ivan
Baba,

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4766 A I."

"To Italian E-Boat Flotilla, Yalta;

1. Agents' and prisoners' reports state that
cnemj attacks are to bo expected on the night
of 6/7 November (Russian national holiday).

2. On 6 November Italian E-Boat Flotilla will
occupy reconnaissance lines 15 miles off the
coast to operate against Russian forces
heading for the Crimean ooast and also to
ensure prompt reports, as follows:

TI \L -186-
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a. 4 Italian E-boats between Yalta and Cape
Meganom.

b. 2 U-boats betv.'een Yalta and Sarich Point,

3. Italian E-boats and U-boats will put in to
Yalta on the morning of 7 November.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . 4767 A I."

Persistent northwesterly winds, force 4-6, which
we know from experience cause very heavy seas
south of Kerch Strait, have forced me to abandon
the reconnaissance line northwest and southeast
of Anapa and to transfer it to the south coast
of the Crimea between Theodosia and Kerch Strait,

!'To 1st E-Boat Flotilla;

1. Owing to the weather, the 1st E-3oat Flotilla,
contrary to the order Ckdos. 4766 A I, will
tonight occupy a reconnaissance line between
Cape Atlama and Cape Siz Aul,

2. Boats will leave Ivan Baba at 1900 2E? and
return at approximately 0500 EET on the morning
of 7 November

•

Admiral, Black Sea C-kdos . 4775 A I."

Six non-contact mines were swept today by mine-
sv/eeping planes in the northeastern Sea of Azov,

AL -126-
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7 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance by Air Force Staff, Crimea
reported only slight activity of enemy light
naval forces in the southeastern Black Sea and
off Sochi.

According to a radio intercept report there is
increasing activity of small vessels, but
decreasing submarine activity. Furthermore
1 submarine escort and 2 submarines off the east
coast, 1 destroyer in the southeastern Black Sea,
several minelayers, minesweepers, patrol vessels,
some M.T.B.s and motor minesweepers in the coastal
area. Two submarines intercepted between the
central and western Black Sea. No largo naval
vessels identified.

Own Situation :

The enemy undertook no operations last night
against the German-occupied Caucasus and Crimean
coast. Loy v rere possibly prevented by the
wo ather.

Italian U- and E-boats returned this morning to
Yalta from theSr reconnaissance line without
incident of any kind. The 1st E-Boat Flotilla
stationed on a lino more exposed to the northwest
winds along the coast between Theodosia and Cape
Siz Aul, was forced, owing to the heavy sea, to
leave the reconnaissance line at about 2000 on
6 November,

The photographs of the Caucasus ports taken at
the end of October and received today from Air
Force Staff, Crimea revealed a heavy concentration
of shipping in Poti and Batum. The entire
Russian Fleet is concentrated in those two ports,
offering an unusually good target to the Air
Force. When this was pointed out, Air Force
Staff, Crimea stated that at present no pianos
were available for this ta3k.

CV>rirnariding Admiral, Crimea has informed us that
mo ly traffic is to arrive in Kerch after
9 i''Ovemb..r. Hence 3 extra naval ferry barges
of Group Blfichcr will be required and as a
substitute for them 3 barges of Group Scheurlon
arc to be transferred for the transportation of
the 50th Infantry Division. Operations Staff,
Scheurlon has been instructed as follows:

_\t -127-
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"1. On 8 November Staff Scheurlen will transfer
5 more naval ferry barges of the 3rd Landing
Craft Flotilla to Kerch.

2. Naval ferry barges as under 1), after
arrival at Kerch, will be employed for the
conveyance of the 50th Infantry Division.

3. The 3 naval ferry barges of the 1st Landing
Craft Flotilla thus relieved are then to be
used for the regular supply traffic of the
17th Army Corps between Kerch and Temriuk.

4. Staff Scheurlen will report the numbers of
the naval Terry :

: s as under 1).

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4761 A I."

On 9 November U 9 will be ready to proceed on
long-range operations. r operational area
will be the area east of 40° E. In order that
the commander of U 9 may benefit from the
experience of U 24 gathered in that area
(according to the latter 's last position report
she should put in to Constantsa on 9 November),
I am postponing U 9»s departure until 10 November:

"1. U 24 will probably put in to Constantsa on
9 November

•

2. U 9'S departure for operations will be
postponed until 10 ] ber in order that

a. she may benefit from U 24 ! s experiences,

b. torpedo failures may be explained so that
U 9 may avoid similar occurrences.

Admira 1, Black Sea Gkdcs. 4780 A I •
ii

Air reconnaissance reports during the last few
days show that enemy shipping between Sukhura
and Tuapse, insofar as escorted steamers are
concerned, does not proceed immediately off the
coast but about 25 miles away from it. I plan
to set U 9 on to this supply traffic in the
hope that future reconnaissance will show the
same results and that the Russian Fleet will

I in Poti and Batum. This would mean
that th: •

\ ould be few or no opportunities of
attacl the operational area originally
proposed.

The Motor Minesweeper Group swept the route
from Capo Chauda to Cape Takil (route Brown 14
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to Brown 18, see War Diary 2 November) with 10
meter pendant* No mines swept.

No mines were swept during operations by the
FZ-group.; in Kerch Strait, the Sea of Azov and
Sevastopol harbor.

CONFIPENTr M, -129-
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. "ovenber, 1 : --

Simferopol

Enemy Situati . :

reconnaj er the coastal area between
Su-r Sochi observed lr _

ly activity of
.11 :•} iels . shi ing 3d in

northwestern coastal waters,

1C00 maissance was broken off" ov.r ;o the
r •

o a radio intercept report submarine
vity . Mc :ts of small

vessels increasin . ation made
;he :":ilowing locations: 1 sul r:,
2 submarines off bhe jast soast, 1 destroyer- it
the sou stern Black Sea, several inelayers,

>ers and rol Is, a l.J.l.s
and mot t] 1 area,
2 submarines betwc n een ] .rn
Black Sea. tc radio traffic no large
naval vessels a

Own Sit - :"
. :r: r

;

Jr.. weather (w . :c force 7) has put a
op to all vc rfic.

1: ion of [ Infantry Division in
rch S LI also have to be abandoned
.nee, des] i bh stormy weather, an attempt
le to land at [ lied. As, i to

recast, th -r is unlikel; re rve
ring few days, 1 .: . warning Commanding

Ac. iral, Cr: bhat l1 lays 1 interruption
of tr je expected at Kerch.

1" til ?ing activity will also have to
andoned because of eather«

Thus, bhe of II: : r will have ro
be postponed "

.
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9 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy S 1 tua t jon ;

Air reconnaissance has identified heavy
concentrations of merchant ships and coastal
vessels in the east coast harbors. Apparently
impossible to put to sea owing to tho weather.
No traffic between Gudant and Poti, only some
small vessels in the coastal area between Sochi
and Gagri.

The D/F Station likewise intercepted only minor
traffic off the northern and southern east coast.
Radio traffic very slight, no activity of large
naval vessels or submarines intercepted.

Own S i tua t ion ;

U 24 put in to Constantza from her first operation.
At 0105 on 1 November she fired 2 torpedoes at a
Russian submarine, type Yakobienetz, in grid
square CL 9601, but missed owing to long range.
On 5 November U 24 sighted an enemy submarine in
grid square CL 9693 diving because of a plane but
there was no opportunity to fire. At 1903 on
the evening of the same day, in grid square
CL 9695, the boat attacked" a tanker of 2,100
G.R.T. At a firing range of 500 meters the
torpedo passed under the target. At about 2130
in grid square CL 9694 the boat made a second
attack on tho same target. Tho torpedo hit but,
owing to pistol failure, did not explode. At
about 0050 on 6 November a third attack on the
same tanker missed. U 24 has now expended all
her torpedoes and is returning to base according
to orders. Her report has shown that enemy air
reconnaissance of the southern Black Sea is
continuous and on many occasions she was forced
for this reason to submerge. Traffic was lively
in Turkish territorial waters.

Persistent bad weather has prevented the
resumption of convoy and supply traffic and mine-
swecping activity. The northeasterly gale ha3
damaged tho anti-torpedo net off Ivan Baba harbor
and driven some of it into tho minefield gap.
Net Defense Group, Black Soa has been ordered to
cloar tho gap immediately. It will not keep in
the 1st E-Boat Flotilla since, if necessary, tho
net can be sunk in a very short time by shooting
up the net buoys.
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10 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

Owing to the weather only slight movements of
enemy merchant shipping were identified by the
Air Force off the central east coast. Compared
with previous days no significant changes have
occurred in the occupation of the harbor.

According to radio intercept reports, only slight
activity of patrol boats and small vessels in the
coastal areas; 2 destroyers, 1 submarine escort,
1 submarine located in the southeastern Black Sea
and 2 submarines in the central and western area.
Radio traffic disclosed no further enemy activity.

Own Situation :

A sudden spell of cold weather in the northeastern
Sea of Azov has already caused a light formation
of ice in the Gulf of Taganrog and will necessitate
the transfer of the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla
from Berdyansk to ice -free harbors. Operations
Staff Scheurlen proposed that the flotilla be
transferred in groups (5 naval ferry barges per
group) to Thcodosia, Ivan Baba and Yalta and the
staff of the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla be sent
to Yalta. One group should bo dispatched to
Varna for an overhaul. Should short-term
operations no longer bo needed, Operations Staff
Scheurlen thought It feasiblu to transfer the
whole flotilla to Constantza or Varna In order to
carry out the training program.

My attitude to this proposal will be found in the
following teletype:

"1. After transportation of 50th Infantry Division
and Gorman Labor Service, 3rd Landing Craft
Flotilla will transfer to an ice-free Crimean
harbor.

2. The above proposal that the groups should be
dispersed among the harbors of Theodosia,
Ivan Baba and Yalta is both impossible and
impracticable because:

a. Ivan Baba has only a fow protected berths
already occupied by E-boats.

b. Yalta is very confined and possesses no
anti-aircraft.
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c. None of the harbors have repair facilities.

d. Dispersal of the flotilla is a hindrance
to unified training.

e. Since training is only possible outside
the harbor It becomes largely dependent on
the weather.

3. They should therefore transfer to Sevastopol
because of the following advantages:

a. The dockyard now under construction can
undertake regular repairs.

b. In Sevastopol Bay training can even be
carried out in bad weather.

c. Flotilla remains intact.

4. Transfer to Constantza or Varna unnecessary
since, by contrast with Sevastopol, they offer
few advantages and the following disadvantages:

a. Training dependent on weather since only
possible at sea,

b. Long approach route for relatively short
operations.

5. Further to 3a): Repair facilities In
Sevastopol are being examined by Dockyard
Control Staff.

6. Immediate request for shore billets to be
forwarded to Sevastopol on behalf of Staff
Scheurlcn and Staff of the 3rd Landing Craft
Flotilla. Should such accommodation prove
difficult in Sevastopol, Bakhchisarai is
recommended.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4332 A I."

As a result of the above considerations my
instructions are to examine the possible
accommodation available for the 3rd Landing
Craft Flotilla in Sevastopol, leaving open for
the present the question as to whether Staff
Schourlen should also move to Sevastopol.

U 9's departure has had to be postponed to
11 November owing to the heavy mist.

Persistent bad weather again prevented all naval
activity.

.CONFIDENT! AL -133-
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11 'Tovember, 1942

"

' : IJ - - -

Znemy S i tug "ion :

.. .r . inalssance prevented by bad weather.
3asing convoy traffic identified

central .- at coast as far as Sukhu .

stern sea area not surveyed.

: D/P Station intercepted several patrol boats
and small vessels i bal we. between tl

ntral and southerc east coast, also 1 sul ine
escort and Is Lne« Two submarines identified
between tl 1 and western Black Sea. No
large naval vessels were located.

Own Situation :

Ex operations of coastal
minelayers either sscorting sonv on anti-

. ir engine to be
unsuitable for 3uch tasks. Periods of oi

hours tedly result in engine trouble,
are very at an weat ter conditions

id therefor .mot be relied on for escorting
Qvoys or submarines. at, .reover,

and du. comi - nths ; will be only
limited fuel avails lc for : equipp
aircraft ines« I therei ltted th
folic oposal to South:

"1. Experience has a only limited use
can be mac coastal minelayers for escort
duties and anti-s ine operations ever a
lC: d.

2. We ring the winter months
_11 still f- itrict their amployment.

This implies that the eats and c: will
be idl : s :~c- tin .

• I propose tl at coastal : . layers be laid up
dockyard at Laiev until the end

crews made use of t:
other vessels, ... armed fishing vessels,
toe: 3ion.

4. Naval enand is of the same
opinion.

. Request dee .

. , 31ack Sea 3kdos . 45£1 k I."
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Group South reported that the EMC mines required
to complete the flanking minefields could not be

supplied and that UMB mines were being shipped
from Germany as a substitute (some 400 as a first

instalment)'. This entails the alteration of

previous plans, I therefore proposed to Group
South that:

"1. The following order of priority 'should be

observed when laying the available stock of

mines

:

a. S 45: 100 .UMB, 100 EMC/KA,

b. S 53: 140 UMB, 10 UMA,

c. S 54: 140 UMB, 10 UMA,

d. S 45: 200 EMC/KA,

e.,S 46: 100 EMC/KA, 100 EMC/ANZ,

.' f. S 41: 270 UMA,

g,' S 40: 270 UMA,

Depth-setting: S 43, S 45, S 46 minus 3

meters, S 53, S 54 minus 12 meters, automatic
destruction at 10 meters, S 40, S 41 1st row
minus 3 meters, 2nd row minus 12 meters,

'2, The following UMB mines shipped from Germany
are to be laid:

a. S 55: 270 'UMB,

b.' S 56: 270 UMB.

Depth-setting- minus 12 meters, automatic
destruction at 10 meters. Planned situation
of the minefield to be altered accordingly
since minimum depth of water required 19
meters.

3, New order of priority to bo established for
S 55 and possibly S 56 according to time at
which UMB mines arrive.

4. The flanking minefields east of Cape St.
George adjoining S 46 to be extended by 1 or
2 sections according to the quantity of new
UMB mines which come in. Naval Training
Command is working on this proposal.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . 4860 A I."
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Situation of individual sections as follows:

1. 3 43 from 45° 22.3 > N, 50° 05.4' E to
45° 22 ' H, 29° 57.5' E.

2. S 55 (angle -patterned minefield)
from 45^ 17. S' N, 29° 51' E via

45° 17,5 » N, 29° 48' E to
45° IE .5' N, 29° 43.5' E.

3. S 54 (angle-patterned minefield)
from 44° 56.3' N, 29° 45.6' E via

44° 58.2' IT, 29° 42.9' B to
45° 56.4' H, 29° 43.9 « E.

4. 3 45 from 45° 3.5» N, 50° 14. 3' E to
45° 0.3' ::, 30° 10.4' E.

5. S 46 from 45° 0.9' 27, 30° il.3' E to
44° 56.6' IT, 30°. 6.7' E.

6. S 41 from 45° 35' IT, 30° 25.9' E to
45° 31.8' IT, 30° 17.5' E.

7. S 40 from 45° 43.4' 1:, 30° 36.2' E to
45° 59.9' IT, 30° 26.9' E.

3. 3 55 (an_':le -patterned minefield)
from 43 c 55.3' N, 30° 56.9' E via

46° 50.3' 3, 30° 54.8' E to
46° 29.5' I , 50° 51' E.

9, 3 56 (angle -patterned minefield)
from 46° 27.3' 13, 50° 51.5' E via

46° 26,4' IT, 50° 47.5' E to
46° 23.8' N, 50° 49.1' E.

07 00 U 9 left Cons tantza today on long-range
operations »

Transport and mineswseping activity postponed
until further notice ov:ing to the weather.
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12 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance identified lively traffic of
small vessels off Sochi. No other reconnaissance
results owing to the weather.

According to the radio intercept report no enemy
activity off the northern east coast, off the
central part 1 destroyer and some small craft,
off the southern part 1 destroyer, 1 minelayer,
1 submarine escort, 2 submarines and some patrol
vessels identified, . Between the central and
western Black Sea the D/F Station intercepted 3
submarines, 1 of which was some 90 miles east of
Cohstantza,

Own Situation :

With improved weather conditions today the
transportation of the 50th Infantry Division from
Kerch to Tainan and of supplies for Army H.Q. 17
from Kerch to Temriuk was resumed. Traffic from
Mariupol to Yeisk waa also resumed.

In view of the prevailing northeasterly winds,
force 5-6, and the length of the approach route,
I will again have to abandon operations of the
1st E-Boat Flotilla southeast of Tuapse today.
On the other hand a patrol line in the lee of the
Crimean coast might bo occupied. The Italian
E-boat Flotilla has received the following
instructions with reference to this:

"1. At approximately 1700 EET on 12 November
Italian E-boat3 will put out from Yalta in a
reconnaissance line for anti-submarine
operations between Yalta and Cape Kikcneiz,
Boats to return to Yalta on the morning of
13 November.

2, At approximately 1700 EET on 13 November
Italian midget submarines CB 2 and CB 4 will
put out from Yalta on the same task bo two en
Sarich Point and Capo Kikoneiz. They will

:

: in to Sevastopol on the morning of the
14th.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . 4369 A I."-»-

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea reported
that the Command of the Royal Rumanian Navy had
issued orders that tho minolayoi' "Mur^oscu" should

AL -137-
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immediate!;*- proceed to Galatz for a dockyard
period. -ike it impossible to extend
the flanking minefield on the west coast of the
Black Sea - an at necessity* I have there-
fore dispatched the following teletype to the
-val Liaison Staff at Bucharest with orders to

persuade the Rumanian Navy to postpone the dock-
yard period:

;iDuring coning period cannot do without "Murgescu"
to carry out most urgent minelaying operations.
Their postponement would endanger the important
supply traffic running between Constantza and
Nikolaiev as well as the naval vessels operating
along that coast. Request immediate clarification
of the matte ^he Rumanian Navy and postpone-
ment of overhaul of the "Murgescu 1' until completion
of minelaying operations.

Admiral, Black Sea C-kdos . 4864 A I. : |

Group South have expressed complete agreement with
my proposal to lay further flanking minefields
and deep minefields on the coastal route from
Sulina - Odessa (see War Diary 11 November).

A telephone ca . Naval Liaison Officer, Army
Group A informed me "hat the offices are
under the I: sion that the transportation of
fc] = Oth I Division was 1 3d owing to
lack of transports. is does not correspond
with the Dacts. e following teletype has been
sent to ITaval Liaison Officer, Army Group A in
order to clarify matters

:

"1. Instructions regarding transport situation
Kercl - una e . isa od in Admiral, Black Sea
:aos. 473" and 4757 A I.

.. Until bad weather sot in at Kerch those
sections of the 50th Infantry Division and the

Is that had arrived by rail were
continuously transported without delay. Some
days the naval ferry barges were not all
.ployed since there "was not sufficient cargo

for them. ports to the contrary are a
misr ^presentation*

5. After 3 Noveml paffic was stopped owing to
th . r:ccommonced this morning*

4* At present 15 naval ferry barges are in
readiness, 10 for. the 50th Infantry Division,
3 for current L:rch-Tcmriuk suppli- . Orders
for the Bupply of another 4 naval ferry barges
were issued on 7 November. They hav en
lying in Berdyansk ready to put out since S
November. Unable to do so until now owing to
a northeasterly gale* Departure probably
this afternoon*

..;: iral, Black Sea Gkdos , 4865 A I."
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13 November, 1942
I ..I » .IH —.-.^»- I ..I. .fc— «

Simferop ol

Enemy S i tu a

t

ion

Air reconnaissance intercepted lively activity
of small craft and patrol vessels off the entire
Caucasus coast. Off Sochi 2 small convoys.
Long-range reconnaissance reported 1 Turkish
merchant ship, course west, in territorial waters
west of Trabson, Visual observation and
evaluation of photographic reconnaissance
revealed a concentration of merchant shipping
in the harbors

.

The Main Naval d/f Station identified increasing
activity of light surface forces and submarines.
Off the northeast coast 2 minelayers and 5 mine-
sweepers intercepted. East coast 5 destroyers
and several small vessels, also 1 submarine
escort and 7 submarines, between the central and
the western Black Sea 4 submarines and, in the
afternoon, cruiser D located, probably In the
southeastern Black Sea,

Own S ituation :

The Italian E-boats left the reconnaissance line
south of Cape Kikeneiz for Yalta at about 0700,
No enemy forces sighted.

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported by tele-
phone that at about 0930 off Alushta, planes
attacked the convoy comprising the tanker
"Svoyswomo", naval ferry barge F 125 and 2 motor
minesweepers which had put out from Yalta* The
fighters sent up at my request by Air Force Staff,
Crimea had to land again shortly after their
take-off owing to the weather. The convoy was
attacked 5 times by a twin-engined Russian plane
at an altitude of 50-100 meters. At a range of
1,500 to 2,000 motors it fired rockets about
10 cm, in diameter, GO-70 cm. long. No hits
were scored on our vessels. ' The convoy put in
to Theodosia at about 1700, Our defenses
forced the enemy plane to turn away promptly

eh time. No hits observed on plane,

Grou South agreed with my proposal to lay up tho
coastal minelayers during the winter months
(sou War Diary 11 November), Commander, Danube
Flotilla has received the following orders:

"1. Coastal Minelaying Group Danube Flotilla will
transfer to Nikolaicv and. lay the boats out
of commission during tho winter months.

-'7
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2, Boats will be handed over to Naval Station,
Nikolalev. Inventory will be handed to
ships' stores,

3, It is planned to use the crews for t"

commissioning of other ships. ,r,

Danube "lot ilia will report in good time
i date for transfer to dockyard,

Purtr rders for the crews that have been
will follow.

Admiral, Slacl: Sea C-kdos. 4879 A I."

The FZ-group has finis'- eeping operations
in Sevastopol harbor and in Strelitskaya Bay,
The " ,-

\r. . c: on swept inside the
;he 1C Dieter line; also the

he 40 meter line on be
sides of the Inkerman bearing to a breadth of
75 meters on each side. The entire inner harbor
up to the 10 meter line is now open to .

raeeded according
'. 3rd

?t Flotilla (Cpera Staff Scheurlen),
ordered to reinforce transport resources, have
put in to Karen" from Berdyansk today.

Adverse met the laa*t fen iaya b
ines1

; . ons in Kerch Strait
my progress. It is imperative that

:.-- 3C 1 rout - opened as soon as possible
in order to e .e those steamers, etc, that have
to be tr rred from the Sea of Azov when the
ice sets in to piss through Kerch Strait,
Commander, FZrGroup has received ;hc following
orders:

s

: is
ineswecping to be started as soon a

-ither permits streaming of sweeps.
fcrei ly urgent so th heavy d ind loss

of buoys will have to be d,

.-.d:.:.r-:.l, Elack 3-
- :-:. -

: . 17549 A I,"

Jhrer has awarded Lieutenant {.;. . Worn
F6*niges, i _ of E- 108, the
oak lc a the ats 1 Cross oi Iron
Cross for his successes in the B3 Sea,
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14 November, 1942

Simfe ropo l

Enemy Situation :

Slight activity of the enemy merchant fleet*
Apart from 5 merchant ships and 2 coastal vessels
between Sukhum and Ochemchiri, the Air Force
identified no enemy shipping in the eastern Black
Sea. The D/F Station aiso reported activity of
light naval forces and submarines. Apart from
light vessels, no activity off the northern east
coast. According to radio traffic, cruiser A
and 2 destroyers were in coastal waters between
the central and the southern east "coast during
the morning and cruisers probably off the central
east coast in the evening* Several patrol
vessels and Fi.T.B.s were located; also 7
submarines, 4 of them probably off the east coast,
3 between the central and the western Black Sea,
2 of which were located at night, 1 in the
Constantza and 1< in the Bosporus area.

Own Situation ;.

1630 A submarine attacked the tanker "Ossag" in convoy
with the destroyers "Rcgina Maria" and "Regele
Ferdinand" proceeding from the 3osporus to
Constantza, 12 miles northnorthwest of the
Bosporus. The tanker "Ossag" was hit above the
water lino - the torpedo was a surface runner and
the sea caused it to jump out of the water
immediately in front of the target. The tanker
is drifting with her engines out of action in
Turkish territorial waters. Escorting destroyers
returning to Constantza. Group South has
requested the help of tugs at Istanbul, Naval
Training .Command has also dispatched salvage tugs
from Varna.

2110 A submarine attacked 2 motor minesweepers south
of Sulina; torpedo failed.

These two attacks arc further evidence of Russia's
systematic use of submarines against our supply
traffic in the western Black Sea. The attack on
the '''Ossag" suggests that the enemy was informed

igents that the ship had left the Bosporus.

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported
cruiser A and, on 15 November, cruiser D at sea
in addition to destroyers, whereas during the
past weeks large enemy vessels have not left their
bases at Poti and Bat urn.
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is new situation ha3 led me for the time being
to abandon ray plan to transfer U 9 to an
operational area farther north as ordered and use
her against 3upply traffic between Sukhum and
Sochi, 30th U-3oat Flotilla has been advi3ed
accordingly as follows

:

"1. Today's situation report from the Main Naval
D/F Station revealed increasing enemy activity
in the eastern Black Sea. Apart from small
vessels £ destroyers and cruiser D at sea.

• In view of the new situation U 9 is for the
present not to be transferred to the

. operational area,

.-.Lmiral, Black Sea C-kdos. 46£4 A I."

lian midget submarines CB 2 and CB 4 this
morning returned from the patrol line off the
south coast of th a without incident and
put in to Yalta.

The Kerch-Ier.:riuk supply traffic and transportation
of the 5Cth Infantry Division proceeding according
to plan,

F £££, who had orders to bring winter clothing
for I>aval Shore Commanders, Caucasus and Xerxes
from £er.ichst> to Temriuk, ran agrcund in the
approach cc C-inichesk harbor. Attempts to free

r have so far failed.
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15 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy S itua t i on :

Air reconnaissance identified only very slight
activity of coastal vessels off the central cast
coast and some gunboats in the eastern Black Sea.

The radio Intercept report likewise disclosed
decreasing activity of light naval forces. Two
destroyers were between the central and southern
cast coast and according to radio traffic
1 cruiser was in an unidentifi&d position,
presumably in the southeastern Black Sea, One
submarine escort, 2 submarines intercepted off
the cast coast, 2 minelayers, some minesweepers
and some patrol vessels in the coastal area.

Own Situation :

The tanker "Ossag" was this morning towed in to
Istanbul by a Turkish tug.

As a result of the recent cold spoil the Ice in
the northeastern Sea of Azov has rapidly increased.
Past ice has already formed in Taganrog Bay and
off Mariupol, The need to transfer the warships
and supply steamers In the Sea of Azov is there-
fore now acute, I am instructing Naval Shore
Commander, Ukraine to make all the necessary
preparations for their transfer to ice-free
Crimean harbors within the next few days.

Continuous bad weather has so far prevented the
transportation by naval ferry oarges of the 3rd
Landing Craft Flotilla of some 1,500 men of the
German Labor Service from Mariupol to Yeisk,
Nov/ that the freeze has begun they will have to
bo transported from Mariupol by motor vehicles.
Conveyance of the Woschnik Group from Mariupol
to Yeisk will also have to be broken off for the
same reason.

Weather conditions today compel the postponement
of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla's operations off the
Caucasus coast.

Despite the weather the Kerch-Taman ferry traffic
.s maintained. Various difficulties resulted

in reduced quantity of goods shipped,

(Signed) Heyc,
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Naval Group Command South Local H.Q. 14 January, 1943

Serial Mo. Op. 695/42 Gkdos .

Most Secret

Comments on the V/ar Diary of Admiral, Black Sea

1-15 November

Re page 117, 5 November :

Agree with Admiral, Black Sea's survey of the
situation with reference to eff.ect of first appearance
of German U-boats off Poti and Batum.

If operations have so far proved unsuccessful,
apart from the inexperience of commanders in the new
operational area, it may chiefly be attributed to the
withdrawal of the Russian Fleet and to the opportunities
open to enemy supply traffic directly off the coast.

Furthermore, E-boat operations have compelled
the enemy to shift his nightly supply traffic to the
daytime. Unfortunately it has so far proved impossible
to release any Air Force planes to attack these convoys.
Also concentrated attacks on the assembler points and main
bases of the Russian Navy and Merchant Fleet might
possibly have forced the ships to leave the ports at
night and so have offered prospects of success to the
light surface forces and U-boats.

CONFIDENTIAL
SECUHITY inf
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16 November, 1942

S imferopo l

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance identified only slight
activity of enemy merchant shipping. Reconn-
aissance planes intercepted 1 submarine
approximately 15 miles west of Sukhum.

The D/p Station reported increasing activity of
light naval forces. Northern east coast
1 minelayer, 4 minesweepers, several patrol
vessels and M.T.B.s, central east coast 1

destroyer and 1 patrol vessel, at noon south of
Tuapse 2 destroyers, 1 submarine escort and in
the evening the large destroyer "Charkov". Two
further destroyers and cruiser A off Poti. In
addition o submarines intercepted at sea, 2 of
thorn probably off the east coast, 1 in the
central Black Sea.

Own J3.lt uat_i on

:

As a result of today's consultation with Admiral
Schourlen regarding the future use of the 3rd
Landing Craft Flotilla and Its transfer from the
Sea of Azov, I would supplement my views,
previously expressed in War Diary 10 November,
with the following proposal to Group South:

"Sea of Azov already icing over. It is
impossible to say how long operations will be
delayed. Meantime the operations staff sit idle
and a quick decision is imperative. Therefore
propose that:

1. Operations staff should be returned to former
commands but remain ready at short notice if
needed. Some of them should be used to sot
un an urgently needed flotilla staff for 1st
Landing Craft' Flotilla. Conditions of
discipline, administration, welfare and
medical inspection, etc. are so neglected in
this flotilla owing to lack of staff that the
present state of affairs cannot continue.

2. Operations staff and 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla
should be relieved of special duties as soon
as possible* Then the flotilla would bo
assigned to transport of supplies in order to
relieve the barges of l3t Landing Craft
Flotilla which are in complete disrepair,
while one group of 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla
could be thoroughly overhauled during the
same period.
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3. 3rd Landing- Craft Flotilla should be
transferred to Kerch and later to Sevastopol;
1st Landing Craft Flotilla to Varna until
the spring.

4. 1st Landing Craft Flotilla should be
subordinate to 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla in
all basic matters and the latter to Admiral,
Black Sea. This should ensure the uniform
execution of all tactical dockyard and ship-
building problems.

5. Since opportunities to transfer grow less
frequent every day, request rapid decision.

Admiral, Black Sea G-kdos. 4907,"

Admiral Scheurlen was instructed in view of the
progressive icing-up of the Sea of Azov to
accelerate the transfer from Mariupol or
Berdyansk via Kerch to Sevastopol of those naval
ferry barges not in use as transports between
Kerch and Taman. They should however be
utilized for any transport duties which actually
are in progress, such as the conveyance of
winter clothing for Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus from Genichesk to Temriuk.

The Italian E-Boat Flotilla was directed to
transfer those E-boats particularly unsuited to
ice conditions from Mariupol to Kerch immediately.
In this connection Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine
has been ordered to provide all possible help
towards the transfer of these boats

:

"Four Italian E-boats at present in Mariupol will
be transferred to Kerch as quickly as possible.
Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine will help thorn to
prepare for their transfer and, if necessary,
provide towing facilities should they be unablo
to proceed because of engine trouble. Steamers
or naval ferry barges leaving Mariupol for Kerch
will be employed for this purpose.

Admiral, Black Sea G-kdos. 4904 A I."

After consultations between Naval Liaison Officer
to Army High Command, Quartermaster General South
and Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine the supply
traffic Mariupol to Yoisk has 'been stopped
because of increasing difficulties caused by the
ice. The transfer of supply steamers and ships
in tow from the Sea of Azov to Kerch will be
directed by Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine and
will take place during the next few days. The
ships' further progress from Kerch will depend
on the conclusion of minosweeping operations and
the opening of the route through Kerch Strait.
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In order that they may escape the danger of air
attack in Kerch it is planned to transfer them
as quickly as possible.

Mine sweeping operations in Kerch Strait continued
today despite the unfavorable weather, I expect
the work to be completed on 19 November unless
the weather again forces it to be broken off.

Transports from Kerch to Taman or Temriuk today
proceeded according to plan,

I have ordered 2 Italian midget submarines to
occupy a reconnaissance line off the south
Crimean coast between Cape Aitodor and Sarich
Point during the coming night. The Italian
E-Boat Flotilla has received the following
orders

:

"1, Italian midget submarines C3 2 and CB 4 will
leave Yalta. at about 1100 EET today and put
In to Sevastopol on the morning of 17
November.

2, The boats will be stationed from 1300 EET
today until dawn on 17 November in a patrol
line between Capo Aitodor and Sarich Point,

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos, 4900 A I."

TTI AL -147-
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17 ITpvemb er, 1942

Simferopol

Eneny S itua t i on :

Rain squalls and bad weather prevented air
reconnaissance over the entire Caucasus cc a .

'There were no reconnaissance results apart
from 2 merchant ships sighted within Turkish
territorial waters

•

At 2100 the D/P Station reported cruiser A at
sea in the southeastern Black Sea and 5 destroyers
in the coastal area southwest of Batum. be

buation report of th in Naval D/
ported continued activity of light naval forces

be' northern and central cast coast, and
the large destr :-;.:? "Charkov" in the Poti-3atum
area in the evener:;~. The D/F Station also
intercepted 5 submarines.

Own Situation :

I discussed the . dx\ of ployment and
transfer of Italian forces during the winter

nths with Captain Mimbelli.

1. leather conditions in the Black Sec. offer no
possibility of operations by Italian midg
submarines during the comin nths* rhis
period would ther be a good opportunity
for repair and refit. Ccnstantza is best
suited to such work since both the Italian
ground organisation and the dockyard are
there. It is therefore planned to transfer
the Italian midget submarines now at
Sevastopol to Constantza and while they are
under repair to £ the crows to Italy on
leave until th : are rut into commission again.

2. Captain Mimbelli stated that the engines of
the E-boats now in Mariupol could not be
repaired and overhauled there during the winter
months, so that it -.likely that they will
be fit for transport tasks to Makhach Kala by
the spring of 1-45. It has therefore be:
decided to transport the E-boats by rail to
Italy for overhaul, and to return them to the

it] ;ci f eperatiens in the
spring of 1943.

. There are 1 mitod tasks of a defensive nature
available for Italian E-boats in the inshore

tors of the Crimea curing the coming months.
For this purpose half the boats of the Italian
-Boat Flotilla are to be roddy for operations

DE M -143-
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in Yalta, The remaining boats are to lie in
reserve in Sevastopol and, as far as possible,
to send their crews on leave to Italy,

With regard to the conference I reported as
follows to Group South:

"In consultation with Captain Mimbelli it was
decided:

1. To transfer the Italian midget submarines
immediately to Constantza for repairs during
the winter months. Crews to be sent on
leave to Italy. Boats to be re -commissioned
about end of March,

2. All E-boats and special E-boats to go by train
from Mariupol or Yalta back to Italy, To
return in the spring of 1943,

3. All Italian E-boats to transfer to Crimean
harbors, 4 of them to be ready for operations
in Yalta, 4 to be kept in reserve in
Sevastopol, the latter to send their crews
on leave to Italy,

Admiral, Black Sea G-kdos, 4919 A I,"

According to Naval Liaison Staff, Rumania the
Rumanian Navy has consented to postpone the
overhaul of the minelayer "Murgcscu" until the
proposed minelaying operations have been carried
out (see War Diary 12 November),

At 15 00 the Italian midget submarines CB 2 and
CB 4 put in to Sevastopol from the reconnaissance
line assigned to them south of Sarich Point,
Nothing to report.

Supplies for Army E.Q. 17 and transportation of
the 50th Infantry Division continued to arrive
today. There were minesweeping operations in
Kerch Strait.

COFFIDBNTI AL -149-
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18 November, 134 2

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

Only slight activity of small vessels off the
northern east coast. In the southern and central
part of the Caucasus coast several merchant ships
close to the coast and some ships in tow in the
Ochercchiri area,

.

wording to radio intercept reports, only slight
traffic by day between the northern and central
east coast. Apart from 1 destroyer and 2 sub-

ines only a few small vessels intercepted.
Submarines were probably between the central and
western Black S . lio traffic revealed
cruisers .., D and E, the large destroyer "Charkov"
and 4 destroyers, probabl; thed in the bases
Poti-Batum,

Q-./r. Situation :

Vice-Admiral Witthoeft-Eraden arrived in Simferopol
by plane from Constantsa at oximately 1200 to
take over duties as Deputy Commanding Admiral for
Admiral, Black Sea,

At the conference with Group Wetzel I was requested
to prevent the landing of enemy troops in
Novorossisk harbor by mining the moles, I am
preparing the number of FMC mines necessary for
this task and in the following radio message am,
moreover, urgin 1 ihore Commander, Caucasus
to examine the possibility of fixing depth charges
to the quays

:

"1. 17 PMC mines have been issued to mine the
moles at Novorossisk against enemy landings,

port where to be delivered. To be laid
according to plan, Dcpth-settin inus
1 meter. Minimum depth of water required
5 meters, Lnes to be marked,

2, Propose fixing depth charges, type P, to quay
side: . Activation by a demolition char _

controlled from a central point* Depth
cbi U3t be detonated when enemy vessels
coi idc to land. Investigate
po: :>£ execution in the various
places, state views and requirements.

Admiral, Black Sea C-kdos. 4929 A I."

Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported the
statement of Russian prisoners that coastal
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vessels with a considerable quantity of supplies
proceed from Batumi to Tuapse and Ghelenjik.
The vessels have either an e-scort of destroyers
or M.T.B.s and are said only to proceed by
night. Although this la3t fact is contrary to
previous experience I .am nevertheless inclined
to employ the 1st E-Boat Flotilla in operations
against this suppl;/ traffic during the coming
night. I am further convinced by a report from
Air Force Staff, Crimea which stated that
according to a confirmed intelligence report of
15 November 4 troop transports, 3 torpedoboats,
1 cruiser, 2 minelayers and 4 submarines put out
in the direction of Novorossisk, These two
reports are at least evidence of a regular supply
traffic by sea in the direction of Tuapse, even
if they do not coincide in every detail. The
1st E-Boat Flotilla has received the following
operational orders:

"1. Situation: Prisoners' statements report
considerable supply traffic by night between
Batum and Tuapse. Escort of destroyers and
M.T.B.s #

2. Order: Given good weather, the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla will operate during the night of
18/19 November against enemy traffic between
Tuapse and Sochi. Four boats will put out
on 10 November at 1300 from Ivan Baba and
put in again early on 19 November. Should
operations have to bo broken off because of
the weather, a radiogram will be sent.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4921 A I."

Mine-swooping operations continued today between
Pavlovski and Capo Takil. No mines swept.

Transportation Kcrch-Taman and Korch-tcmriuk
proceeded according to plan.

Two Italian E-boats and an FZ-group put out from
Mariupol for Kerch.

At 1330 the steamer "Varna" put in to Sevastopol
from Constantza with an escort of 3 Rumanian
destroyers.

T_2_\J_
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The transfer of. the Italian E-boate to Italy
proposed in consultation with Captain Mimbelli
(see Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos, 4919 A I, V*ar

Diary 17 November) has not been sanctioned by
Group South, whose orders are bhat the boats are
to remain in Mariupol ready to be sent by rail
to the Caspian Sea.

According to a message from Naval Liaison Officer,
Array Group A, 'Army High Command has released the
remaining naval ferry barges of Operations Staff
Scheurlen for supply operations. Army Group A
intends to employ them between Kerch and Tcmriuk.

Nothing is known here regarding the alteration of
an operational order issued to the 3rd Landing
Craft Flotilla in compliance with a Filhrer
Directive. The Naval Liaison Officer's message
is in no way binding for me, particularly since
Army High Command has no authority to direct
Admiral, Black Sea. Since, moreover, the
commitment of further naval" ferry barges is at
present unnecessary I replied to Naval Liaison
Officer, Army Group A, copy to Group South, as
follows

:

"To Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A Gkdos. 1100:

1. Order for the commibment of the remaining
naval ferry bargos of the 3rd Landing Craft
Flotilla for the shipment of supplies not yet
received.

2. Operations of further naval ferry barges
between Eorch-Tomriuk unnecessary since accor-
ding to Commanding Admiral, Crimea it is
impossible to remove greater quantities from
Tcmriuk at the moment. Hence some of the
Temriuk barges today operated between Korch-
Taman.

3. Apart from a few remnants which will follow on,
the task of transporting the 50th Infantry
Division will, given favorable weather, have
been completed in 5-6 days' time. The naval
ferry bargos then released will be available
for supplies if required.

Admiral, Black- Sea Gkdos. 4955 A I."
I » I . . !* , . ! .I II. ~ « — -^— -——- .m - »..

Commander, FZ-boats reported that mineswooping
operations on the coastal route in Kerch Strait

concluded this evening.

I have advisod Commander, Convoys and Escorts,
Black Sea and Commander, Crimean Coast of this
and at the sane time directed that those trans-
ports proceeding to Kerch from tho Soa of Azov
should bo escorted to Sevastopol as soon as
possible owing to bhe danger of air attack in
Kerch, Commander, FZ-Group has roccivod orders
to provide a ground mine escort for steamers
proceeding from Pavlovski to Capo Takil.

\T -153-
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20 November-, 194:3

Simferopol

Energy Si tuation :

Air reconnaissance over the Caucasus coast was
prevented by the weather. Wo traffic was
observed off the northern east coast. South of
Gagri 1 convoy with a steamer of 1,300 tons,
probably 1 destroyer and 2 patrol vessels on
southeasterly course. Two freighters, several
1 . . ,s nd some coastal vessels off Tuapse.
Long-range reconnaissance again reported 3
merchant ships in Turkish territorial waters,
2 approximately 20 miles northwest of Trabzon.

According to a radio intercept report, only
slight activity of light naval forces and
submarines. art from some small vessels
nothing intercepted off the northern and central
east coast. In the evening, between the
southern and central east coast, 2 destroyers,
1 submarine oscort and 1 u: vessel located.
Seven submarines intercepted at sea, 3 probably
southern Black Sea to east coast, 4 central to
western Black Sea.

Own Situation :

sause ice has begun to cause difficulties in
the Sea of Azov the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla
have been obliged to transfer their naval ferry
barges lying at Berdyansk to Crimean harbors.
Since, due to the presence there of naval ferry
barges employed in traffic between Kerch and
Taraan, too much shipping is assembled in Kerch,
Operations Staff Scheurlen has been ordered to
transfer the barges to Sevastopol, weather
permitting, at the same time using them as
escorts as follows:

"1. 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla will transfer those
naval ferry barges not loyed in Kcrch-
Taman traffic from Kerch to Sevastopol,

•

. . weather permitting.

2. Ferry barges thus transferred will be used as
escorts for stea ; erococding from Kerch to
Sevastopol.

3. Commander, 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla will
make further a: ments directly with
Commander, Crimean Coast.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . 4962 A I."
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The "Kassa", "Koszvar 11 and motor minesweeper
R 51, with 2 Italian E-boats in tow, left
Mariupol early this morning for Kerch. It is
planned to provide them with ground mine escort
through Kerch Strait, then for the motor mine-
sweeper group or the 3rd Motor Minesweeper
Flotilla to oscort them to Sevastopol.

Shipments from Kerch to Taman were interrupted
this afternoon by bad weather.

Bombs were dropped on Taman by enemy plane 3 last
night but no damage was done.

Two M.T.B.s shelled Anapa last night. The
attack was unsuccessful and the defensive fire
of our guns ineffective.

nnw
:
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31 November, 1?42

Simferopol

emy Situation :

Air Pore 3 Staff, Crimea reported that air
reconnaissance on 21 November was severely
hampered by the weather, south of grid square
7570 poor visibility and icing made it quite
impossible. Photographic reconnaissance of
Poti and Batum on 21 November impossible owing
to the weather.

The Main Naval D/P Station reported slight
"ivity of light naval forces and submarines.

Nothing identified off the northern east coast,
in the central and southern parts on the other
hand 5 destroyers, 2 of them west of Sukhum in
the evening. Several patrol vessels and small
craft in the coastal area. Two submarines
intercepted at sea, 1 of thorn probably off the
east coast and 1 between the western and central
Black Sea.

Own Situation :

Transport and escort duties proceeded according
to plan, otherwise nothing to report.

U 24 will probably be ready for her second loi
range operation en 24 November. I intend to
assign "the boat to the operational area off Poti
and Bat urn; on her approach route she is to keep
well in to the Turkish coast and observe the
exceedingly lively shipping activity latterly
reported there by air reconnaissance.
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22 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

Air reconnaissance detected lively traffic of
small vessels off the entire Caucasus coast. At
noon 2 destroyers at sea, 1 south of Tuapse, the
second south of Gagri . Again today long-range
reconnaissance detected 3 large merchant ships of
3-4,000 tons in Turkish coastal waters some 30
miles west of Ordu.

The D/F Station also reported 2 destroyers at
noon coming from the southeast. One destroyer
20 miles south of Tuapse, the other 15 miles
v/est of Gudant. In addition the d/f Station
intercepted 1 minesweeper off the northeast coast,
4 destroyers between the central and southern
Caucasus coast, Including the 2 mentioned above
south of Tuapse at noon, all heading for the
south again in the evening. Eight submarines
and 1 submarine escort wore also located. Three
submarines off the cast coast, the rest between
the central and we stern Black Sea.

Own Situ- -. ':-ion :

The concentration of shipping in C-helenjik harbor
identified by the Air Force, ha3 latterly been
continually changing. This is further evidence
that, as previously observed, this harbor is
being used for the disembarkation of troops and
material for the most northerly part of the
Caucasus front. Although, apart from a few
large steamers up to 1,500 tons, there are only
small vessels, I regard interference with this
supply shipping as of sufficient importance to
warrant operations by those boats of the 1st
E-Boat Flotilla which are ready, I have there-
fore issued the following orders:

"1. Enemy situation: air reconnaissance reports
reveal continual changes in occupation of
C-helcnjik; on 20 November 3 freighters of
1,000-1,500 G.R.T. in harbor and 25 boats.
Assume therefore that supply transports for
the Novorossisk front arc being disembarked
in Ghelonjik Bay, Furthermore Dzhubg is
being used as a berthing place by the enemy,

2, Order:

a. Between 1000 and 2300 CET on 22 November
3 boats, commanded by Lieutenant (s,g.)
Fimmen, of 1st E-3oat Flotilla, will take
up lurking position off Cape Idokopas,

"-'TDSNTI
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b. If by 2500 no target found, proceed along
the coast as far as Dzhubg.

c. Boats will break off operations so that
they put in to Ivan Baba at approximately
0600 on 23 November.

d. Boacs will leave Ivan Baba for operations
at 1400 today.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 4997 A I."

itected

. 'ported
none at sea, it is fairly certain that the main
body of the Russian Fleet is still lying at Poti
and 3atum. It would therefore be wise to transfer
U 9's operational area farther- north immediately
off the coast so that she could operate 'Against
enemy shipping off Pitsunda Point, takir
advantage of the groat depths of water there
where mines cannot be laid.

U 9 will be instructed via the 30th U-'Boat Flotilla
to take air grid squares 0470 and 0310 as her
attack area.

With reference to the wintering of Italian E-boats
in Mariupol as ordered by Group South, the
following orders have been issued to Italian
E-Boat Flotilla and Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine:

"1. Group South has ordered that the 5 E-boats
lying at Mariupol will winter there in order
to ensure their transfer to the Caspian at a
moment's notice.

2. Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine has been
informed that they will be laid up in sheds
so that engine overhauls and general
maintenance may be carried out when needed.
Special German personnel will, if necessary,
bo detailed for this so that the Italian
crews may go on leave in relays*

3. Naval Shore Commander, • Ukraine will report
measures to be taken with regard to duties
in accordance with para. 2),

Admi: 'al, ] L.ck Sea Gkdos . 4992 A I."

The 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla is proceeding
from Cons tan tza to Yalta. This route is being
used for a check-sweep through what from
prisoners' statements and captured charts is
assumed to be a Russian danger ar< a west of Cape
Khcrsoncso. They swept 3 mines in 44° 31.7' I ,
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35° 7' E and 2 mines in 44° 31.5 » N, 33° 20,4' E,
one of which exploded in the swoop. It is not
intended to sweep the minefield which serves to
flank our supply route.

While extending the coastal route through Kerch
Strait the FZ-group swept 1 non-contact mine in
45° 12.6' II, 56° 26.6' E in the first covering
run, probably an ELM mine.

The 4 Italian submarines to be taken to
Constantsa for bhe winter have today left
Sevastopol.

E-boat S 28 today proceeded from Ivan Baba to
Cons tan tza to put in to dock and have the damage
to her screw repaired.

Since the start of the transshipment of supplies
from Mariupol (April 1942 to October 1942
inclusive) which has now had to be stopped owing
to the ico, a total of 47,135 tons has been
shipped - 37,278 tons of this during September
and October.
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25 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemv Si tua t i o n

:

- ..J.,.,. ..MWIWI. ,

Very heavy concentration of small vessels in
Ghe 1en jik" harbor, further heavy traffic of small
vessels between the northern and central east
coast. Air reconnaissance reported 1 destroyer,
1 freighter and 2 coastal vessels south of Tuapse.
Furthermore, about 10 miles south of Gagri,
1 destroyer and 1 surfaced submarine were detected
during the morning. Today again long-range
reconnaissance identified two 5,000 ton merchant
ships of unknown nationality off the Turkish
coast. Owing to the weather the Poti and 3a turn

area were not surveyed,

2000 The d/f Station reported 1 submarine some 40
miles northeast of Oonstantza. According to
radio intercept report lively activity of light
naval forces and submarines. The 2 destroyers
reported by air reconnaissance off the central
oast coast were also located by the D/P Station,
In the southern Black Sea 2 destroyers, 2 patrol
vessels, 1 M.T.B., position unidentified, and 2
other destroyers v/ere intercepted at sea, A
total of 8 submarines were located at sea,
according to radio traffic 4 of them off the east
coast and 4 between the central and western Black
Sea,

Own Situation :

At 1900 yesterday evening 5 boats of the 1st
E-Boat Flotilla were stationed, in accordance
with orders, in the operational area of grid
square CL 6651, It was impossible to take up
lurking position owing to heavy northwest swoll
and wind northnorthwest, force 3-4. The
flotilla kept to the coast as far as grid square
6665 and was repeatedly driven off by o patrol
boats. They mot inaccurate enemy gunfire with
searchlights playing from the coast. No
shipping encountered. At approximately 2200
the boats left the operational area owing to the
weather and put in to Ivan Baba at 0310,

Now that Don s ing is at a standstill, it is
time to hand it over to the Army Waterways
Commission, Division 3, Naval' Shore Commander,
Ukraine has received the following orders:

"Hand over Don shipping now at a standstill at
once to Army Waterways Division 3. Report
transfer by 30 November. Submit record here.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos , 17959 A I. "
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Group South reported that on the afternoon of
20 November 2 surfaced Russian submarines wore
sighted by Turkish steamers some 20 miles east
of the Bosporus close to Cape Zile. One
explanation of the presence of Russian sub-
marines there is to be found in the plan to
transfer the tanker "Celeno" from the Bosporus
to Constantza. The "Colcno" at present lies
ready to put out in Istanbul.

Kerch-Taman troop transportations, Kerch-Tcmriuk
supply traffic and mineswecping operations in
Kerch Strait wore continued according to plan.

An enemy Martin bomber made 4 approach runs at
approximately 1000 today and attacked naval
ferry barges Nos, 473 and 474 proceeding to
Sevastopol southeast of Cape Tarkhankutzi, with
rockets. At each low level attack 2 rockets
wore fired without obtaining hits. At the samo
time the plane machine-gunned the barges but no
hits were scored. Our own defensive fire was
not observed to achieve any results.

confidential -161-
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24 November, 1942

Simferopol
- — 11 - ~

i

Ene n:v 3 i b ua t ion:
ii i

*-
r hi

Air reconnaissance identified only small merchant
ships in Ghelenjik and Tuapse. Off the northern
east coast no shipping movements. Off the
central east coast 3 small freighters, some
.T.B.s and 1 minesweeper, at dawn about 20 miles

northwest of Poti, 1 destroyer on a southerly
course. Night reconnaissance prematurely broken
off. Long-range reconnaissance reported 3
merchant ships of about 3,000 tons, 2 of them off
Giresun (one in the roads, one course east), the
third off Trabzon in the roads. The D/F Station
reported no shipping off the northern Caucasus
coast. Off the central oast coast during the
morning a formation of 2 destroyers, 2 patrol
vessels, 2 M.T.B.s coming from the south. At
midnight in the area south of Tuapse 3 destroyers,
1 of them west of Ochemchiri during the afternoon
on a northwesterly course. In addition S sub-
marines and 1 submarine escort v/ere intercepted
at sea. Probably 4 submarines between the
central and western Black Sea and 4 off the
oast coast.

Own Situation :

1400 U 24 put out on long-range operations for the
second time. Her provisional attack area will
be air grid squares 1210 and 1230 unless she
encounters largo enemy vessels on her approach
passage. She will proceed to her operational
area via air ~rid squares 4366 and 9285 keeping
well in to tho Turkish coast, in order to observe
and intercept the shipping off that coast and to
find out tho approach routes from Trabzon to
Batum,

The 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla swept route
Brown from point 7 to point 12 with Oropesa gear.
No mines swept.

Since the 1st E-Boat Flotilla encountered no
shipping during operations on the night of
23 iber southeast of Ghelenjik, I have
decided to risk the longer approach route and
to dispatch 3 boats on operations during the
comin ht in the coastal area between Tuapse
and Sochi. I have therefore issuod the
following order:

"1. Tho 1st E-Boat Flotilla will put out from
Ivan Baba under Lieutenant (s.g.) Fimmen at
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1300 today and from 2000 will take up a
lurking position off the coast between Tuapse
and Sochi, focal point near Sochi,

2. It will operate against enemy supply traffic
and warships, from torpedoboats upwards.

3. In the event of unfavorable weather it will
transfer to the operational area near Cape
Idokopas

.

4. Operation will be broken off to enable the
boats to put in to Ivan Baba at about 0800
on 25 November.

5. Should the operation be broken off earlier,
report by short signal.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5050 A I."

1452 The deputy Flotilla Commander reported that he
had had to turn back in grid square 6439 owing
to heavy southwesterly swell. At approximately
1700 the boats returned to the base.

Air For' T, Crimea has enquired whether the
minesweeping Ju stationed in the Sea of Azov will
bo further needed there.

I consider it necessary to retain the plane in
Mariupol until all the supply steamers have been
transferred from the Sea of Azov to the Black
Sea, and have replied to Air Force Staff, Crimea
as follows

:

"Reference to radiogram Air Force Staff, Crimea
la 24 November, para. 3):
As a result of increasing difficulties due to
ice, supply steamers and other vessels are at
present boin;; withdrawn from the Sea of Azov.
The last steamers will probably leave Mariupol
on 29 November. Request that minesweeping Ju
be left at Mariupol until then so that in the
event of fresh enemy minelaying operations
minesweeping resources may be immediately
available. Otherwise transfer of valuable
shipping before the complete ic±ng-up of the Sea
of Azov cannot be guaranteed. quest
confirmation.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5029 A I."

Air Force Staff, Crimea confirmed that the
request would be granted.
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2. Admiral, Black Sea 4379 A I thus canceled.

5. Coastal Minelaying Group will transfer with
repair ship "Uta" at once to Linz.

4. Commander, Danube Flotilla will report
estimated date of arrival at Linz to Naval
Station, Linz, copy to Admiral, Black Sea.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . 5055 A I."

Transportation of 50th Infantry Division and
supplies for Army H.Q. 17 will continue according
to plan.

Today I inspected the Port Command at Sevastopol
and other naval stations there. I saw for
myself the work in progress in the harbor and
decided that the most important tasks should be
given the following priority:

1. Repair of the dry dock in the north dockyard.

2. Pitting up. of the workshop In the small shed
of the north dockyard.

3. Repair of the 400-ton slipway in the east
dockyard.

CONFIDENTI AL -166-
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Lir reconnaissance not exhaustive owing ae
: . One fr Lghter and 1 patrol :!

detecte uth of Sochi, o: ing to
report. Night rec likewise nothing
to report*

The D/F Station "ted only slight :: i

ligh~ force-. art
tal vessels betwe ~ral

I sou~ east coast. One submarir. rt
and o Submarines intercepted at s 3a, c . iiera

proba'cl:- in fcht lack Sea,

Own Situation:

Scheurl dissolved. Opcrati
och:v - -tine

until noon on 29 Nov , .11 be
- 1 -ed to their f i nds on 30 :ber
The -3rd Landing Craft Flotilla will, from that
time, be directl;- j : Lii zo Admiral, Black
Se~. 1 will v

_ the flotilla'. ise,
with the flotilla _n the immodation

sel 'Svdokia"

•

The:: >nly limited 3 weepin : 1 ~ns
in owing to - .ther. /-
Tanan traffic proceeded accor^i. bo plan.
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27 November, 1942

Simferopol

Energy Situation :

Weather conditions badly hampered the sole
reconnaissance operation; visibility 5 km.
One merchant; ship sighted off Tuapse and 1 off
Ochemchiri, 1 towing formation off Sochi.

According to radio intercept report only slight
activity of patrol vessels. According to radio
traffic the d/F Station intercepted 1 destroyer
off the southern east coast* One submarine
escort and 4 submarines also intercepted at sea,
2 of them probably off the central east coast
and 2 between the central and western Black Sea.

Own Situation ;

0020 Port Commander, Skadovsk reported a surfaced
submarine, bearing 100° from the lighthouse at
Dzhariulgach. Since the presence of a submarine
is unlikely, I am inclined to think there has
been confusion with naval ferry barge No. 371
which passed through this area last night.

Commanding Admiral, Crimea has requested that
since, according to prisoners' statements, an
enemy attack on the Taman Peninsula is to be
expected, available naval forces should be
employed during the coming period on a nightly
patrol of the inshore waters, concentrating on
the south Taman coast.

Only the 1st E-Boat Flotilla would be available.
The constant use of the flotilla for this task
would mean abandoning all other offensive
operations since the only remaining forces would
be the U-boats, On the othor hand I do not
consider that wo would be justified in rejecting
this request outright. I shall therefore
endeavor to combine the patrol of the inshore
waters of tho Taman Peninsula with the offonsivo
operations of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla. I have
replied as follows to Commanding Admiral, Crimea

j

"Your request will bo complied with as far as
possible. It must be pointed out, however,
that at present only the 1st E-Boat Flotilla is
available for this task. The function of this
flotilla is to harass and damage onemy supply-
traffic off the Caucasus coast. During tho
coming period Admiral, Black Soa intends to
employ the 1st E-Boat Flotilla in such a way as
to combine both tasks (patrol of the area south

t -167-
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of the Taman Peninsula and attack on enemy supply
shipping). It is further pointed out that
E-boat operations depend to a great extent on
the weather and are seldom possible during
weather such as prevails at present."

The following, Op. 456 Gkdos., has been received
from Group South:

"1. The assumption that the Russian Black Sea
Fleet was becoming more active in the south-
eastern Black Sea is so far confirmed neither
by U 24 nor by the present operation of U 9.
The presence of submarines in the operational
area was detected by the enemy after the
appearance of U 24,

The present situation regarding German U-boat
operations demands that they be primarily
concentrated against Russian supply and
convoy traffic and that the previous
operational area be extended north
approximately as far as Gholenjik. They
must be fitted in with E-boat operations.
Operations against enemy naval forces only
sanctioned if prospects of success certain.

3. Report plans and allocation of operational
area.

"

Group South 's directive coincides with my own
attitude (see War Diary 22 November) which led
mo to suggest the transfer of U 9, then at sea,
northward to the operational area in air grid
squares 0470 and 0310, so that she might operate
against Russian supply traffic there. Lth 2
boats at sea I plan to extend the operational
area further to the northwest. I have reported
my plans for the disposition of the U-boats to
Group South as follows:

"Plans for U-boat operations:

1. Disposition:
1st boat between Cape Kodor and Capo Adler.
2nd boat between Sochi and Olginskaya.

2. If only 1 boat in operational area, then the
attack are to be between Pitsunda Point
and Uchdero.

3. Boats in attack areas under 1) will occupy
lurking positions as close into the coast us
possible and are not to cross the 500-meter
line except to attack valuable targets.

4. Targets for attack: enemy steamers larger
than 500 G.R.T., naval vessels from torpedo-

ata upv/ards

.
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5, Operational area of 1st E-Boat Flotilla while
U-boat disposition as under 1) will be north-
west of Olginskaya or Uchdere,

. 6, Commander, 30th U-Boat Flotilla will report
his opinion on 1) and 4).

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. Chefs. Up/42 A I."

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
reported that the tanker-lighter "Kosmos" has run
aground in the non-contact minefield near
Pervomaisk. The lighter cannot be salvaged
until the position where sho is aground and the
approach have been swept clear of mines, I have
issued the following orders to Commander,
PZ-Group:

"1. Commander, PZ-Group will transfer the FZ-
group from Sevastopol to Ochakov as 3oon as
possible.

2. Task: Sweep route up to position of tanker-
lighter "Koomos" aground near Pervomaisk.

3. Commander, FZ-Group to report numbers of the
boats and their estimated time of arrival
at Ochakov.

4. FZ-group will receive further orders from
Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
in Ochakov.

5. Commander, Convoys and Escorts will report
estimated time of conclusion of minesweeping
operations as soon as possible.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 20902 A I."

Harbor Defense Flotilla, Sevastopol have so far
swept no mines during their search for moorud
mines in Syevcrnaya Bay and the approach to
Sevastopol. A further chock-sweep within the
net-barrage is unnecessary. This will at least
partly release the flotilla for other tasks.
Naval Shore Commander, Crimoa has received tho
following directive:

"Harbor Defense Flotilla, Sevastopol has
continued to sweep Sevastopol harbor for moored
nines. Having cleared the harbor, furthor
minesweeping within the not -barrage is
unnecessary. Suggest that Harbor Dofenso
Flotilla patrol the gap in the nct-barrago
during the night. Position of guard boats
approximately between Sycvornaya Kossa and
Quarantine Bay, Roport plans.

Admiral, Black Sea "kdos. 5 062 A I."
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Group South reported that it is proposed to
transfer 4 naval Terry barges to the Aegean via
the Dardanelles, >ats newly arrived or straight
from a thorough overhaul should be used. Naval
Trainin T mand has been ordered to select

• ". i belong!] to the 1st Landing
Craft Flotilla at present in Varna and start
making the required preparations (camouflage,
etc.) for their transfer iramedia- : 1; „

15." The convoy from Ochakov to Cons~ sisti:
the steamer "Lola" and 3 boats of the -3

Minesweeper unsuccessfully attacked
\x L'eon 24 by an enemy a -"inc.

1950 convoy sighted a submarine submerging in
44° 58.4 .

' the motor minesweepe:
attacked wj depth charg: . suit
not observed. cap- f z'r.c convoy wanted
at all costs to avoid ng submaj

s the protection of the st jr "Lcl
'

primary considei

On 26 and 27 November, accompanied by Naval Shore
Commander, Crimea, I inspected the port commands
in Theodosia and Kerch and the installations ar
the t: aes. The Port Commanders were directed to
make ev -rt to a se infantry training as
the troops had be .

- primarily engaged in
construction work. Port - tders have further-
more been instructed to train reserves in the use
of machine-guns, sub- to-guns and 2 cm. anti-

t guns.

inspected Kerch I visited Commander, Air
Force Staff Crimea, . Zander, .nd discussed
problems of coop: :_ hinu
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28 November, 1942

Simferopo l

Enemy Situation :

Naval reconnaissance reported no results except
1 passenger ship 4 miles northwest of Riseh off
the Turkish coast. Coastal reconnaissance
identified heavy concentrations of shipping,
consisting of small vessels and boats, in
Ghelenjik, Tuapse, Sochi and Ocherachirii also
several vessels and 2 submarines off Ochemchiri
and Gudant.

2225 The d/p Station reported 1 submarine approximately
75 miles northeast of Constantza and increasing
activity of enemy light naval forces and sub-
marines. Off the central east coast 1 destroyer
coming from the south was identified in the
evening and some patrol vessels. To the south
1 destroyer at sea, 1 submarine escort and 5
submarines, 3 of them between the central and
western Black Soa and 2 off the east coast.

Own Situation :

Reports from radio intercept service and state-
ments by deserters unanimously point to increased
activity of the Russian Fleet and plans for a
landing on the Crimean and Caucasus coasts between
Anapa and Kerch Strait. Group South also hint
at expected enemy operations. In view of this
situation I have adopted the following measures
and issued orders that:

I.
"1st E-Boat Flotilla

1. Bo ready for attack by Russian Fleet on the
Crimean coast during the coming period.

2. If adequate warning is received from sighting
or location the flotilla will operate against
approaching enemy forces.

3. Flotilla must be at one hour T s readiness from
2 hour's after dusk until 2 hours before day-
break, otherwise operations not practicablo,

4. Report whether a state of readiness a3 undor
3) technically possible.

Admiral, Black Soa Gkdos . 5078 A I,"

The following supplementary orders to Admiral,
Black Soa Most Socret 5078 A I have boon issuod:

COM FTIAI -171-
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"1. Until the completion of the heating
installation 2 toa^.s of the 1st E-boat
Flotilla will be daily at one hour's
readiness from dawn till dusk at Ivan Eaba
except in the very worst weather.

2. On the completion of the heating
installation the number of the boats will
be increased to 4 as under 1).

3. In view of the saving in fuel and working
hours the cor.,:let ion of the heatir.
installation should be accelerated as !Duch

as possible, art dace of completion.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos.. 5123 A I,"

II.
"Italian E-boats

1. An action by the Russian Fleet against the
Crimean coast is expected during the coming
months.

2. It is planned to use Italian -Z-boats based
in Yalta a the attacking forces,

. I t . refore requc

a. that at least 4 Italian E-boata b : always
at readiness in Yalta,

b. that the boats be at one hour's operational
readiness from 2 hours after to 2
hours before dawn*

4. Request confirmation.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5077 A I."

III.
"Commander, 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla
Commander, Danube Flotilla

1. A constant watch must bo kept against
enemy mining of routes immediately off the
Crimean coast.

2. The 3rd Minesweeper Flotilla and the Motor
Mlnesw jr Group ordered:

» -

a. c proceeding close off the Crimean
coast between Cape Tarkhankutzi and Cape
Takil boatc will have their sweeps outi

b. With convoys 1 boat will .s mine-
sweeper escort, the others as U-boat
escort unless the convoy's speed is too

oh reduced by this measure,

Adm iral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5075 A I."
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I consider it necessary to transfer the Battle
H.Q,. of Naval Shore Commander, Crimea from Yalta
to Theodosia since the coast at Theodosia is
particularly suited to landing operations. My
view is, moreover, that a Russian landing on the
Crimea will primarily- aim at tying down supplies
for the Caucasus front on the Kerch-Taman line.
The strip of land between Theodosia and Arataatsky
Bay will probably be the sealing-off point,
Pocal point of coastal defense is thus the
region between Theodosia and Kerch, The harbor
defenses there should, in my opinion, be
reinforced, and I have therefore issued the
following orders:

t

"Intelligence of intended enemy landing in the
Crimea growsi Orders to commands for the
immediate reinforcement of harbor defenses are:

1, Naval Shore Commander, Crimea will transfer
Battle H.Q. to Theodosia,

2, Lieutenant (s.g,) Eichenberg and about 100
men will be detailed for special duties for
the defense of the harbor at Theodosia.
Lt, Cdr, Koch will remain Port Commander,
Theodosia,

3, Commander Kastenbauer will be Port Commander,
Kerch.

4, Lt, Cdr, von Hertzbcrg appointed to the staff
of Naval Shore Commander, Crimea, •

5, Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine will dispatch
. 150 men by rail to Simferopol to be available
for duties with Naval Shore Commander, Crimea.
The officer-in-charge of the transportation
will be chosen from the remainder of the staff
of Naval Shore Commander, Xcrxos. Naval
Shore Commander, Crimea will order the start
of operations.

Admiral, Black Sea G-kdos . 5111."

Naval Liaison Staff, Rumania stated that the
Chief of the Rumanian Naval High Command and the
G-oneral Staff have, on political grounds, been
considering tho possibility of immediately
transferring the steamers "Bessarabia" and
"

: ransilvania" from Istanbul to Constantza and
requested a survey of tho situation and whether
the proposed measure would further aggravate it.
My own attitude is contained in the following
teletype to Naval Liaison Staff, Rumania:

fTI AI -173-
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"Re Naval Liaison Staff, Gkdos. 1474:
* •

1. Sudden transfer of steamers to Constantza
in present critical circumstances must, in
Turk* , be interpreted as weakness or lack

confidence.

2. No intelligence received here could possibly
oil danger to the steamers in Istanbul.

3. Unfavorable impression and consequcne
resulting frot: by transfer regarded here

: out of proportion to any advantage to be
incd from the st t Ing securely

berthed in Constantza.

4. .-.5 far as the political res car. bo
judged from here, my views are a st
transfer plan.

Admiral, Black Sea :-:;dcs .Che f s .111 A I."

Owing to lack of fucl.U 9 left the oper_ al
a toe r her to Constantza.
report cf the results of the oporation has
yet come in.

Escort j the motor minesweeper group, the
-- left Kerch for _.

In Kerch Stra . be areen Pavlovski and Cape
Takil, the FZ -group provided ground mine
escort.

about 1400 Kerch-Taman traffic had to be
.ccled owing to the weather.

>EI?TI AL
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20 November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

Long distance reconnaissance intercepted 1
merchant ship in Turkish territorial waters.

The Caucasus ' coast could not be observed owing
to the weather. Coastal reconnaissance reported
a heavy concentration of merchant ships in harbor
again today; approximately 100 craft and 16
coastal vessels were identified in Sochi,
Between Sochi and Gagri 2 merchant ships and

- 1 medium-sized tanker.

According to a radio intercept report, for the
first time no patrol activity was detected in
the coasta.1 area. One submarine escort was
intercepted off the southern cast coast, in
addition 4 submarines at sea, according to radio
traffic 2 of them between the central and western
Black Sea and 2 off the east coast.

Own Situation

:

Transportation of the 5 0th Infantry Division from
Kerch to Tamari ended today.

Commanding Admiral, Crimea reported further army
formations to be shipped from Kerch to Taman,
they will be taken over on 50 November, These
include 5 Turkmonian battalions and Rumanian
infantry detachments.

Prom air reconnaissance reports and D/F messages
it is to be concluded that the Russian Fleet
still remains at the bases of Poti and Batum,
Commander, 30th U-Boat Flotilla has therefore
boon instructed to employ U 24 which should,
according to dead reckoning, have arrived at her
operational area today, in operations against
Russian supply traffic immediately off the coast
between Fitsunda and Uchdorc (sec Admiral, Black
Sea Gkdos. 110, War Diary 27 Novombor).

A message received from U 9, now on her return
, stated that she had scored no successes

and that a torpedo fired on a steamer of
approximately 1,500 tons had missed.

CO! TI \L -175-
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50 'November, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Long distance reconnaissance reported 2 merchant
ships of about 3,000 tons on the roads off the
southeast coast of Turkey, Two patrol vessels
and 1 M.T.B, off the northern east coast.
According to coastal reconnaissance several
merchant ships and small vessels were off the
northern and central east coast. Pour merchant
ships and 25 boats v/ero intercepted at Ghelenjik
and 4 freighters and 10 boats at Tuapse,

On 29 November Air Force Staff, Crimea reported
that the radar gear of Aivbi-Aircraft Regiment 27
clearly located 3 to 4 rapidly moving objects in
Kerch Strait, approximately between grid squares
6673 to 6676, No reply to request for recog-
nition signal, turned when searchlights wore
played, objectives located departing, Anti-
Aircraft Regiment has been ordered to attack all
objectives which have not been notified as German
or which fail to use a recognition signal or use
the wrong one and in any other way arouse
suspicion. Close liaison betv/een Port Commander,
Kerch and Anti -Aircraft Regiment 27 regarding
our own vessols putting in and out of port has
been guaranteed.

The D/p Station reported only slight activity of
light enemy naval forces. Three patrol vessels
and 1 M.T.B, intercepted in the coastal area.
One destroyer off the central and 1 off the
southern ea3t coast, further 1 submarine escort
and 2 submarines off the east coast. Two
submarines intercepted betv/een the central and
'western Black Sea,

Own Situation ;

Air Force Staff, Crimea sent information that
according to a Russian deserter, large-scale
landings arc to bo expected on the night of
30 November or 1 December between Novorossisk
and Tarnan or on the Kerch Peninsula, Naval
Shore Coramandor, Caucasus reported that he has

i unconfirmed reports of concentrations
of Shipping having been observed, suggestive of
plans for a landing. The Army has ordered the
first degree of alarm. Thus repeated messages
received about intended Russian landings arc
now being confirmed and the exact time given.
Concentrations of shipoing in Ghelenjik 'arc
likewise indicative of plans for a landing.
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I have been led by the above intelligence to
take additional precautions against Russian
attempts to land, particularly in the southern
Crimea, near Theodosla, the most threatened
area, and have issued the following orders to
this effect:

I.
"Naval Shore Commander, Crimea

1, For the defense of Theodosia against invasion
of enemy forces FMB mines will be sunk bo

protect the harbor approach and moles.
Activation of the mines to be controlled from
an observation center on land.

2 Naval Shore Commander, Crimea will dispatch
experts immediately to discuss details with
Admiral, Black Sea.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5125 A I."

II.
"Nav^il Shore Commander, Crimea
3rd Motor Mine sweeper Flotilla
Danube Flotilla
1st Landing Craft Flotilla
3rd Landing Craft Flotilla

1. In the event of attacks by the Russian Fleet
on the Crimean coast and attempts to land,
all vessels afloat in the harbor which are
not detailed to put to sea for defense
purposes will be subordinated for operations
to the Poi't Commander. The Port Commander
will include vessels with their crows in his
defense plan.

2. The Port Commander will take care that boats
are berthed so as to bo able bo use their
weapons against invading forces

•

5, Commanders of vessels entering port will
obtain instructions from the Port Commander
regarding emergency regulations and defonso
measures and the duties assigned to them.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5125 A I."

[II. •

"] ival Shore Commander, Crimea

1. Situation:
Russian landing to be expected. Bay and
harbor of Theodosia in particular danger.
Prompt warning of the coast essential to
successful defense.

TIAL -177-
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2. Orders:

a. Naval Skore Comniande"r, Crimea v/ill select
fr :hing vessels placed at the
disposal of the Industrial Detachment by

.:_
- -. r seaworthy boats with

to iorm a harbor defense group.
M

b. 5oats will be stationed in Theodosia and
d disposed that, weather permitting, :'rom

dusk to dawn 2 boats are in position at a
distance of 2-5 miles from each other at
the approach to Theodosia, Crew, armaments

ment will be provided from
there

.

3. Report : n,

.ul, Zla ol: 5^ Gkdos. 5127 A I. "

al Liai fficer, tgh Com and (Army
neral Staff) )d that Army A had

ordered the rei ;ement o. coastal defenses
following pec _' agent reports of plans to
launch laniir. :ions on the Crimea. To
this end A i have sent a regiment
of mount police to the Crimea for Army Group A
and Com: ral, Ukraine has boon
jqucated to :.-;ergency units transferred

?.de available for the Crimea,
Liaison Officer, High : ..and enquired

the same time what steps been taken by the
Nav . My reply to his query is as follows;

"To Naval Liaison Officer, Ann \nd
(Array General Staff)

ral Liaison Officer / Army 'a ip A

To your C-kdos. 3560/

1

following additional nsivc ures have
been either carried out or ordered:

1. usk to dav.Ti o. i^ollowir. ssels
will be at one hour's operational readines::

a. (from 10 December approximate

L

-boats) at Ivan Baba,

> 4 Ital: 3-1 oats at Yalta,

2. Mines will be 1 tid at the entrance to Theodosia
.rbor and E nes or. .oles \rhich could

be used for 1 s by enemy vessels,

;rol boats will be stationed at the
approach to Theodosia during the night.
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4. Vessels afloat in the harbors will be
temporarily included in harbor defense.

5. Personnel of Port Commander, Thoodosia will
be reinforced by about 100 men from the
Yalta area.

6, 150 men from the area under Port Commander,
Ukraine will be transferred to the Crimea.

7, Battle H.Q. of Naval Shore Commander, Crimea
will be transferred from Yalta to Thoodosia.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5126 A I."

After sweeping route Green 40 to Croon 36
Commander, Danube Flotilla made the following
report

:

"When motor minesweeper R 30 took in her sweep
in 42° 20.5' N, 32° 31.8' E a mine exploded.
It is assumed that the mine had boon swept on
route Red between point 41 and 38 and dragged
along in the sweep* Since the dynamo meter was
out of order it is impossible to report the exact
position. Shape of mine; small and spherical,
charge approximately 30 to 50 kg., presumably
inertia contact mine,"

The route from point Green 36 to Green 39 has
beon closed to convoys because of suspected mines.
Harbor Defense Flotilla, Ochakov will bo
transferred by Commander, Convoys and Escorts,
Black Sea to Ak Mechet to carry out a check sweep.

The motor minesweeper group has also been ordered
to sweep route Green and route Rod between Grocn
41 and Green 58.

Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine today handed over
the Don shipping to Army Waterways Commission
Div, 3 as instructed.

The November statistics of supplies shipped in
the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov aro as follows:

8,828 tons Armed Forces' supplies for
Ukraino

22,028 tons commercial goods for Ukraine
,688 tons return transports
600 tons Crimoan transshipment

11,041 tons Armod Forces' supplios for
Sea of Azov

5,000 tons Keyoh-Taman and Kerch-Tomriuk
Total 7T7C3K tons

^IDENTI AI, -179*
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Plus Kerch-Taman:

18,070 men
7, 071 horL,' s

4,280 craft.

Return transports:

2,577 men
113 horses
195 craft.

With reference to t:,cse results it should be
feed that owinr; to the icinc-over of the

b a'rtheastem Sea of Azov supply traffic there
had to be stopped after 16 November 1942*
Furthermore, results were affected by tfc

weather which repeatedly led to the cancellation
or postponement of convoys.

. 1. :,'.,:. :-'
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1 December, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

numerous reconnaissance results revealed the bulk
of the Russian Fleet to be at sea, in greatest
strength in the western Black Sea and near the
Rumanian-Bulgarian coast.

Air reconnaissance sighted 1 submarine some 60
.las north of the 3osporus and attacked with

depth charges. Coastal reconnaissance detected
lively activity of coastal vessels off the ease
coast. linly in the- north. There was a fairly
largo as3enel;; of steamers and coastal vessels
in ^helenjik.

Long-range reconnaissance reported lively activity
of merchant shipr. eurkish territori:.!
waters.

0\v r. L i ~u a tion :

The following D/F 3S were received in
sue ion at appro:: ,ly 0900 from Main Naval
D/P Station, Constantza:

"Radio intercept report 0310 EET: 08C0 EET,
according to D/7 roaring, unidentified vessel
(destroyer?), 59° from Mamaia.

::aval p/p Station, Constantza G- 0102."

"Radio intercept report 0835 SET: 0£30 EET,
according to D/P bearing, destroyer 80° from
Mamaia. She sent a short signal to tho cruiser
"Dora" and to an identified vessel already

ortcd by radio intercept service at 0810#

I'-Z- ::.: :
::.'_ '__ <'7 St: :: : :, ;:._: : m :za."

.dio intercept report 0915 EET: 0900,
accordi dio traffic and D/P bearing, 2 or
3 vessels (destroyers) west of Sevastopol'as far
as Cape Tarknankutzi

.

: ::.lr. Naval p/F Station, Constantza G 0104."

In I lephone enquiry the Naval d/F
Subei- .on on Cape Hi near Theodosia

since about 0700 they had repeatedly
observed radio traffic from enemy v Is on

ring of between 240° and 260°" from Cape Ili.
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It is evident from these messages that parts of
the Russian Fleet are in the western Black Sea.
Exact position, plan and object of the operation
have not yet been discovered. Since I do not
expect a daylight landing I assume that the enemy
sortie is either being directed against German
supply traffic off the Crimean or the west coast
of the Black Sea or that it is planned to shell
the harbors.

The following immediate measures have been taken:

1. All convoys will be ordered by radiogram to
put in to the nearest port.

2. 1st E-3oat Flotilla and Italian E-boats at
Ivan Baba or Yalta ordered to stand by ready
to put out.

0. All surface forces in harbor ordered to
increase their state of readiness.

4. Naval Shore Commander, Crimea is being
informed of the situation and directed to
take steps for harbor defense.

5, Air Force Staff, Crimea has been requested
to make reconnaissance as exhaustive as
possible and so identify the position and
strength of the enemy forces.

Further D/F messages received during the morning
led to the conclusion that enemy forces arc
divided into 2 groups, the one operating north-
west, the other west of the Black Sea.

This supposition is confirmed by messages received
about 1200 stating that 5 enemy vessels shelled
Fidonisi between 0600 and 0745 and that between
0650 and 0722 some 150 shots were heard at sea
from the Bulgarian coast northeast of Kaliakra,
2 of which exploded on land.

This last message was later supplemented to the
effect that 2 torpedoes were also fired, ono of
which exploded on the coast while the other
remained jammed between the rocks.

Messages received up to 1100 enabled me to form
the following survey of the situation:

1. Light forces of the Russian Fleet made a
sortie into the western Black Soa and, having
divided into 2 groups, shollod the island of
Fidonisi and bho Bulgarian coast near Kaliakra
at about the same time of thu mornin, .

2. It is not necessarily to be assumed that this
bombardment was the actual operational task
of the formation.

C0_ YL -183-
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3. In my opinion the original purpose of the
operation was to interfere with German supply
traffic between Constantza and Odessa/Nikolaiev
or between Constantza and the Bosporus and to
destroy any convoys encountered.

4. Since the sortie proved a failure, that is no
shipping was encountered, the northern group
shelled' the island of Pidonisi where there is
nothing but a light and some Rumanian
personnel. The southern group shelled the
Bulgarian coast probably in the mistaken
belief that they were off Constantza (error
in fix). The possibility arises, however,
that fog caused the Russian forces to lose
contact (the Bulgarian stations heard fog
signals from the coast) so that they 3helled
one another. The fact that torpedoes were
used points to the correctness of the above
conjecture, since even if the fix is accurate,
successes cannot be scored with these weapons
without a direct target and this, therefore,
is the only explanation of their use.

5. In addition to an operation against German
supply traffic, the object of the enemy
operation may have been

a. to mine the supply routes,

b. to act as a diversion for the landings
planned to take place on the Crimean or
the Taman coast during the coming night and
which on the basis of messages they have
received, Armed Forces' High Command have
also predicted for 2 December. In view of
the fact that the enemy disclosed his
sortie and his position without cause by
shelling pointless targets (Fidonisi), a
mine laying operation which can only be
successful if undiscovered is improbable,
but it cannot be altogether ruled out,

6. According to the last D/F bearings from the
radio intercept centers the enemy was
proceeding on an easterly course.

My one opportunity of intercepting the enemy on
his r.. turn passage would be by using U 24, at
present in the operational area assigned to her
near Pitsunda Point, against the enemy .fleet
presumably returning to its bases at Poti and
Baturn on 2 December.

Commander, 30th U-Boat Flotilla received the
following, radiogram from me at 1121:

"According to D/F . reports Russian Fleet at sea.
Anticipate its return to Poti and Batum on
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2 December. Transfer U B4»a operational area
immediately to area off Poti and Batum.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5143 A I."

1249 Air Force Staff, Crimoa reported that long-
range reconnaissance identified an enemy cruiser
and destroyer at 1100 In air grid square 1411
bearing 13 0° to 180°.

This report confirmed the interpretation of the
D/F reports to the effect that enemy forces are
on their return passage.

1132 Radio intercept station Cape Hi obtained a
bearing of 128° on the old battleship "Parishskaya
Kommuna". A cross bearing was not obtained from
Constantza, thus the exact position is not known.

It is now certain that the bulk of the Prussian
Fleet is at sea. The presence of the old
battleship cannot bo explained as a rendezvous
point for returning light forces since the enemy
knows that we have no naval forces available for
pursuit. I am therefore all the more inclined
to expect the landing operation reported by the
various stations to take place in the coming
night. Those light forces now returning,
bogefchor with the heavy ships in tho central
and eastern Black Sea, would cover the operation.
In this event, the question arises, however, as
to whether the destroyers 1 radius of action is
sufficient to carry out this second operation in
immediate succession to yesterday's sortie
without refuel.

In order that forces heading towards the Taman or
Crimean coasts may bo identified as soon as
possible and weakened before thoy reach tho
coast, I have decided to occupy a patrol line
along the coast between Yalta and Anapa after
dark with every boat of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla
and of the Italian E-Boat Flotilla ready for
operations. The following order went out to
this effect at 1555:

"1. Situation:
Russian cruiser and destroyer attacked Fidonisi

- early this morning. According to D/F reports
and air reconnaissance, at 1100 tho formation
was in air grid square 1411, on a south-
easterly course. In addition to the above
there were other enemy forces at sea including
the old battleship in the eastern Black Soa.
There was a fairly heavy concentration of
steamers and coastal vessels in Ghclcnjik.
Perhaps the Russians will carry out landing
operations off the south coast of the Crimoa

AI
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in the coming night, using the fleet already
at sea and the transports at Ghelenjik, in
which case last nl ' nations
intended to camouflage landing plans.

Orders :

a» After dark 5 boats of 1st 3-Boat Flotilla
will occupy a patrol line between Cape Hi

.d Cap: Vakil, and 2 others a line between
.ezni Rog and Anapa.

b. 4 coats of the Italian E-Boat Flotilla will
occv trol line between Cape Ayu Dagh

Atlan .

3. On enc ring enemy send-. "Most: JJnBnediate 1

report,

4. Lck ar 1 tte or.

5. 11 leave the patrol line at dawn on
2 I r ^nd return to bases,

__ .iral, Zlack Soa C-kdos. 5146 A I."

Port : , ..napa reported that a group of
1 fairly large and 5 smaller ships, bearing 500°
from Anapaj were observed at a distance of 20 km,
off the coast, supplementary report was
received from Na .al Liaison Officer, Army Group A
to the effect that of
1 cruiser, 3 destroyers 25 small vessels.

Air Force F, Crimea encountered no enemy
forces durj .ar recon aissance over the eastern
Black 3 ad doubts the accuracy of Anapa's
report since reoc lane Lnod the
Anapa sea ar twoon 1400 and 1500 in good
visibility without result.

Between 2C00 and 2100 Mair .1 D/p aion,
Const destroyers north of Cape
Sinope": r conJ an that the forces are
pros- re ;urnin .

nd 2245 Port Cc: Ler, Sevastopol
several lights at soa, bearing 280°.

loud also heard,
in aper ti .'_' Sevastopol Bay

duri ich 2 mines exploded, I have therefore
closed route Brown 2 to Green 42 and have ordered

r, Crimean Coast to use the motor mine-
sw roup in Yalta to chock the closed route,

1145 U 9 put in to Constantsa from her first operation,
escorted by 2 motor minesweepers. Apart from a
1,500-ton steamer unsuccessfully attacked by a
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torpedo in air grid square 1573 (off Poti), the boat
sighted no other snipping o^ larger vessels
although for days she* lay immediately off the
coast. Patrol of the area off Poti and Batum and
near Pitsunda Point is weak* U 9 was only once
chased from grid square 1350 to 137 by a motor
minesv;eeper or M.T.B. which was evaded by sub-
merging. On the return passage U 9 sighted a
Russian submarine of the " Jakobinetz" class in
grid square 5395. In air grid square 12242/12248
U 9 reported a double net barrage more than 400
meters deep suspended from great glass balls,
I cannot believe that it is possible to anchor a
net barrage in such d. great depth of water and in
an area, moreover, v/here there is a surface flow
of up to 3 miles an hour. Commander, U 9 added
that the observation was accurate and that a
mistake was out of the question 3ince he was in
the immediate vicinity of the barrage,

0740 U 9 was met by 2 boats of the 3rd Motor Minesweeper
Flotilla at point CS 1 and brought back to
Constantsa with minesweeper escort. Two mines
were cut. Presumably they came from our own deep
minefield south of Constantsa, ' As a precautionary
measure Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea
closed the southern entrance to Constantza because
mines wore suspected. The 3rd Motor Minesweeper
Flotilla has had orders to make a check sweep.

-n %
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C December, 1942

Simferopol

5nc r.y S i tua t i on ;

Reconnaissance revealed that most of the Russian

forces are withdrawing in to harbors in the south-

eastern Black Sea. At 0746 parts of the fleet
were some 25 miles west of Batum; at 0719
reconnaissance Intercepted 2 destroyers 60 miles
southwest of Sochi. Approximately 2 hours later

the same destroyers were 50 mile3 south of Gagri
proceeding at high speed, course castsouthcast.

; 0746 the battleship "Farishskaya Kommuna",
1 heavy cruiser of the "Kirov" class, 1 destroyer
and several patrol vessels, with a close escort of

5 planes, wore sighted by a reconnaissance plane
which was unsuccessful! tacked. Coastal
reconnaissance identified 1 torpodoboat, 2 mjrehant
ships, several coastal vessels of about 100-200
tons plus 30 to 40 boats in Ghelcnjik harbor ;

2 M.T.B.s and 6 coastal vessels off Tuapse,
2 merchant ships in the harbor, totaling in all

out 1,500 tons. At 0300, 60 miles west of
Sukhum, 2 destrovors course 130°.

according to the D/P Station the 2 enemy groups
operating on 1 December in the western Black Sea
probably put in to their bases on the afternoon
of 2 December. Apart from the vessels reported,
cruiser A, which at noon on 2 December was north
of Trabzon, lso at sea, lq battleship
which according to D/P bearing has been at sea
since the morning of 1 December, has not left the
eastern Black Sea and probably put in to harbor
on the morning of 2 December. No further shipping

3 identified off the east coast apart from some
ill vessels. One submarine between central and

• 3stern Black Sea; 3 further submarines inter-
cepted at sea.

Own Situation :

The 1st E-Boat Flotilla and the Italian E-boats
last night occupied the patrol line assigned to
them between Theodosia and Anapa. 3 enemy
foi- ..ere sighted. The boats returned to their

. out 0600.

Main Naval D/P Station, Constantza obtained a
bearing on the cruiser "Dora" in air grid square
7340/7560.

0704 A long-range reconnaissance plane reported
2 destroyers in grid square boll bearing 130°.
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1200 Constantza obtained a bearing on a cruiser in
grid square 0232,

These reports are clear evidence that the Russian
Fleet is returning to the bases Poti and Batum
and will be putting in there in groups during
the morning and afternoon*

Hence at 1229 radiogram to all commands:

"Radiogram 0910/1:
Cancel increased state of readiness, Rosume
convoy and escort duties insofar as routes not
closed because of mines.

Adm iral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5165 A I. "

Conclusion:

The landing operation which I had anticipated
did not take place last night. Thus the object
of the enemy operation, apart from the unlikely
suggestion of a rainelaying operation, would
appear to have been a sortie against German
supply routes off the west coast.

By maintaining absolute radio silence during the
approach passage the enemy succeeded in advancing
unobserved as far as the Rumanian and Bulgarian
coasts. That this surprise sortie caused no
German losses was a mere matter of chance.
Although this first large-scale operation,
indicative of British influence, yielded no
successful results, I must expect a repetition
of similar operations since our lack of every
form of defense only encourages the enemy.

Apart from a reinforcement of the flank covering
forces off tho west coast, already ordered and in
progress, I have no naval forces available to
repulse similar operations. The only method of
frustrating enemy operations against supply
traffic in the Western Black Sea- is by means of
exhaustive air reconnaissance over the eastern
and central Black Sea, In this way the move-

nts of enemy forces would be promptly identified,
thus enabling German convoys to be stopped at
once. bs of the last few days have shown
that the s •onnaissanco of Air Force Staff,
Crimea " led to fulfill these conditions,
I have <

• made the following request to
Air Force Staff, Crimea:

"1. Re Situation 1 December:

a. Early on the morning of 1 December tho
Russian Fleet appeared in two groups with
cruisers and destroyers in tho northwestern
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2.

Black Sea and off the Rumanian and Bulgarian
coasts. Other naval forces, including the
"Parishskaya Kommuna 1

', were in the eastern
Black- Soa on 1 December.

b. Air reconnaissance failed to intercept
enemy forces which must have left Poti and
Batum on the night of 29/30 November at
the very latest, on their outward passage.

c. Harbor reconnaissance also failed to
identify the departure of the Russian
Fleet,

d.-On the return passage air reconnaissance
only sighted cruisers and destroyers in
grid square 1411 at 1100 although the
position of the enemy forces was
approximately known from D/F reports.

Consequences

:

a. Surprisingly successful enemy sortie as
far as the west coast of the Black Sea in
our estimation proves that insufficient
pianos are available for satisfactory air
reconnaissance,

b. In view of the significance of the supply
route off the west coast and off the Crimea
and the lack of sufficient naval forces to
protect and escort important convoys
against attacks by superior Russian surface
forces, very exhaustive air reconnaissance
of fcho eastern and central Black Soa is
urgently requested if convoys arc to be
stopped in good time,

c. Since there are no G-crman surface forces
available for operations against the
Russian Fleet, it is imperative that planes
suitable for attacking naval targets should
also be supplied.

5. Request attitude to 2 )

.

Admiral, Black Soa Gkdos , 5164 A I."

Steamer Ho, 10 today swept the closed route from
to Green 42 with Oroposa gear. No mines

swept. The minesweeper group will continue the
chock-sweep on 3 December,

FZ-Group, K^rch swept the direct route from Cape
Takil to the gap in the Pavlovski minefield with
Oropesa goar. No mines swept,

Kcrch-Taman and Kcrch-Tcmriuk traffic continued
according to plan.
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3 December, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situatio n:

Between the northern and central east coast
lively activity of merchant shipping and patrol
vessels; average size of the merchant ships
sighted about 3,000 tons. In the eastern Black
Sea and off the Turkish coast no traffic observed.

. Naval D/P Station, Constantza intercepted
individually routed small vessels in the coastal
area, and in the evening 1 destroyer off the
southern and 1 off the central east coast. The

. large destroyer "Charkov" and an unidentified
vessel were probably in the southeastern Black
Sea at noon. In addition 1 submarine escort
and 3 submarines were identified at sea, 1 or 2
of the submarines were between the central and
western Black Sea.

Own Situation :

The closed route Brown 2 to Green 42 was reopened
at 1013 after an unsuccessful 3Woep by the Motor
Minesweeper Group and the Harbor Defense Flotilla,
Sevastopol.

The Motor Minesweeper Group next swept route
Green 38 to Green 41. No mines swept. On the
return passage to Sevastopol the group swept two
overgrown inertia contact minos outside the route.

Now that E-boats S 40 and S 51 have arrived at
Ivan Baba after having completed their refit, I

. have decided to release S 26 and S 49 for an
engine overhaul at Constantza since they have
completed the prescribed number of working hours.

. The boats are expected to be at operational
readiness again by 25 December, When tho engines
of these boats have been overhauled it will bo
the turn of S 72 and S 102. With this repair
schedule there will always be a minimum of 4
E-boats at operational readiness.

The 1st E-Foat Flotilla has received tho following
orders

:

"S 26 and S 49 will bo shipped to Constantza from
Ivan Baba on the evening of 3 December, weather
permitting, for a slight engine overhaul. Submit
"out of action" report and at tho samo timo
provisional date when operational readiness will
be restored.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5175 A I."

Between 2300 and 2400 two Russian M.T.B.s shollod
the coast noar Anapa without result,
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4 December, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Only slight activity of merchant ships and small
vessels off the entire east coast. One merchant
ship, 6 coastal vessels and some 60 boats
identified in Ghelenjik harbor. During the
morning 15 miles northwest of Sochi, 1 destroyer
and 1 patrol vessel. Long-range reconnaissance
was hampered by the weather but identified a
submerged submarine in grid square 6349.

One submarine was detected by D/P bearings during
the night south of Theodosia. • Off the east
coast and in the central Black Sea 1 destroyer,
1 minelayer, 5 minesweepers, 2 M.T.B.s,
1 submarine escort and 2 submarines intercepted.
Two more submarines were in the central Black
Sea, one has already been mentioned above, and
was detected at night off Thoodosia. Also
2 submarines in the western Black Sea.
Striking lull in radio traffic on fleet waves
since 3 Docombor.

Own Situation ;

Air Force Staff, Crimea has replied to my request
for a very exhaustive reconnaissance over the
eastern and central Black Sea (see War Diary
2, December) with the following teletype:

Re Situation 1 December:
Admiral, Black Sea C-kdos . 5164 A I:

Re 2 ) a and b

:

Only air reconnaissance flown continuously in
close formation over the entire Black Sea' can
ensure an almost exhaustive survey. Even then,
during the long nights or on days of poor-
visibility, there can be no absolute certainty.
Reconnaissance of this kind uses up so much
personnel, materiel and fuel that it would
probably cost more than the loss or damage by
shelling of a few ships.

Request for increased reconnaissance during the
present critical situation is out of the question.
Loe -• reconnaissance which has so far been
fie .ily even in the worst weather conditions,
will be sli_ biy increased as much as forces
permit and, as a result of the experience on
1 December, partly re-organized . Harbor
reconnaissance by land-based long-range planes is
oven more dependent on -..eafcher and visibility.
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Re 2) c:
The constant readiness of bomber formations for
operations against targets at sea is In view of
the general situation impossible and not to be
contemplated since opportunities to attack are
so rare. As before, the forces available in
the area must be used as the occasion arises.

(Signed) General Zander.

Air Force Staff, Crimea la No. 752 Gkdos .

Since my request for an exhaustive reconnaissance
cannot be met, I think the best solution would be
to report the movements of the Russian Fleet as
promptly as possible by means of a daily harbor
reconnaissance, more particularly of the bases
Poti and Batum. An afternoon reconnaissance
would suffice to ascertain whether most of tho
Fleet lay in the bases and thus surmise whether
a large-scale operation against the Crimean or
west coast was being planned for the next night,
I therefore made the following request to Air
Force Staff, Crimea:

"Fie I A No. 752 Gkdos:
Since in view of the strained aircraft situation
an increase in your reconnaissance forces is
unlikel;/, I request you to fly a reconnaissance
of the harbors Poti and Batum evory afternoon,
woather permitting.

For operations from these bases against Taman or
tho Crimea the Russian Fleet must leave at about
1400 at the latest if a landing is to be effected
during darkness. If at that time tho Fleet is
still in port no large-scale operation is likely
that night.

Results of harbor reconnaissance must be
immediately transmitted to Admiral, Black Sea so
that countermcasui'os can, if necessary, be taken
here. Request attitude.

Admiral, Black Sea 5220 A I."

lifter "chc 4 Italian E-boats ready in Mariupol for
transfor to tho Caspian had boon sent back to
Sevastopol, ic had to bo investigated whether
transportation from there to Rostov and on again
to Makh .a la was possible by rail should
transportation to the Caspian have to bo under-
taken before the end of tho difficult ico period
in the Sea of A7.ov.

The Transport Commandant's Office, Poltava
informed us, in this connection, chat the boats
could not travel by rail because they arc too
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broad. Thus they will only be able to roach
Makhach Kala if they can get to Mariupol by sea.

On 5 December the last steamers leave Rostov and
Mariupol for Kerch, Thus, after 5 December, the
minesweeping planes stationed at Mariupol can be
dispensed with. Teletype to Air Force Staff,
Crimea

:

"Minesweeping Ju planes no longer needed in the
Sea of Azov after 5 December since the last
steamers will be transferred to the Black Sea on
4 December.

Admiral, 31ack Sea Gkdos . L:1512 A I."

Perry traffic to Taman was temporarily stopped
today owing to lack of cargo. On the other hand
the naval ferry barges of the 1st Landing Graft
Flotilla were used in the Eerch-Tcmriuk supply
traffic for 17th Army H.Q. in greater strength.
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5 December, 194;';

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

In general slight movements of merchant shipping
off the entire east coast, on the other hand
livelier patrol activity. On the night of
4 December 2 M.T.B.s attacked Anapa; reconn-
aissance operations in the central Black Sea were
broken off owing to the weather. Along the
Turkish coast merchant shipping traffic.

The radio intercept report was also suggestive of
only light enemy naval forces. Off the northern
east coast nothing identified, in the central and
southern parts 3 minelayers, 2 minesweepers,
4 patrol vessels and 5 M.T.B.s identified. In
the morning 1 destroyer at sea, position unknown,
'presumably eastern Black Sea. Two submarines
between the central and western Black Sea. One
submarine intercepted off the oast coast.

Own S i tua t i on

:

While checking the Constantza-Varna route the 3rd
Motor Minesweeper Flotilla swept 4 mines and 4
explosive float:; on the edge of the Bulgarian
declared area in approximately 43° 13.2' N,
28° 16' E. According to the Flotilla Commander's
report, thoy arc mines from a former minefield
laid by the Bulgarians, the exact position of
which is unknown. No mines which might have been
laid during the Russian sortie on 1 December were
swept.

In reply to my request for exhaustive reconn-
aissance of shipping in Poti and Batum (see War
Diary 4 December) the Air Force Staff, Crimea
reported:

"Air Force Group, Caucasus has been requested to
carry out a harbor reconnaissance of Poti and
Batum, and of part of the east coast of the
Black Sea.

Air; Force Staff , Crimea 760/42 Gkdos."

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza and Subsidiary
Station, C Hi located a submarine at 0100 in
the coastal area off Thoodosia. Port Commander,
Thoodosia reportod increased state of roadinoss
as a result of this d/f report.

Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A roportod that
the Kerch-Taman service is being tumporarily
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canceled because it is proving impossible to find
transportation for the units which have been
brought over* A reply to Commanding Admiral,
Crimea's further enquiry stated that a few more
formations will arrive by rail in Kerch for
shipment to Taman in about 8 days. Since the
naval ferry barges of the 3rd Landing Craft
Flotilla which were used to transport the 50th
Infantry Division will no longer all be needed,
I intend shortly, with Commanding Admiral,
Crimea's consent, to withdraw 4 naval ferry
barges of. the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla,

Since the Russian Fleet has returned to the bases
Foti and Bat urn and there are no 3igns of its
putting out again soon, I consider that U 24
should be transferred back to her former opera-
tional area near Pitsunda Point against supply
traffic off the Caucasus coast.

The boat has been instructed accordingly by the
30th U-Boat Flotilla.

The FZ-C-roup swept no mines during minosweeping
operations between Pavlovshi and Cape Takil.

Group South reported that according to intelli-
gence reports, the Russian Fleet plans landings
in the Rumanian coastal area and offensive
operations with heavy forces against Constantza.

Group South has ordered a check-sweep of the
minefields off Constantza to discover whether
the mines there are still active. I made the
following report

:

"Re Group South Op. 4919 G:

1. The minefields off Constantza will probably
have been depicted by the ice and heavy seas,
particularly the northern and southern wings.
No definite data on the actual state of the
minefields available, however.

2. Suggestions:

a. Before relaying or supplementing the mine-
fields shallow draught minesweepers with
indicator guar should check the individual

Kii'icld sections

.

b. The sections discovered during the check-
sweep to be insufficiently effective should
be supplemented with EMC mines.

c. The position, distance apart of mines, etc.
of these supplementary minefields can only
bo decided after the results of the check-
sweep have been received.

Admira l, Black Sea Gkdos. 5227 A I."
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6 Docember, 1942

Simferopol

ifoQjrcy. S 1 tua tion ;

No reconnaissance results apart from 1 Turkish
merchant ship some 50 miles east of Sarasun.
According to radio intercept reports very slight
activity of small craft in the coastal area.
Southern east coast 4 destroyers in the morning,
only 1 in the afternoon* Furthermore,
4 submarines probably intercepted off the east
coast, and 1 between the western and central
Black Sea,

Own Situation

;

0705 Air raid on Anapa, partly by army cooperation
planes. One man seriously woundod by machine-
runfire. No material damage.

There wore no mine swoc ping operations owing to
the weather.

The Temriuk traffic proceeded according to plan.

The 4th Naval Coastal Defense Detachment with
Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes sent the following
report of pianos shot down in the last 14 days:

24 November: 1 array cooperation plane
25 November: 5 army cooperation planes
5 December: 4 bombers.
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7 Decent er, 1942

feropol

Apart from some patrol vessels and merchant ships
off the northern east coast only slight traffic
of merchant ships under escort. Adverse weather
prevented reconnaissance of Turkish coast,
A1 out 50 boats and some small vessels identified
in 3helenjikt

The D/F Station likewise reported no activity of
enemy surface forces apart from some small craft.
5i>: submarines were intercepted at sea, 3 of them
probably between the central and western Black
Sea and 3 off the east coast.

Cvrr. Z±-y: _r :

tween 1200 and 1230 there was an air raid on
Ursuf Ita. 20 to 30 bombs. 27 Rumanian
soldierc 3 , 13 wounded; no material

fense by *inforced Frontier Guard Control
_ rvi.ce (Coastal) unsuccessful.

Motor fi sel So, 1 of the 71 -".-roup ran
in Eupatoria Bay in a southwest wind,

roe 6-7, and h vy -:as, and sank, Ho
personnel lost* Salvage begun and probably
possiblo as i bottom.

Motor minesweepers a route Brown 6 to
Brown 13, ires swept.

Lgta Command, Operations Division has
reques-.i views ::. the threat of enemy landings
in the Crimea. In connection with this I hav
subroi^ following survey of the situation
to C7roup South:

. 5 57 Op .

:

A, -r-vr-ve-- of :ae Situation :

1. She attack ot Russian naval forces on
ionisi and the Bulgarian coast on

1 December is evidence of the Russian Fleck's
activity, British influence

ble ,

2. 7 - operations of this nature are to be
sted, leir main objective will be to

with and tie down supplies
c: for the Caucasus
army in order to weaken th. front
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there and finally eliminate it during the
winter.

3. This objective can only take permanent effect
by a landing on the Crimea together with or
supported by the Russian Fleet with the
chief aim of interrupting German supply
traffic via Kerch. Statements by prisoners
of war and deserters repeatedly point to
Russian intentions to land.

4. Geographically it is to be assumed that the
Crimea, between Theodosia and Kerch, will
be selected for the landing since

a. the land is narrowest there for a complete
soalin r;-off,

b. the character of the coast favors
landings,

c. the harbors of Theodosia and Kerch are
suitable for unloading hoavy gear,

d. it is the shortest route both for approach
and for the shipment of subsequent
supplies

.

5. A landing between Theodosia and Sevastopol
is unlikely since the coast there is very
steep and the Yaila Mountains, which thrust
right down to the coast, prevent the
formation of troops into contingents of
any size.

6. The coast between Sevastopol and Cape
Tarkhankutsi is suitable for landings but
has considerable disadvantages 3ince

a. the jumping-off position and supply base
arc very far apart,

b. a landing over a wide area would roquire
stronger forces than on the Kerch
Peninsula.

7. According to 4) and 6), oxcept for raids and
nuisance raids on convoys' and ports and
possibly small local landings for sabotage
purposes, large-scale continuous operations
arc only to be expected between Theodosia
and Kerch. Hence create focal point thoro.

B« Defensive Measures ;

1. Guns for coastal defense see Admiral, Black
Sea Gkdos. 5228 dated 4 December.

\L -199-
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2. Additional measures against enemy landings
see Admiral, Black -Sea Gkdos • 5126 dated
30 November.

5. Measures taken and forces available
sufficient, in our estimation, for harbor
defense. point ammunition (see
Admiralr- Black Sea 5112 dated 30 November).

Admiral, Black Sea C-kdos. 5247 A I."

3 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla checked the
southern exit from Gonstantza, which has been
close J. since 1 December because mines were
suspected. nines v.cre swept. te route
has been reopened.

At approximate!" 1645 the steamer "Succeava"
from Gonstantza, escorted by 5 boats of the 3rd

or Minesweeper Flotilla, put in to
Sevastopol.
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'

8 December, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

No reconnaissance results received from Air Force
Staff, Crimea because adverse weather and cloud,
sometimes agp low as 200 meters, hampered ground
visibility^!

D/F Station, Constantza detected no shipping
activity in' the northern and central east coast
apart from small craft. One destroyer intercepted
in the southern part towards evening, 2 submarines
between the central and western Black Sea and
1 submarine off the oast coast.

Own Situatio n:

According to prisoners' statements:

1. Supply ships with stores and ammunition v/ill
put in to Tuapse and Ghelenjik between 2300
and 0400. Unloading will take place under
cover of darkness. Having unloaded the ships
will put out immediately.

2. One ship will enter Ghelenjik every night, be
rapidly unloaded and leave immediately.

Although these observations date back some time,
I consider it imperative that the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla, last off Tuapse on the night of 24/25
November, should be put into operation against
this supply traffic. Since the weather forecast
is favorable, the 1st E-Boat Flotilla received
the following orders for the coming night:

1. The 1st E-Boat Flotilla will operate on the
night of 8/9 December against enemy supply
traffic off the Caucasus coa3t. Four boats
will take part under the Flotilla Commander.

• 2 . Execution :

The flotilla v/ill put out at 1200 on
8 December from Ivan Baba and be in the
opci'- 1 area between Tuapse and Sochi by
about 1900, focal point Cape Uchdore. Tho
operation v/ill bo broken off so that the
flotilla may put in to Ivan Baba again by
about 08 00 on 9 December. Torpedoes may be
fired at any valuable target. Should tho
operation have to bo prematurely broken off
owing to the weather, report by radiogram.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5268 A I."

qq^ \L
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1200 Four boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla put out
from Ivan Baba.'

1510 A repo 3 received that the operation had to
be broken off due tc heavy swell and increasing
ind at the head of Kerch Strait,

Since all the naval ferry barges held in
readiness for the Kerch-Taman transportations
are no longer required (see War Diary 4 December),
Command!) iral, Crimea- has consented to the
withdrawal of 4 belonging to the 3rd Land-
Craft Flotilla, which has received orders to
transfer 4 naval ferry barges to Sevastopol while
using them to transport supplies from Kerch to
Sevastopol or intermediate ports.

The follow!] radiogram was received from Group
South:

"Naval I .nd wired: 'Examine and report
without del:. i many naval ferry barges can be
ready within the shortest possible time for
transfer via the Dardanelles to the Mediterranean
for use in Italy.' Group South added: 'Send
results of invss ion and final date as soon
as possible •

i

Group South Op. 642 Gkdos."

In reply Admiral, Black Sea proposed:

:,V.ith reference to Gkdos. 642 Op.:

1. Propose that the naval ferry barges to be
handed over be taken from the 1st Landing
Craft Flotilla and leave the complete 3rd
Landing Craft Flotilla with its 21 barges and
its staff in the Black Sea, This flotilla
will thus continue to be ready for tactical
operations at short notice.

2. The following can be handed over from the 1st
Landing Craft Flotilla:

a. Four n v l1 i barges at Varna, date of
transfer IS December.

b. Four naval ferry barges at present employed
1 1; tr .-fie.

This jsiimate does not include the 4 naval
_' rry barges to be transferred to the Aegean.

3. After supplying a total of 12 naval ferry
h:.v~^z the present quota of transport tasks
can be performed by drawing on the 3rd Landing
Craft Flotilla. Another point is that these

»
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ferry barges of the 1st Landing Craft Flotilla
being used. in.'the Kerch-Tainan traffic will
shortly have to bo withdrawn for an urgent
and thorough overhaul •

Admiral, Black Sea o;;69 A I."

Group South has agreed to my proposal regarding
the renewal of the Constantza minefields (see
Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5227 A I, War Diary
5 December) and has issued orders for immediate
execution.

Naval Training Command received the following
orders

:

"Re Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 5227 A I:

1. Naval Training Command will carry out task
in accordance with directions under 2a),

2. After execution Naval Training Command will,
if necessary, submit plans for the renewal or
relaying of certain minefield sections.

5.' Keep Admiral, Black Sea constantly informed
regarding progress of the work in accordance
with 1).

"

- ^iral» Black Sea 5152 A I."
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10 December, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

Air reconnaissance greatly hampered by showers of
rain. No reconnaissance results from the south-
eastern Black Sea. Off the northern east coast
some patrol vessels and merchant ships. Some
50 boats identified in Ghelenjik, about 20 in
Tuapse and a few in the harbor at Sochi.

0408 On 10 December d/p Station, Gonstantza reported
1 submarine on the line Mamaia-Perckop. During
the morning the D/p Station intercepted 1 destroyer
off the central east coast on a southerly course,
1 destroyer off the southern part, during the
afternoon on a northwesterly course. One
submarine was located between the central and
western Black Sea. Otherwise only slight activity
of patrol vessels and small craft.

Own Situation :

Naval Training Command proposed that the check-
sweep of the Constantza minefields ordered by us
(see War Diary 5 and 8 December) be abandoned and
that their renewal by laying 5 now sections be
undertaken at once.

An investigation of this proposal has shown that
the check of the Cons tan tza minefields in question
cannot be abandoned. The reason is explained in
the following teletype to Naval Training Command
(cop?/ to Group South):

"To Commander, Naval Training Command 1665
Gkdos • Chefs.

:

1. Attitude to above reference:

a. Minelaying in accordance with Commander,
Naval Training Command's proposal calls for
900 EMC mines, of which there are only 500
available in the ar< . At the earliest it
111 take a few weeks for the missing EMC

mil lied from Germany, so that
it will only be possible to lay 3 sections.
Thus .1 Training Command's basic demand
for t] mmodiate relaying of the Constantza
minefields can only be partly fulfillod.

b. In view of the present shortage of materials,
unless proved to be the most urgent necessity,
the use of 900 EMC mines cannot be justified.
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c. Laying new minofields would moan that the
order to lay the flanking minofields would
have to be dela^rod or even canceled should
it prove impossible to obtain further
supplies of EMC mines from Germany. The
experience of 1 December has proved the
importance of such minefields in order to
safeguard the supply routes against
attacks by surface forces and submarines.

d. Thus, in view of the available supplies of
mines, the la:/ing of the new Constantza
minefields must fall within the framework
of general planning.

c. Knowledge of the state and effective-
ness of the former Constantsa mine-
fields is therefore essential. The
indirect exploitation of the minefields by
the enemy ov/ing to his knowledge of them
must also bo taken into account.

2. Naval Training Command v/ill make a rapid check
sweep of the minefield sections in accordance
with Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos • 5251 A I.

-dmiral, 31ack Sea C-kdos. Chefs. 114."

Unfavorable v/eather hampered convoy and supply
traffic. Convoys on passage were compelled to
put in to intermediate harbors.

With, reference to my proposal for handing over
further naval forry barges to the Mediterranean,
in Admiral, Black Sea 5269 A I (see War Diary
8 December) Group South wired:

"Re Admiral, Black Sea 5269 A I:

1. Agree to proposal. Send naval ferry barge
numbers and date of transfer.

2. Assume that all the naval ferry barges are
able to undertake a fairly long passage.

3. It is planned to transfer the 8 additional
naval ferry barges in 2 separate journeys
under Lieutenant (j.g.) Grabow (Special Duties).

.val Group South Op. 742 Gkdos."

Naval Training Command received the following
orders concerning this matter:

"Re Group South Op. 742 Gkdos.:

1. Apart from naval ferry barges P 308, 327, 330,
270 already intended for tho Aegean, another
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8 barges of bhe 1st Landing Craft Flotilla are
to be prepared for immediate transfer to the
Mediterranean.

2. The following have been selected:

a. F 322, 367, 369, 372 at present at Varna,
work completed 18 December,

b. Four naval ferry barges of the 1st Landing
Craft Flotilla in complete state of
readiness, at present used for supply traffic.

c. Or in place of the ferry barges quoted under
2b): F 314, 515, 31G, 563, if, including
conversion, these can be ready for transfer
sooner.

5. Naval Training Command is ordered:

a. To convert (camouflage) naval ferr:/ barges
for the transfer to the Mediterranean.

b. If necessary to withdraw 4 naval ferry
barges from the 1st Landing Craft Flotilla
from the supply traffic and transfer them
to Varna.

4. Naval Training Command will report:

a. Numbers of the naval ferry barges mentioned
under 2b )

.

b. When estimated ready to leave' Varna, as soon
as possible.

5. Additional note:
A sudden need for the naval ferry barges of the
1st Landing Craft Flotilla for supply purposes
will have to be risked. In urgent cases,
naval ferry barges from the 3rd Landing Craft
Flotilla may be used for supply and defonso
tasks if a request for them is made to Admiral,
Black Sea.

Admiral, Black S ea 5306 A I ."
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11 December, 1942

Simferopol

Enemy Situatio n:

A reconnaissance was carried out over the eastern
Black Sea. Apart from 2 M.T.B.s off Ghelenjik
and slight coastal traffic, no reports of the
enemy. According to a radio intercept report,
in the evening 1 destroyer, 1 submarine, 1 mine-
layer, 3 minesweepers, 3 patrol vessels and
3 M.T.B.s were identified off the central east
coast, and an identical group in the south-
eastern Black Sea. At 1730 a radio intercept
report was received that a destroyer was in the
southeastern 31ack Sea; other destroyers
probably in the same area or off the central
east coast.

Own Situation :

U 24, now 17 days at sea, received the following
order via Commander, 30th U-3oat Flotilla:

"You are permitted to return, 48 hours' freedom
of attack east of 40° E."

'The equipment of steamer D 15, . ran aground
in Ak Hechet Bay on 9 December, has been

Ivaged. The boat has been pumped out and
towed to Sevastopol for repairs. Lighter
No. 1357 has sprung a leak and cannot be towed
with the resources at present available.

Convoys were resumed today now that the weather
has improved.
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Simferopol

12 December, 1942

Enemy Situation ;

At 1026 a long-range reconnaissance plane reported:
destroyer of the "Genevny" class, course west,
medium speed, in grid square 7377, Otherwise
only very slight activity ox light enemy naval
forces. Off the northern east coast a few patrol
vessels and merchant ships close to the coast.
Concentration of small vessels in the harbors of
Ghelenjik and Tuapse. Two destroyers off the
southern east coast, 1 of them off the central
east coast during the afternoon. Furthermore
7 submarines, position unknown, were continuously
Intercepted, mainly central to western Black Sea.
Slight activity off the northern and central
coasts. Apart from 2 minelayers, 2 minesweepers
and M.T.B.S, which had already boon detected,
nothing further to report.

Own Situation

:

0905 Three Russian ground attack pianos machine-gunned
and bombed Anapa. Eight bombs fell near the
mole, causing no damage. Our own defenses
observed hits on 2 planes.

1247 The Air Force ferry proceeding from Kc;rch to Taman
struck a mine in 45° 20« N, 36° 51.5' E and sank.
Position about 1 mile outside the prescribed
route. The ferry, which had boon employed in
the Kerch-Taman traffic for some time and was
acquainted with the prescribed route which is
clear of mines, apparently left it in order to
shorten her passage. There was no evidence that
the mine had been recently dropped. The FZ -Group
was ordered to s^cep the Kerch-Taman route on
15 December with towed loop gear. Until the
completion of this task the route will be closed
as a precautionary measure.

The first row of contact mines has boon laid in
the approach to Theodosia harbor (see War Diary
30 November)*

According to the forecast, the weather in the
eastern Black Sea during the next 24 hours should
be caln. I have therefore ordered the 1st
E-Boat Flotilla on the night of 12/13 December
to carry out the operations assigned to them by
Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos, 5258 A I (see War Diary
8 December) against supply traffic betwoon Tuap3c
and Sochi and Which had had to be broken off
owing to the weather.
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1200 Four boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla led by
the Flotilla Commander put out from Ivan Bab .

As a result of sighting and D/F reports to the
effect that at least 3 destroyers were in the
eastern Black Sea, their task as yet not clear,
the Italian E-Boat Flotilla was ordered to
occupy a patrol line between Sarich Point and
Yalta from 1800 until dawn.

Supply traffic Kerch-Tcmriuk had to be canceled
today because ice had formed in Temriuk harbor.

-210-
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15 December, 1942

Simferopol

0630 The Italian E-boats put in to Yalta from the
patrol line, occupied as ordered, between Sarich
Point and Yalta, No enemy forces were sighted.

Prom 2000 during the past night 4 boats of the
1st E-Boat Flotilla occupied a patrol lino
between Tuapse and Sochi, focal point Sochi.
No shipping or patrol activity identified. The
flotilla reported planes to be very active along
the coast in both directions; ostensibly trans-
port planes. At 0140 the boats commenced their
return passage from grid square 9325 and put in
to Ivan Baba .n at 0030.

U 24 reported that, owing to fuel conditions, she
left the operational area at 0100 for her return
passage to Constantza. No report of results
available yet. The boat has been ordered
through the 30th U-Boat Flotilla to return via
air grid square 0213 and 5375 to point GS 1.

1100 Two Russian destroyers carried out a surprise
attack on a m convoy consisting of the
steamers "Zar Ferdinand" and ''Oituz", escorted
by 4 boats of the 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla
and the Rumanian torpedoboat "Smoul", between
G-ibrioni Bay and Burnas. Between 1100 and 1300
the convoy was fired at by Russian destroyers at
a range of 4,000 to 8,000 meters. A smoke screen
prevented our vessels from being hit. The
torpedoboat "Smcul" returned their fire. The
convoy ran in to Sulma again at 1630 without
loss or damage.

Air reconnaissance and D/F reports identified 2

enemy groups of destroyer- in the nor thv/e stern
Black Sea in the course of the morning and the
presence of further vessels, Including a cruiser,

is also surmised. One of the destroyer groups
stood on and off south of Cape St. George until
about 1600. Presumably the enemy forces v/ill
return to their bases at Poti and Batum with the
approach of dusk. In this case, assuming a
passage of 25 miles, the Russian formation will
be north of Inc^ Burun at about 0200. I have
therefore decided bhat the 1st E-Boat Flotilla
should occupy a patrol line across the supposed
enemy course on the 35th meridian and I have
issued the following orders:

"1, Situation:
Four Russian destroyers in the northwestern
Black Sea this morning* Presonco of otlu.r
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vessel i-obable. It is assumed that ths
enemy forces are at present returning and will
pass throi - he area between the Crimea and
the IPurkis coast tonight.

2 . Orders

:

a. Pour boats of ch 1st E-Boat Flotilla will
leave Ivan Baba at 1650 and will after 2000
occ b oatrol line in pairs between
3° 30' N and 42° 30 » N on the 35th

meridian,

b. .:. .:.::

enemy forces from torpedoboats
upwards

•

c. 11 1 ave the lino so as to be at
Ca^ ; :: y iawn on 14 December when,

fell into the coast, they will put
to Ivar a.

_ --'s-l, 'lac:: Sea C-kdos . A I Sated 15 Dec."

In add! -
: , >( th U-Boat Flotilla received

order: that , t present : ing to
Constantza fron operational near

. osunda Point, was to oper ist the enemy
formation on its return passage,

II operate . Lir b Elussian vessels
returnin from opers is in tern
Black 3 3 far as fuel supplies allow.

. Send] .1] constantly informed of
positions intercepted by the Air Force or

Static .

~i zju

"
1 -- 2 "-- 3— I§ .

_'
!

:3 --: A I «"

U 24 has been informed of the E-boat operations,
and the Is -Boat Flotilla o.\ 3turn of
U 24. _.as be
forbidden anti- ^.tions.

_
::. r-otoction of the south Crimean coast

e Italian E-Boat Flotilla was ore to occupy
a patrol line ich Point and Cape A;

\ -500.

Sur\ iion:

.:'.n succeeded in making a surprise
Bortic a r as the west coast. The clear aim
of the operation was to man supplies
between Constantza and 0c . o destroyer
groups and probably a cruiser group detached in

at carried out the opci .. :.e

"•2T 2"*
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northern destroyer group encountered a G-erman
convoy escorted by Inferior forces. Vigorous
and skillful tactics night well have annihilated
the entire convoy.

Since we were also unable to attack the enemy
forces from the air owing to a lack of suitable
planes, our forces had no effective counter-
measures, is will encourage tho Russians to
repeat the operation. In my opinion tho only
method of countering these attacks now that my
request, dated 2 December, for Air Force Staff,
Crimea to increase air reconnaissance and to
provide bombers has been refused, is by
immediately laying the minefields proposed north
and south of Fidonisi. I am therefore submitting
tho following request to Group South:

"1. Further enenr/ attacks on German supplies off
the western Black Sea must be expected,
particularly since the enemy encountered no
effective resistance during the last 2 sorties,

2. Since the surface forces available arc
insufficient for safeguarding our convoys-
against attacks by destroyers, the only way
of protecting our supply traffic Is by

a, adequate air reconnaissance and air cover,

b. protecting the shipping routes with
flanking minefields.

Re 2a): Admiral, Black Sea's request for
increased air reconnaissance from Air Force
Staff, Crimea after the enemy sortie of
2 December, was unsuccessful since, with the
present shortage of planes, it is impossible
to increase the reconnaissance formations.
The same applies to the request for the
provision of bombers.

Re 2b): The laying of defensive minefields
had already been ordered. The new situation
calls for an alteration in priority however,
i.e. the laying of flanking minefields against
both surface forces and submarines must take
priority over deep angle-patterned minefields.

3. Pro] c so :

a. Alteration of Admiral, Black Sea Gkdo3.
4860 A I. the sections mentionod below
will be laid in the following ordor of
priority: 3 41, S 40, S 45, S 46, S 42 .

b. Provide minefields with anti-sweeping
devices insofar as materials are available
or may bo procured in time.

VJ -21?-
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5, Naval '_: :and will i ;ely start
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in accordance with par .
"

.

liral, Black Sea . fs«

I shall '. appro ir Force Staff, Crimea
for incr : ."- over the
easT . we : t .: n 1 :".: - ,

today's e?r nee of one
i tio

:- Ker: - lan rout: baa been reopened since t

?t nc : •

The torpea Yalta has been i Ld in
'I: l : - .

Command!.'. Admiral, Crimea reported that the Air
Force Fi Diviaion, tranai i to the Crimea
to replace the ry Diviaion, is also to
be empl: " on the Caucasus front. Hie transfer
of irt on 15 December* In
view of ice cor.

for the naval ferry barges bc~
D Kerch

uld be accol . I have therefore with-
draw!" er of 4 naval f

s of I Landic 1] oo
vaatopol (see War t*y 8 Dc . r

I
ir. crier

that si : be available for
the era/ e opt: i, : illy as I have to
i p that ..1st Landing
Craft Flotilla (xc:

"
'_- Itlcher " barges) are in

a state of total li3repair and may . nd up
t new
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14 Doconitci1
, 1943

Simferopol

0600 The 1st E-Boat Flotilla put in to Ivan Baba.
Last night 4 of bheir boats put out in 2 groups
and occupied a patrol line between 42° 30' N and
43° 30 f

IJ on the 35th meridian. No enemy forces
were sighted.

0630 The Italian E-boats put in to Yalta again from the
patrol line just off the south coast of the Crimea,
o enemy forces sighted there either.

The Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza ascertained
that the enemy forces returning from the western
Black Sea had been in radio communication with
Poti and Batum since 0500 and concluded that the
formations had therefore already arrived in the
eastern Black Sea. This view has boon confirmed
by air reconnaissance which sighted 1 destroyer,
course 110°, grid square 9221, high speed, at 0815,
2 destroyers, course cant, grid square 5372, medium
speed, at 0C45. he latter group was last
identified by long-range reconnaissance in grid
square 6372 at 1150. According to this the enemy
groups will be in the eastern Black Sea this
morning returning to their bases. At 1200,
therefore, I countermanded my order for immediate
operational readiness of E-boats and Italian
E-boats

.

According to D/F reports there are at present 11
Russian submarine::, at sea, 7 of them in the
western and central Black Sea. I presume that
this strikingly high figure may be attributed at
least in part, to the release of submarines
operating off the west coast.

After escorting the convoy which had been attacked
to Sulina, the 3rd Motor Mincsv/eepor Flotilla
unsuccessfully carried out an anti-submarine
operation between the mouth of the Danube and
Fidonisi. Thereupon route Blue and route Red
between Kilia and Bugaz were swept with Oropesa

ar. No mines swept. A check-sweep was
necessary since there was every likelihood that
enemy destroyers operating in this area had
laid mines.

Livelier activity of the Russian Air Force
during

Ives

—
latterly. Bombs wore dropped on Tomriuk during
the night of 14 December but no military objects
were damaged. Three bombs droppod on Kerch on
the same night did no damage. Taman was also
attacked and planes were observod dropping mines
near the swept channel from Kerch to Taman.
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This attack on our supply ports Tor the Caucasus
front .: the enemy's recognition oi ir
importance; it may also indicate that he is
aware of today's transportation of the Air Force
Field Division.

On the first day's shipment of this division
from Kerch to Taman the following were trans-
ported:

755 soldiers
111 horses
57 vessels
67 tons of stores for the armed forces.

The report of IT 24, now on her return passage,
included the following details of her last
operatic

1. Slight traffic off the Caucasus coast.

2. Enemy air reconnaissance in strength off Poti
and Batum, moderate north of these bases.

5. Net barrage exter from north of Poti
to Batwa.

4. Torpedo miss against destroyer now explained.

At 0600 on 16 Dece U 24 will be at point
CS 1 in order to pic up a convoy there and
escort it in to Cons tan tza. It is thought that
it will take 14 days to overhaul her.

The second row of contact mines was laid in
Theodosia harbor.
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15 Doccmb,y,% 194 <

Simferopol

At 1640 EET Main Naval D/P Station, Constantza
identified a destroyer in the southeastern
Black Sea, No further observations were
submitted so that it nay now be assumed with
certainty that the formation operating on
13 December in the we stern Black Sea is back
in port again.

Air reconnaissance only identified 2 patrol
vessels south of Tuapse and off Ghclonjik.

Ho operations. Nothing to report.

The Coastal Battery Divisional Command,
Constantza made available by General Hhruh and
the Command of Coastal Battery 621 were
dissolved on 12 December. The battery
"Tirpitz" has therefore become an independent
battery.

(Signed) Witthoeft-Emden.
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16 December, 1942

S3 mfergpol

0750 Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported that
on the afternoon of 15 December 1 destroyer,
2 submarine escorts and 6 submarines were inter-
cepted in the southeastern Black Sea,

1115 Two planes attacked Yalta.

1158 Main Naval D/'^' Station, Gonstantza intercepted
2 merchant ships 10 miles south of G-agri.

From the presence of enemy surface forces at the
mouth of the Danube, Commander Convoys and
Escorts foresaw tho inevitable slowing-up of
convoy traffic, since

a, it might well indicate enemy rninolaying
operations which would make check-sweeps
necessary,

b. the poor striking capacity of most of the
vessels in our convoys meant that no greater
risk could be run without a destroyer escort.

My attitude is as follows:

1. The primary task of the Navy is to bring
through important convoys v/ith supplies for
the armed forces etc. This task has to be
carried out with the resources so far
available in this area.

2. The risk of losses will have to bo taken
since it is D.mpossible to provide absolute
protection against attack by submarines or
surface forces owing to lack of forces.

3. Our task i3 to keep risk of losses down to a
minimum by olanning tho operations of
available resources. For this mirpose it
is necessary

a. to accelerate the laying of new flanking
minefields,

b. to diroct all northbound and southbound
convoys via the coastal route when tho

Lp»a draught permits, bearing in mind
the fact that the danger of submarines
may bo greater,

c. to employ Rumanian destroyers primarily as
escorts for valuable Crimean and Bosporus
convoys or for doop-draught steamers
unable to proceed by tho coastal rout ,
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d. to plan operations of Air Reconnaissance
Group 125 in cooperation with Commander,
Convoys and Escorts.

In so doing it should be remembered that previous
experience has shown that oncrny sorties - because
of the long approach and. return passage (about
1200 miles in all) destroyers and torpedoboats
only - take place only when general weather
conditions are calm and settled.

Air reconnaissance i3 primarily for valuable
Crimean and Bosporus convoys and ships unable to
use the coastal route. Furthermore, on the day
before the sailing of such convoys an exhaustive
reconnaissance of the eastern Black Sea and a
reconnaissance of Poti and Batum harbors should
be attempted.

The surprise sortie of Russian naval forces on
IS December led me to repeat my request to Air
Force Staff, Crimea for increased air reconn-
aissance since events had shown that:

1. Increased reconnaissance was also necessary in
the western Black Sea, hence the need for the
allocation of additional forces to Group 125.

Very close cooperation between Commander,
Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea and Group 125
was necessary in order that air reconnaissance
might coincide with the sailing date of convoys,
I therefore requested that Group 125 bo
directed accordingly.

Air Force Staff, Crimea replied that the increased
allocation of reconnaissance planes was still out
of the question. The shortage of fuol and
lubricating oil had repeatedly forced them to
restrict air reconnaissance.
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17 December, 194^

Simferopol

0825 Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported only
slight naval activity off the central east coast
where 2 destroyers were intercepted, also 5

submarines, 2 of them between the western and
central Black Sea.

2000 Main Naval D/F Station reported that according to
radio traffic a destroyer was probably identified
off the central east coast.

2246 Main Naval D/F Station reported thai; the
destroyer earlier in the southeastern Black Sea
was proceeding northward and was in radio
communication with Tuapse.

The following picture emerged from air
reconnaissance

:

0840 Approximately 55 small vessels (boats) in
Ghelenjik.

0910 Threo coastal vessels and single boats in Sochi.

0930 One merchant ship, about 3 coastal vessels and
single boats in Sukhur .

0945 One merchant ship of about 4,000 tons, course
170°, high speed, approximately 10 miles south-
west of Ochemchiri,

0950 Two merchant ships of 1,500 tons each, 1 mine-
sweeper and 2 guard boats, course 300°, moderate
speed, off Sukhunu

1320 Seven miles southwest of Ochemchiri, 2 tankers
of 5,000 tons each, 1 guard boat and 4 anti-
submarine vessels, course 310°

•

1025 Four boats of the 1st H-Boat Flotilla were
ordered to put out at 1200 and to advance into
the area between Tuapse and Sochi,
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18 December, 1942

Simferopol

0915 The 1st E-Boat Flotilla again put in to Ivan Baba.
Hope of encountering on& of the convoys reported
was not fulfilled. According, to dead reckoning
an encounter 3hould have been possible. The
flotilla only encountered smaller vessels,
S 28 sank a lighter of 600 tons; 2 boats fired
unsuccessfully, they had surface runners and
circle runners respectively, which passed a few
meters off the bow of S 28,

0900-
0915

1345

Off Cap ; Fhursonese a Russian piano dropped 3
bombs and machine-gunned 2 harbor defense vessels
from Sevastopol, No damage

•

Bombs dropped by 2 planes on Anapa caused no
damage

•

The day's air reconnaissance reposed only very
slight coastal traffic. Caucasus harbors were
not examined.

From radio braffic in the Tuapse area, Main Naval
D/F Station, Constantza identified a formation
of 2 destroyers and 3 patrol vesselr off the
central cast co?.st.

Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes reported that Port
Commander 24 and 140 mon have been transferred to
Balagarechka, 10 km, south of Nalchik, for local
defense purposes. On 13 December Port Comm'indor
25, in action near Elisca, suffered 5 casualties
and 1 man badly wounded when the concrete shelter
collapsed, Gorman training, he stated, was very
much restricted by necessary duties connected
with supplies and the building of fortifications
for local defensu as well as other army duties.
Refusal to perform these duties was out of the
question in view of the general military situation.

In the autumn Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes and
his Port Commanders had been brought as close to
the front as possible as the Army had expected
soon to be at Makhach Kala, In view of the
muddy season bhoy had had to tako the precaution
of always having the Naval Shore Cormmdcr close
to the advancing army. When the advance was
halted it was no longer possible to withdraw the
Naval Shore Commander, firstly because of the
fuel situation, and secondly bocausc tho Army was
forced to draw more and more on the units of
Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes in its operational
area, for defense tasks. Thus Port Commander 25
is now in the main defense line in order to
occupy the concrete emplacement.

SEP ION
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19 pe e ember, 1942

Simferopol

The day's air reconnaissance revealed traffic and
harbor movements off the east coast of the
Caucasus of 10 medium-sized merchant ships, 18
smaller freighters and 17 coastal vessels. One
cruiser, 1 large destroyer and 2 destroyers were
also identified at sea.

Main Naval d/p Station, Conntantza ascertained
that the largo destroyer "Charkov" with 2
destroyers was probably in the Tuapse area.

Port Commander, Kerch reported that at 0G40 near
Eltigon 2 naval ferry barges struck mines;
1 naval ferry barge sank.

Commander, 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla added later
that 4 naval ferry barges were proceeding from
Kerch to the south. The degaussing equipment
of the 2 ferry barges damaged or lost was out of
order. The 2 preceding ferry barges had just
passed the spot where the accident occurred
unharmed. • The wreck of ferry barge P 538 i3
about 100 miles west of the fairway buoy. The
sucond ferry barge P 536 only had a slight loak
and was able bo be towed in. Of P 538 's crew
1 man was rescued alive, 1 man was seriously
wounded and the rent of the crew of 13 is either
killed or missing.

Port Commander, Kerch has temporarily closod the
route to Cape Takil. It is to be swept by the
FZ-Group.

1000 The 1st E-Boat Flotilla will make a sortie into
the Tuapse -Sochi area and proceed as far south
as the radius of action will permit' in order to
try and intercept shipping south of Sochi if
possible. The flotilla will leave at 1200.

1245- Several pianos in waves over and near Yalta.
1315

A gun crow on bhe mole at Yalta obsorvod several
splashes in o\;r mined area. Minos were
pr obab 1y dr o r I

) i d •

1245 U 9 put out from Cons tan tza on operations.

Bombs were dropped at Anapa during tho morni) .

No damage was reported. At 2230 M.T.B.s
reported south of Anapa,

\L
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30 December, 1942

^ing the night of 19/20 December Russian planes
attack Yalta, Ivan Baba and Theodosia. Yalta
and Theodosia were simultaneously shelled from
the sea. The attack was probably the work of
the 1 destroyer "'_ ^v" and the destroyers
which had been repc: it sea during the day.
A motor tu as set and burned out in
Theodosia harbor. Otherwise no dama
identified

.

bhe alarm was B-boata
ircmedi- ut out fro:-. Yalta in Bearch of the
enemy : had . They
occupied a "_

. LI off the coast
between ." I Yalta. Nothi is

_:hted, howevc: . Durj ig the morning the
Italian E-boat . t Yalta tin.

The sortie of the 1st I- " >tilla was
unsuccessful . rust 1 ari f the

o corroded and the boat could or.

proceed at 8 to 10 knots to the violent
vibrations of the midship shai .

Cn their return pa? , appro:-: ly 50 miles
uthwest of Novorc ., the floril

encour -. :-d 2 destroyers on an e rly course
obviously returning from a bombardment of the
Crimean cc.et. The flotilla did not attack
since r .sibility for the inde] .lent passage
of S 72 could not bo tak„ .

1120- . conv: 3alaklava, consisting of 4 naval
1145 ferry bailees and ships in tow, was attacked from

the air. .: .ne-gun hits no
dama i. One torpedo passed right
astern of a ship. The convoy put in t

svastopol

.

1300 Several bombs were dropped by 4 Russian plar. b

Throe boats of the Harbor Defen.

.

-ilia were hit and sank. One of the Italian
E-l ndergoing a refit received a slight hit
an _ beached* commander of the coastal
stati , : utenant (s»g«) Sartachuk, was killed.
The Port Commander and several soldiers were

The da ': air re sance reported 16
freighters of 1,000 to 7,000 tons in the Caucasus
harbors c: . Ir. addition -. 11
frei . rs id 35 coastal vessels were identifisi.

lly 2 destroyers were reported at s 1038.
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Kerch Strait ha.g not yet been reopened since
Port Commander, Kerch thought it advisable to
continue the oheck-sweepa because aerial mines
are suspected.

Since, according to the above reports, the
presence of enemy forces was still suspected,
as also, in view of the moonlight nights, the
possibility of the attack on the coast being
repeated, the Italian E-boats were ordered to
occupy a patrol line between Cape Aitodor and
Ayu Dagh during the night.

\L -225-
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21 December, 1942

Simferopol

The Italian E-boats re-entered harbor this
morning after unsuccessful operations.

Off the Caucasus coast and out to sea air
reconnaissance reported 14 freighters of 8,000
to 8,500 tons and 18 to 20 coastal vessels; at
Poti there wore 1 battleship, 2 heavy cruisers
and 1 large destroyer.

Air Force Staff, Crimea reported that by moan3
of increased air operations at sea, the Russians
were endeavoring to interfere with German long-
range reconnaissance.

in Naval D/P Station, Constantza ascertained
that the large destroyer "Charkov" and 3
destroyers were believed to have put in to harbor
yesterday evening. In the afternoon 1 M.T.B.
and 1 destroyer, the latter probably in the
Tuapse area, were intercepted.

During th orning a report was received from
Port Commander, Yalta that one to three ships on
a westerly course were sighted on the horizon off
the coast near Alushta. Type and nationality
could not be distinguished. Since they could
not have been German ships the report was passed
on as "Most Immediate, Most Imr.iediate" to all,

ither the me: nor the afternoon reconn-
aissance provided any further confirmation of
this formation.

Port Commander 16 in 1,'ovorossisk reported that
according to reports from gunnery observation
posts 10 vessels were off Cape Idokopas at 1135
this morni*. .

Since, according to reliable intelligence from
agents, a Russian landing at Anapa-Novorossisk

ht take place on 22 December, o boats of the
1st E-Boat Flotilla were ordered to occupy a
reconnaissance line between Utrish Point and
Banka Mariya. The boats will re-enter Ivan Baba
one hour before dawn. If the enemy is sighted
a "Most Immediate" report will be sent. Owing
to singly heavy seas the boats had to

) Ivan Baba only 2 hours after they had
left.

Anapa was repeatedly bombed during the night of
20/21 December* No damage was caused.
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Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes reported that
further units were to be used for array tasks in
order to free army units for combat operations.
Operations concern:

1. Occupation of the localities Baksan-Talbyllim,
Nizh-Baksan, Wereh-Baksan, Kystyubo, between
20 and oO km. southwest of Gundelon.

2. Defense of Psygansu, 20 km. southeast of
Nalchik, behind the fighting line.

3. Defense of the valley of Babugcnt and Kashkau,
40 km. south of Nalchik. An Armenian
battalion under German command there.

4. Transfer re 1) to begin on 21 December,
re 2) and 3) on 25 December,

YL -227-
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22 December, 1942
- - - -- -* -

Simferopol

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza was unable to
Identify any naval activity. In the eastern
Black Sea 3 submarine escorts were intercepted.
Ten submarines, 6 between the central and western
Black Sea, were also identified.

Two pianos carried out reconnaissance over the
southeastern Black Sea. The Caucasus coast., was
surveyed, in particular the harbors of Gholenjik,
Tuapse and Sochi. Nothing to report. One plane
carried out reconnaissance over the central Black
Sea. No sighting reports. Reconnaissance very
greatly restricted owing to the weather.

0810 According to the reports of an Army Observation
Post, Port Commander, Novorossisk stated that a
tug with 2 large barges, presumably 1 tanker with
2 destroyers and 2 gunboats as escort vessels,
were proceeding from the south to Gholenjik Bay.
Two E-boats were dispatched to meet the convoy.

1300 Since according to several reliable reports an
enemy landing is anticipated off the coast at
Anapa and Novorossisk on 22 December, 3 boats of
the 1st E-Boat Flotilla were ordered to occupy a
patrol line at 1600 in air grid squares 65265,
7535 and 8557. Should no enemy be sighted then
stand on and off in 65265 and 7535. If enemy
sighted send "Most Immediate" report. Attack if
target valuable. Break off operation in case of
fog. Put in to Ivan Baba at daybreak.

The fairway from Kerch to Cape Tahil was reopened
after the FZ-group had ascertained that no fresh
mines had been dropped by the Russians. Naval
ferry barge No. 538, which struck nines on
19 December near Eltigen, struck a mine outside
the fairway.

During the afternoon Ivan Baba had 2 air raid
warnings. The enemy was repelled by barrage
fire.

Three air raids on Anapa: 9 bombs in all,
buildings damaged, 1 fishing vessel sunk.
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23 December, 1942

Simferopol

0515 The 5 boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla put in
to Ivan Baba again. The onomy was not sighted.

No sighting reports of interest from the Air
Force, The Caucasus coast and the harbors of
Sochi, Ghelenjik and Tuapse were surveyed.
One plane carried out reconnaissance over the
central Black Sea, No sighting reports there.

Main Naval d/f Station, Constantza identified
a destroyer at noon on 23 December off Batum,
Six more submarines were intercepted, 5 of them
between the central and western Black Sea,
Lively activity of small vossols in the coastal
area. Eight patrol vessels, 11 minelayers and
14 minesweepers were intercepted.

CO! rTIAL -229-
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24 December, 1942

Simferopol

On 24 December Main' Naval D/F Station, Constantza
reported strikingly slight naval radio traffic.
At 1945 2 destroyers wore intercepted in the
southeastern Black Sea, 5 submarines between the
central and western Black Sea.

Air reconnaissance reported that the harbors
Ochemchiri, Sukhum, Sochi, Tuapse and Ghelcnjik
had been surveyed. Heavier traffic from south
to north. Focal point between 41° 30 » N and
42° 30' N# No larger enemy vessels identified,
A single reconnaissance of the central Black Sea
was carried out by one plane. No sighting
reports. The Russians used fighters in an
attempt to prevent the reconnaissance. Two
covering sweeps with towed loop gear wore carried
out over the buoyed route in Kerch Strait, No
mines were swept.

At Kerch a Russian fishing vessel ran straight
into the Pavlovski minefield at 45° 13' N,
360 39,[:)

r g f
and sank,

1600 In accordance with the Ftthror's orders a
consultation began between Army High Command,
Quartermaster General and Admiral, Black Sea, at
the latter >s R.Q.., regarding supplies for Army
Group A across Kerch Strait, Major General
Zutavorn, representing C-in-C Army, presided.
The followin;-; took part:
Commanding Admiral, Crimea,
Representative of Chief of Transport Organization,
Representative of General, Combined Operations,
Representative of Quartermaster General, Out-
Station,, South,
Naval Liaison Officer, Army High Command.
Representatives of Army Group A have not yet
appeared owing to the weather.

With regard to the Navy, the discussions
concerned the expansion of the harbors of
Sevastopol, Kerch, Taman, Senaya (Taman Bay) and
Temriuk and the provision of all available means
of transport in order that supply traffic across
Kerch Strait might start as soon as possible.

o provision of transports presents no
difficulties. The railway on the Crimea, harbor
installations for loading and unloading and,
above all, transportation from the harbors on
the Taman Peninsula, are the bottlenecks.

\I -230-
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25 December, 1942

Simferopol

0000 On £5 December a teletype was received from
Quartermaster General- army High Command that
the Ftfhrer had decided that from now on trans-
shipment via Kerch must achieve maximum
efficiency. All possible means of transport
are immediately to be placed at the disposal of
the supply organization and assembled. Army
Group A is to be in charge of the rapid expansion
of the harbor. Prom 30 December at least 2
train-loads must be transshipped and dispatched
daily.

I passed on the Ftihrer's order to Chief, Supply
and Transport, Black Sea, to the Reich
Commissioner of Maritime Snipping, Bucharest and
to the 1st and 3rd Landing Craft Flotillas and
ordered the Chief, Supply and Transport to
dispatch all available aotor tugs and lighters
to Kerch. The 1st and 3rd Landing Craft
Flotillas were likewise ordored to send naval
ferry barges not already in use in Kerch Strait
to Kerch.

Air reconnaissance sighted nothing of importance
off the Caucasus coast. The Caucasus ports
themselves wore not surveyed. >r was anything
sighted over the central Black Lioa,

Main Naval d/f Station, Constantza reported no
movement of naval forces. Throe submarines wero
intercepted, 2 of thorn between the central and
we stern Black Sea,

1505 A formation comprising naval ferry barges Nos. 176
and 341 encounter ;

. large Russian submarine in
45° 16' N, 32° 37' E. Nine depth charges wero
dropped. No visiblo success. Position about
8 miles southeast of Tarkhankutz i , This shows
how quickly the Russian submarines follow up
G-orman convoy activity. Latterly several convoys
have been making for Capo Tarkhankutz:!.

.

1630 An Italia -boat put out in order to stand guard
on and off Yalta duri t] i night. -ill put
in ag ..'.n ,'brea 1

.

Pianos fl dnapa without dropping bombs.

Two Russian M.T,B,s fired at one another durin •

tho night.

The conference regarding increased supply traffic
for Army Group A, at wMcb Major General Zutavorn
presided, continued throughout the day.

\T
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26 December, 1942

Simferopol

0745 Air reconnaissance identified a merchant ship of
about 5,000 tons in air grid square 0317 East 44,
a destroyer and 4 M.T.B.s, course 320°.

0856 Four destroyers reported in air grid square 0317
East 44, course 320°, medium speed.

1105 Air reconnaissance reported 4 destroyers in air
grid square 8369, course 280°. Air Commander
South, long-range reconnaissance, stated that

iese forces were being shadowed.

1345 A report was received that the shadowing had to
be broken off owing to a defective engine. The
enemy was last sighted at 1230 in grid square
8371, course 270°, In open cruising formation.

1259 I issued orders to Commander, Convoys and Escorts,
Black Sea to recall the convoys Immediately.
Two convoys proceeding directly from Constantza
to Scvastoi ol ere primarily affected.

2200 inal report received that the convoys which had
been at sea had all put in to port again.

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza identified the
following activity:

1300 One destroyer and 1 torpedoboat in the south-
eastern Black Sea.

1635 A bearing of 48° was obtained on a submarine from
Mamaia.

1724 One unidentified vessel at sea,

2100 According to an inaccurate bearing another
destroyer was in the southern Black Sea.

All the reports suggest that the Russian Fleet is
attempting a renewed sortie into the western
Black Sea.

1258 Naval Shore Commanders, Crimea and Caucasus were
ordered to maintain increased readiness.

During the morning I was in conference with
General Zander (Air Force) regarding the
possibility of increased air cover for the
protection of convoys in the Black Sea. General
Zander maintained that the situation on the
eastern front, particularly near Stalingrad,
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prevented any withdrawal of the forces of the
4th Air Force. Weather permitting, reconn-
aissance v/as flown daily with the forces available
in the eastern, central and western Black Sea -

in the west by Reconnaissance Group 125. The
reinforcement of these reconnaissance forces was
desirable, he said, but they must be provided
from outside the area,

I arranged with General Zander to send a request
via Group South to Naval High Command to find out
whether pianos could be withdrawn from Norway or
Germany.

With reference to cooperation between Air Force
Staff, Crimea, Reconnaissance Group 125 and the
Navy, it was agreed that a wide measure of
cooperation had boon sanctioned and had so far
always been maintained. General Zander considered
the use of bombers for Black Sea operations to be
out of the question since the Air Force was
strained to the utmost in all sectors.

For his part ho called for the fighter cover in
the Crimea to be reinforced in order that the
Kerch-Taman area might bo bettor protected,
did not, however, overrate the value of fighters
for Kerch since the enemy's approach from the
sea does not allow sufficient warning to ensure
a prompt take-off.

There was, he continued, a Rumanian fighter
Staffel at Kerch on regular operations. The mere
presence of the fighters was valuable primarily
because it made the enemy far more wary.

It was impossible to station a fighter Staffel in
the vicinity of Sevastopol because there was no
landing ground there for fighters. The nearest
one at Sarabus v/as too far away for the fighters
to be effectively employed should Sevastopol
sustain an air attad

General Zander also thought it essential for
Sevastopol to be provided with a heavy anti-
aircraft detachment. A request for the detach-
ment lias aire boon submitted by General
Zutavern. Commanding Admiral, Crime'!, had
himself also made a direct request.

The result of the conference may be summarized
as follows: the available air forces are being
strained to the utmost to satisfy the demands
made on them, they are inadequate to provide an
exhaustive survey of the Black Sea,

It should, in particular, be pointed out that
1 reconnaissance plane is Insufficient to

•T -2o5~
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reconnoiter bho central :is.ck Sea. je with
the forces at present ir. the arc we car. be
no hope provenent, a dc-ci at tc vol

rale be taken as to whether the threat to
su] A. coul . enished by
dr lanes from another area,

is sit L an has been unequivocally brought to
leral Zu tavern's notice, making the r:

entailed in transportati: cross the Black Sea
more clear.

Negotiations wi neral Z ;-.vern were concluded
cs far as \ ossible without the repreE stives
of Army Group A who had been prevented by the
weather from coming to Simferopol ir.

Plana for .-7 are as follows :

450 tons of merchandise arc daily to leave
Sevastopol by train to Blerch, 200 tons are to be
transshipped by naval . barge airect to Taman.

Kerch and K Burun 2,300 tons will have
to be trai lereh or t n

ninsula daily.

-pproximate ly 1,000 tons will be
needed to about 7,000 tons ly from the
west co:: - Black 3 - direct to Temriu::.

Unloading 1 . and Temriuk are at
present about 675 tons dail- .

Within the lays the -- requested
to commence trai 3shipping 900 tons daily at
first, vie. . , 3 far as shipping is
co:: this 3houl liffieulty.

The Navy's requests for the :: nsion of t.

.-bore -, and Temriuk have been
d over to . : al Zutavcrr. . and his

Insr :hc harbors within the next
3 •

ThirT barges must be made ready for
transporte." n iuties fx pol to I:-.'.an,

i. , in average of 3 load:-; baj = ust leave
ly, returning within £-10 days.

In addition to 30 Siebel fera ibined
. 1 ~. -.._ craft, 7 tugs and 21 lighters
ided for Kerch.

'.ill be put to gradual use in
proportion to the grov . facility e for
unloading in the eastern ports.

The Navy cannot guaranl t . sh Strait will
kept free of ice since there are no ice-
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breakers for shallow water available in the Black
Sea and those tugs which are available have not
been reinforced against ice. The icebreaker
"Solombola" has a draught of 5 meters and she Is
only at 50$ efficiency because her engine and
boiler installations are in a bad state of
disrepair. She cannot be considered for Taman
Bay.

At the earliest possible opportunity the Navy
will investigate whether it is possible to repair
Akhtari harbor, reported to be completely
destroyed. This would be of great advantage
because Akhtari is a railway junction. The
railway can bo repaired with comparative speed.

The weather situation deteriorated during the
last few days, A wind force up to 7 was to be
expected at sea making operations impossible for
the 1st E-Boat Flotilla. The weather also
prevented bhe departure of naval ferry barges
for Temriuk,

Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported that
2 Russian bombers raided Anapa at 1100. No
damage done,

1900 IvT.T.B.s wore sighted close inshore. At the same
time pianos using the M.T.B. transmission
frequency made their appearance to deceive us.

2035 Two M.T.B.s were 1 km, off the harbor.

^T \L «235~
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27 December, 1942

Simferopol

0040 I had instructed Chief, Operations Division of
Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea and
Chief, Supply and Transport to come to the
Crimea in motor minesweepers in order to discuss
all the necessary preparations for supplies for
Army Group A. On the afternoon of 26 December
the officers boarded the motor minesweepers
R 164 and R 165 respectively and put out from
Constantza, At 2100 on 26 December a radiogram
was received from Chief, Operations Division of
Commander, Convoys and Escorts to the effect
that from 0100 the boats would occupy a patrol
line at a distance of 60 miles west to southwest
off Khcrsonese. It was planned to put In to
Sevastopol at daw .

Since it was not the 2 motor minesweepers * task
to reconnoitor against a possible enemy stationed
in the western Black Sea, at 0040 I issued orders
that they should abandon patrol and make for
Sevastopol by the shortest route which would be
via the northern route. The boats did not
receive the radiogram promptly since the coastal
wave was overloaded. However, the boats did
not sight the enemy and arrived at Sevastopol at
0800.

0800 Chief, Supply and Transport, Black Sea and Chief,
Operations Division, Naval Training Command
arrived at Sevastopol aboard R 164 and R 165 for
discussions with Admiral, Black Sea regarding
Army Group A*s supply problems.

Two Italian naval ferry barges lay overnight in
Yalta roads for the protection of the harbor and
put in again at dawn.

There were no further reports this morning on the
destroyers sighted yesterday since, owing to the
danger of icing, air reconnaissance was not flown
this morning. I have therefore advised Commander,
Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea to continue
detaining the convoys. Unfortunately it involves
a series of Important convoys, including the
transfer of several steamers from Constantza to
Sevastopol, But until there is information on
the 4 destroyers proceeding westward, the
suspension of convoys will have to bo maintained.

Main Naval D/p Station, Constantza sent only one
report at 0845 according to which 1 destroyer
and 2 patrol vessels were off Tuapso.
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1130 Air reconnaissance identified the 4 destroyers
in air grid square 2446, course 20° • The coast
was informed at once since the course led straight
to the southwestern tip of the Crimea, Later,
however, nothing more was seen of the destroyers.
Air reconnaissance had to be broken off owing to
the weather.

There was anxiety in the course of the da:/ on
account of a convoy which had left early despite
the ban. It comprised 2 naval ferry barges, the
tug "Kiel" and the lighter "Saone". The convoy-
was proceeding to Kerch. Having been notified
of its departure I ordered immediate return of
the convoy, failing which it should put in to
Balaklava. This did not succeed since there
was interference on the lines to Sevastopol and
Balaklava and the convoy had no radio equipment.
The Port Commander, Yalta was therefore directed
to stop the convoy off Yalta. He succeeded in
the late afternoon. The convoy put in to Yalta
in the evening but, owing bo a broken cable, the
lighter "Saono" ran aground off the harbor
entrance to Yalta. As a result of this
incident I have issue d orders that all Port
Commanders are in future to bo notified of the
suspension of convoys so that no convoys will
leave port at such a time, and convoys on passage
will mako for the nearest port.

The sharp spell of cold from the north has
enforced the removal of 3 and lighters from
Nikolaiov. Chief, Supply and Transport has
ordered their transfer to Odessa, Shipping to
ikolaiev is expected to stop,

ariupol reported that the harbor was frozen
over •

aval Shore Commander, Xorxos roported that the
vessels set aside for the new escort duties have
taken over their tasks.
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28 December, 1942

Simferopol

CJ. .10 According to a report received from Naval Radio
Station, Bu^az, Aussian destroyers shelled
Burnae , The destroyers stood well off the
coast. The bombardment ended at 0915, Two
destroyers were sighted in the fog proceeding
southward.

Clearly on the occasion of this sortie the enemy
acted differently from previous operations. He
did not advance into the western Black Sea on the
night of 26/27 but, as air reconnaissance at noon
on 27 December revealed, he remained in the
central Black Sea in order to star- ing for
the western Black Sea .".oast on the following
night, ; encr .,; quite possibly A acard
about the convoys which had loft Constantza
makinr directly for Sevastopol and was trying to
intercept them. Only after this had failed did
he bombard Buga:, as a diversionary measure.

The way in which the enemy sortie of 26 December
has since developed into a thrust into the
western Black Sea is but a further opportunity
of pointing out to General Zutavern, in a survey
of the situation, the difficulties caused by
being totally unable to put up any opposition to
enemy surface force:; thr ling our supplies.
Purthcrt. : , all the convoy traffic has been
idle for 48 hours • It can only be allowed to
proceed again when it is fairly certain that the
enemy has withdrawn.

1525 The 4 destroj.-ers wore identified by air reconn-
aissance in air grid square 1525, moan course
140°, high speed. The shadowing had unfortu-
nately to bo broken off owing to poor visibility
and rain setting in. This report showed,
however, that the enemy was returning to his
bases,

1525 Italian E-boats, Yalta were ordered to occupy a
patrol line in air grid squares 5445 and 3325,
we • permitting, from 1800 onwards.

1532 Lik wise, :: ather permitting, the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla was ordered to occupy a patrol lino
fr ir grid square 5459 to" 5359" from 1900
onwards. Admiral, Black Sea had received no
record of the weather situation at the time of
the order since telephone communications with
the coast were interrupted at the time.
According to the forenoon report there was the
possibility that the winds might drop. But at
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tho time when the Italian E-boats and the 1st
E-Boat Flotilla wore to put out, the sea was so
heavy that operations were out of the question.
Consequently issian destroyers were .able
to continue their outward passage without
encountering any interference.

1609 Assuming that the enemy would continue his
passage back to the southeastern ports, suspension
of convoy traffic was canceled as from 29 December.
Orders were given, howover, to observe increased
radio vigilance, since convoys might have to be
recalled at short notice,

1620 Main Naval D/F Station reported the destroyers
in air grid square 2440 and at 2310 in air grid
square 4320. Commanding Admiral, Light Forces
was aboard the vessels. -This was regarded as
a confirmation of the return of the Russian
destroyers to bheir base.;.

Commander, 30th TJ-Boat Flotilla directed U 9 to
operate on the formation's approach routes toward
the south should they consider themselves in a
favorable po s i ti c n

•
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:ed with the sortie : lan
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ern 51 . 1720 and 2150 a torpedo-
boat ; Batuci and one off Poti*.
Thus th: . . at entered port on the
evening of 29 December at the earliest.
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tin that lay. It was tc extent
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hampered by the weather*

An Army observation post near Novorossisk his
for some days sent reports of shipping at
Ghelenjik. The following report was received
today:

0535: 1 medium, 1 small freighter escorted by
20 to 30 small craft proceeding from tho
southeast to Ghelenjik.

1000: 1 freighter off Ghelenjik Bay on
southerly course.

1300: 1 larger ship with 2 escort vessels
leaving Ghelenjik.

1310: 1 freighter of 1,000 to 1,300 tons with
7 escort boats, approximately 5 miles
southeast of Ghelenjik*

Lively traffic of small vessels identified as
before off Ghelenjik, only active by day,
however. During their last operations E-boats
did not identify traffic of any kind in this
area at night.

1955 Novorossisk harbor was shelled by an M.T.3.
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50 December, 1942

Simferopol

1100 The Pflhrer'a order for more supplies to be sent
to Army Group A via the Crimea and the halting
of shipping to Nikolaiev have created a new
situation. As a result the main convoy traffic
has now beon switched from Constantza and the
Danube to Sevastopol and Kerch, The available
escort forces will be fully occupied. Russian
submarines operating close inshore prove the
greatest menace to convoys. Convoys proceeding
to the Crimea must therefore avoid the coast and
constantly vary their route.

The changed situation also calls for a change in
present minelaying plans. Naval Training
Command, Rumania has been instructed accordingly.

1150 A message has boon received from Naval Liaison
Officer, Army Group A that in order to take
certain tactical decisions Commanding General,
Army Group A is in most urgent need of
information regarding the mined channels in the
approaches to Kerch Strait and in Kerch Strait
itself. It is also wondered whether Russian
vessels possibly wishing to land on the east
coast of the Sea of Azov would be able to get
through. The reply stated that Kerch Strait
was thoroughly mined by both Russian and German
mines and that the present channel was guarded
by a German minefield. It was added that
Russian minefields lay off Temriuk, Achuevski,
Akhtari, Kami shevatskaya and Dolganskaya. It
was thought impossible for Russian vessels to
get through Kerch Strait in order to make a
landing on the east coast of the Sea of Azov,
particularly since Kerch Strait v/as well
protected by guns,

1230 U-boat operations against Russian naval forces
and shipping have so far proved unsuccessful.

In view of the present general situation and of
Russian opportunities for interfering v/ith our
supplies, U-boat operations against warships
continue to bo the main task. Sinking merchant
tonnage off the central east coast can only
bring very slight relief to the Caucasus front,
I therefore consider that the U-boats should be
transferred back to the area off the harbors of
Poti and Datum, if only in the hope of to some
extent tying down enemy naval activity, A
situation report to this effect has been sent
to Group South,
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U 9 has been ordered to proceed at once to the
operational area off Poti, to remain there until
her return to base, and to attack large merchant
vessels and warships from torpedoboatc upwards.

19:35 . './roup South replied that my attempt to concentrate
on tho Russian Fleet ran counter to Naval Staff's
last directiv- . orders would not be canceled,
however, since the new operational area lay close
to that chosen by Naval Staff and the wording of
.the task did not affect tho sense of Naval Staff's
last directive.

1600 The consultations in Kerch on supplies for Army
Group A, conducted by General Zutavern in command
of transport troops, were continued and led to
the following results. Railway facilities across
the Crimea arc at present still so limited that
the Navy will have to continue carrying out
further transport operations especially as v

supplies for the 4th Air Force have now alscX to
be undertaken. This means that in' addition to
a freight of 5 00 tons by rail, daily transship-
ment from Sevastopol must be increased to 600
tons by lighter and 100 tons by naval ferry
barge. This average daily freight of 700 tons
carried by sma-11 vessels must bo transported
along tho south coast of tho Crimea direct to
tho harbors oast of Kerch Strait, It is further
planned to carry fuel supplies by way of the
harbors of C-cnichosk, Tomriuk and Taman as soon
as ico conditions allow. I accordingly plan to
leave the 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla in Kerch
and the 1st Landing Craft Flotilla in Sevastopol
for the time being and both Flotilla Commands
will be responsible for all the naval ferry
barges present in their respective ports.
Transportation across Kerch Strait must for the
time being be primarily conducted by naval ferry
barges and Sicbol ferries until sufficient
lighters arc available in Kerch.

1945 Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes reported that,
. owing to the withdrawal of the 1st panzer Arm;;,

the 4th Naval Motor Transport Detachment would
have to stand by ready to move away the Naval
Shore Command. The Army was ordered to with-
draw on the afternoon of 50 December and this
was already taking place.

The 4th Naval Motor Transport Detachment is
therefore now at the disposal of the Naval Shore
Commander.

2240 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported that the day's
reconnaissance over the southeastern Black Sea
had yielded no sighting reports. Harbor
reconnaissance was prevented by the weather.
Coastal reconnaissance identified 1 freighter
and 2 patrol vessels.

yr_
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31 December, 1942

Simferopol

1015 [ain Naval D/P Station, Constantza reported a
destroyer in the Sochi are-.

115

1315

A consultation with the commander of "Ship 19",
Lieutenant (s.g.) Wolters, took place. It is at
present intended to use "Ship 19" as an anti-
submarine vessel. She will be attached to
convoys with the independent task of chasing any
submarines that appear. The convoy is therefore
merely a means to an end, Usir. the ship as a
c envoy leader is out of the question. is clan
is based on the following considerations.
All Russian submarines, which have so far made
an ap ince in restern Black Sea, have been
submerged. They have only attacked with
torpedoes. Only once, west of the Bosporus,
have they been . . .\

r:e attack with gunfire.
If the ship were assigned to this arc:- her
presence could not be kept secret for long.
Moreover there are political difficulties with
Turkey so be considered. Freedom of action on
the Ln convoy rout . lly offers moderate
prospects of success since the ship would soon
be recognized as '

! ship, focal point
of U-boat warfare is centered off the west coast

bhe Black Sea and off the Crimean coast.
This is where the ship should primarily operate

pt is to be made by attaching her to
convoy traffic. I have sent the relevant
information to Group South.

port C nder, Yalta reported that a submarine
surfaced and submerged again 2 miles from the
coast near Capo Sichor, The boat turned off to
the sou:.

1 08 Main .1 D/P Station, Constantza reported
destroyer in the southeastern Black Sea.

40 The Naval Artillery Detachment in Ivan Baba
rcpor 4-5 Russian M.T.B.s in 110c

, some 4 miles
off the coast, escorted by planes, sourse Cape
Chauda

,

warning1650 Lid

3h v odor,
at Thoodosia. At 1705 Naval
Cri rdcrcd Increased

1742 - ir Force Staff, Crimea reported t :nc air
reconnaissance was flown which yielded no
sighting reports from the southeastern Black S. .

Apart from 'fuapse, the Caucasus ports have not
been surveyed. Li no sighting reports
from botweon the western and central Black Sea.
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2200 M.T.B.s off Anapa reported by Naval Shore
Commander, Caucasus,

Port Commander, Kerch reported that between
1630 and 18 06 an enemy plane flew three times
over route Brown from Cape Takil to Cape Banka
Kys Aulskaya and back. Mines are suspected
and the route has been closed.

2550 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported 2 enemy
boats, probably M.T.B.s, off Novorossisk.
They were subjected to gunfire.

(Signed) Witthoeft-Emden.
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Do comber

Simferopol

December was char?.cterized by three sorties of
Russian surface forces into the western Black Sea,
ostensibly with the object of harassing our supply traffic
from the west coast to the Crimea. If the enemy failed
in his objective, it was only. because on one occasion
there happened to be no convoys at sea. On the next
occasion when a convoy came into contact with the enemy
it succeeded in shaking him off with skillful maneuvering,
A determined opponent would probably not have lost contact
with the convoy. On the third occasion the enemy v/as

promptly intercepted by air reconnaissance and the convoys
recalled or detained.

The activity of the Russian Fleet since the beginning
of December has been remarkable. It is a serious threat
to our overseas supplies because we have neither surface
forces nor bombers with which to counter enemy operations.
At present everything depends on the prompt discovery of
the enemy's departures from port so that our shipping may
be quickly warned. It must, however, ultimately prove
of groat disadvantage that quite apart from the weather
there should not be enough planes available to maintain
constant contact with the enemy once he is known to be
proceeding westward, let alone to intercept him again the
next morning. Every precaution must therefore be taken
if we arc to avoid losing our merchant tonnage and convoy
vessels. This means that by keeping a few vessels in the
central Black Sea the Russians can paralyze our entire
supply traffic for days. They are all the more
encouraged to make these sorties when they encounter no
opposition and take it for granted that shipping will be
idle whenever they thrust westward into the Black Sea,

Russian submarines continued their activity. In
particular, they wore identified close to the approach
points. On 17 December escort vessels (an PR boat and
the "Xantcn" ) succeeded in destroying a Russian submarine.
This was announced in the Armed Forces' Report.

U-boat operations off Poti and Batum were without
result. There were several torpedo failures. Russian
air cover has grown considerably stronger In this area.
Air reconnaissance is also continually obliged to face
Russian fighters off the southern harbors.

Admiral, Black Sea's main task in the coming period
will be to make every effort to safeguard the supply
traffic running via the Crimea and Kerch Strait for
Army Group A.

Intensified attacks on shipping running from the west
coast to Sevastopol, immediately off the Crimean coast
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and in Kerch Strait, aro to be anticipated. In
addition, numerous sources of intelligence state that
the Russians are planning landings between Theodosia
and Novorossisk with the object of threatening the
supplies for Army Group A.

It is therefore clear that surface forces ./ill have
to maintain a state of maximum readiness and Naval Shore
Commanders, Crimea/Ukraine and Caucasus constant
vigilance • The work of expanding the defenses in the
Crimean harbors, Anapa and Novorossisk, continued on an
intensive scale throughout the month and is continuing.
Theodosia harbor is now better protected as a result of
a scries of minelaying operations. Protective mine-
fields at Yalta, Ealaklava and Sevastopol were likewise
reinforced. Contact wines were laid at the landing
stages. In accordance with the Fflhror Directive,
equipment at the bases was improved. I/York is still in
progress.

Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes and all his units
worked side by side with the Army in carrying out
defense measures. As a result all the forces within
the command are feeling the utmost strain in the task
of standing by ready to repulse the expected enemy
attack

.

Efforts to carry out offensive measures during the
winter wero greatly impeded by the weather since, apart
from U-boats, the only -.vail.; lc vessels aro incapable
of operations if the sea is no more than force 3.
The enemy on the other hand, with a considerable number
of seaworthy vessels, is far loss subject to tho
weather. It will therefore bo investigated whether
coastal defenses could not be improved by further
minelaying operations.

(Signed) Witthoeft-Emden,
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Comments on the War Diary of Admiral, ^lack Sea

. : :. :. : 12, IS E ; g -mb er;

A r3 port on the results of the investigation a

the position vrhere the enemy submarine attacked by the
tor r.incsweeper FH 2 and the "Xanten" is believed to

have submerged, has not yet been receive".

?.-: :~

i
'." -:' 3, IS December :

I" has yet : discovered wh 1

P 53£ outside the fairway - a fa: . was
subsc . iscovorod#

Re par. 1:0, 24 Docomb or ;

It should be r.sized that the Bavy has neit:
the qcI nor to 1 to carry out the expansion
of the harbors, Indoed it can only be done
collaborating wit", bhc 1 provide the
necessary personnel and material.

He r ". ' 337, •£ ~ 1 ,_:;: :r :

When assemt: ..Duld be taken to
ensure that at least - the escort vessels or
escorted vessels is equipped with radio. This is now

fore since with the present
activity of the Russian PI - it will probably often
prove necessary to re-route convoys already at ser.

.

24 1 ,
'

C T :

U-boat ope: :re at present concentrating on
disturbing Russian supply t: Lc off the central ea
coast. Although there too prospects of s: re very
slight, at the present time c Tions in this area and

i.-.st this traffic seem more promising than "ions
by one or at most two boats off Poti ~-3um, where
recent experience ha: shown " a air defer ~o be

lly strong and whe . she Russian Fleet has been
ing the precaution :_ in /.arbor even more

th. re owl known ice of our U-boats.

i outh fully Lgrcea with Admiral, Black Sea's
survey . se the situation is so
tense on the Soutr. t ront, it i: impossible to
predict when Air, Force reinforcements will : : iv in The

, . face fore ieh v/ith
U-boaTc are the chic:' lace to our convoys, are to be
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